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THE STORY OF CHING WONG, THE CRAFTS- 

MAN: BY WALTER A. DYER 

MMMM IM,NCE upon a time, ever so long ago, there lived in 

| China a little, weazened-up vallow rina, It was in 

4 LN é the Ming dynasty, whenever that was. My book 
iE says thirteen hundred and sixty-eight to sixteen hun- 

i\ dred and forty-four. Like most of us in nineteen 
nw hundred and ten, his chief occupation was earning 

enough cash to buy enough rice and fish to nourish 
his shriveled little body sufficiently to make it possible for him to 
earn more cash to buy more rice and fish, and so on, ad infinitum. 
His name was Ching, or Wong, or Ching Wong, or whatever outland- 

ish name you will. Somewhere in Ching’s disgusting little body 
there slumbered a soul about as big as one grain of mustard seed. 
It was an untroublesome soul that let him beat his wife and do many 
vile things. Ching’s possession of a soul was not in itself remarkable. 
Most of us have them—much like Ching’s. 

But one day Ching’s soul woke up! 
Ching earned the cash for his rice and fish by making pots for 

other people to cook rice and fish in. He made the pots good penne) 
to sell for cash, and no better. Why should he? It would not be 
prey to make them so well that they would never break, for then, 

y and by, his occupation would be gone, and how would he get 

rice and fish then? And it really didn’t matter if they did happen to 
be scratched and uneven. Folks simply wanted pots that would 
hold water and not crack in the fire. 

But one day Ching conceived the idea of making an especially 

good pot. It was his soul that told him to do it, but he didn’t know 

that. So he madea good pot. It was a very good pot, indeed. It was 

round and smooth and graceful. He spoiled many pots in making 
it, and wasted much ealuable time, but he didn’t care. When the 

good pot was done he didn’t try to sell it, but cleaned a place for it 
on the shelf and sat and looked at it. It pleased him greatly, and 
as he sat and admired it his soul grew—just a little bit. 

After a while the good pot ceased to satisfy Ching’s soul, and it 
clamored for another. So Ching made another good pot, better than 
the first. Then he made other good pots, and soon he made all 
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his pots good ale even though they brought no more cash. It 
pleased him to know that he could make fe pots. 

One day Ching saw a piece of glazed pottery with blossoms in 
it in a mandarin’s window. It was green, shiny, and very delicate 
and beautiful. After that his soul troubled him a great deal. Finally 
he could stand it no longer, and he journeyed to the big town, 
where he paid a skilled potter much nk to teach him how to make 
delicate, colored pots with glazed surfaces. Then he went home, 
and whenever he found time he made delicate vessels with colored, 
glazed surfaces. These he did not sell, but put them on his shelf and 
gazed at them when he was tired. 

By and by he found himself desiring to make something even 
more beautiful, and he set forth again to learn what the ages had 
taught men about making porcelain. 

Finally the great inspiration of Ching Wong’s life came to him. 
He resolved to make a vase that would Be a perfect vase—the most 
beautiful vase that had ever been made. He made and destroyed 
dozens before he found a shape that would satisfy his soul. Then 
he made and destroyed many more before he hit upon just the soft 
sky-blue tint that he wanted. At last it was done. It was a very 
small vase, but it was the most beautiful vase that had ever been 
made. He had put the whole of his little mustard-seed soul into 
it. Then he sent it as a gift to the Emperor. 

Whether Ching died happy after he had made his vase, or lived 
to a driveling old age, meally does not matter. ‘The vase has lasted 
for hundreds of years, and now stands on a little teakwood pedestal 
in the cabinet of a wealthy collector, and is gazed at and admired by 
many people who do not understand, and by a few who do. 

HING WONG was one of the world’s craftsmen. He was as 
cc much a craftsman, in his way, as Michaelangelo; for craftsman- 

ship is not confined to any one age nor to any one people. It 
is Cea and universal. It was a human attribute in the days of 
Tubalcain. Craftsmanship is the realization of art for art’s sake; 
only that phrase has been worn threadbare until it hardly serves to 
cover the nakedness of shiftless bohemianism. The reward of crafts- 
manship is the satisfaction of the soul in the completion of a perfect 
thing, whether it be a chair or a cathedral, a sentence or an epic. 
Craftsmanship is one of the rarest of human virtues in its perfection, 
and one of the oldest and commonest in germ. True poalisinen are 
rare, but most of us are potential craftsmen without knowing it. 
Our souls haven’t fully baked up. For craftsmanship is not con- 
fined to the making of pots and pictures; it extends throughout the 
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whole range of the world’s activities, wherever human creative force 
is at work. Wherever the creative faculty is exercised for its own 
sake with a high ideal—there is craftsmanship. 

There is no higher ideal than that of the craftsman, for it is the 
soul speaking; it is the divine spark in us. God, indeed, is the greatest 
craftsman of all. In fact, so far as we may reason from what we 
see, craftsmanship is His chief attribute. Love, mercy, justice, 
wrath—these things we have guessed at. All we have evidence of 
is craftsmanship. Look about you—look at the curve of a mountain 
range, at white clouds and blue sky, at a clump of purple asters and 
poldetied, at a chipmunk’s tail, at a pine tree against the winter 
sunset, at the flash of the sun on a mountain brook. Isn’t it a bit 
presumptuous to suppose that these things were made for our pleas- 
ure alone? 

“And the earth brought forth grass, and the herb yielding seed 
after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, 
after his kind; and God saw that it was good.” 

I do not mean to be irreverent. The noblest conception we have 
of God is as the Creator—which means Craftsman. Why does the 
spider weave that wonderful gossamer wheel of his so beautifully ? 
J am inclined to think he has a bit of divine soul in him—rather more, 
perhaps, than a miser or a seducer. It is craftsmanship, then, that 
our souls are blindly groping for, whether we be empire builders or 
dressmakers. To take something worth making, and to make it 
as nearly perfect as possible, is craftsmanship. Thus a good cobbler 
is more godlike than a poor preacher. I fancy that Jesus of Nazareth 
was a good carpenter, and Saul of Tarsus a good maker of tents. 
It is deanarianetip that constitutes the difference between a states- 
man and a politician. One builds; the other manipulates. It is 
the lack of ey meneh ip in our modern financiers that makes us 
distrust them, just as we distrust petty barterers; they do all for profit, 
nothing for accomplishment. It is the lack of craftsmanship that 
makes mere social prominence seem empty to thinking men and 
women. 

T IS the apparent lack of craftsmanship in the capitalist that 
antagonizes the workman. I say apparent, for I believe there are 
lenty of capitalists who are craftsmen, and the sooner we folk 

of dierent occupations and degrees of wealth come to recognize the 
spirit of craftsmanship in each other, the sooner we shall come to 
understand each other, and the sooner class warfare will cease. The 
socialist says this understanding can come only through leveling proc- 
ess—either violently revolutionary or quietly evolutionary. r am 
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not sure of that. I am inclined to think that this better understand- 
ing will come about through hidden channels of which the reformer 
and the single taxer and the socialist take little cognizance. I believe 
there is yet a more glorious day for individualism, for craftsmanship 
is an attribute of individuals, not of masses. That was Herbert 
Spencer’s belief—that human progress comes through the activities 
of the world’s chosen few—that is, the great craftsmen. 

All through the ages, the evolutionists tell us, the soul germ has 
been pushing steadily upward toward the light. In the ant and the 
bee it has reached a high stage of development. Almost they are 
craftsmen. It is in man, however, that the highest point of devel- 
opment has been reached. He has a soul, we say. He aspires to 
more than food and drink. He must needs scratch likenesses of 
beasts on his cave walls, or he must be making gardens. 

I am optimistic enough to hope that this development has not yet 
reached its highest point, but that the divine spark in us will burst 
forth again and yet again in immortal flame; and men of genius 
come alct we need them most, to point the way, give us fresh ideals, 
teach us new craftsmanship. 

Cultivate the ideal of craftsmanship, and you will be making prog- 
ress toward your own personal cnet Compel yourself to under- 
stand the meaning of craftsmanship, place your mind in sympathy 
with it, and by that act of will you will be tapping an unlimited 
reservoir of unsuspected joy and peace. 

This sounds like cee psychology, I grant you, or New 
Thought, or Brahminism, or Christian Science—or nonsense. It is 

good sound sense, for all that. This joining the cult of craftsman- 
ship requires no sacrifice of material comforts. You don’t have to 
starve for art’s sake. You aren’t ee to become “queer,” and so 

alienate yourself from the companionship and ty of everyday 
folks. No public confession of faith is required. You can take 
the ideal of craftsmanship to your heart and keep it hidden, if you 

_ choose. It need not interfere with your day’s work; rather, it will 
glorify the day’s work and make sordid tasks seem worth while. 

KNOW a man who has made his mark in the world as an apple 
I grower. He is materially successful; by study and personal 

attention he has made as much as one thousand dollars in a season 
from one extraordinary acre. He is an expert; he receives one hun- 
dred dollars from wealthy “gentlemen farmers” for a single day’s 
advice and supervision. He is much in demand as a lecturer on soils, 
cover crops, tae fertilizing, pruning, making new varieties, and 

all the rest of it. He is proud of this career. And yet it is not that 
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which makes him a happy, sweet-minded old gentleman. It is the 
fact that he has grown the biggest, reddest, spiciest apples that have 
ever been produced in the State of New York. He gloats over his 

apples as Ching Wong gloated over his good poe: He has made 
no sacrifice of material comforts; he has not brought privation to 

wife or children; and yet he has satisfied his soul as some of our 

captains of finance cannot possibly have satisfied theirs. He is a 
craftsman in apples. 

We are most of us craftsmen in some material or other—some 
in pots, some in apples, some in marble, some in pie-crust, “Some 

with massive deste and great, some with ornaments of rhyme.” 
We must work, whether or no; shall our work make us happy or 
miserable ? 

We are workers, you and I, and our compensation is, for the 
most part, inadequate. How keenly that fact tortures us at times! 
We work to make others rich, and we deserve appreciation which 
we do not get. In the ideal of craftsmanship alone may we find 
due compensation. Do your work well, and your own soul will not 
fail to praise you. It will be the God in you saying, “Well done, 
thou good and faithful servant.” External appreciation is pleasant, 
but in the end it is hollow and ephemeral. Selt-realization and self- 
satisfaction are the permanent, valuable rewards. I can imagine that 
Robinson Crusoe on his desert island had his happy moments. The 
Medieval monk in his cell wrought wonderfully for the delectation 
of his own soul. Longfellow saw this vision when he wrote “The 
Builders,” and Kipling, when he wrote “L’Envoi.” 

That’s all very seal, you say, for one with the artistic tempera- 
ment. Young Rodin nearly starved in the name of craftsmanship, 
but he was an artist. I am merely a worker, and I dislike to starve. 
I inhabit a world of cold, hard facts, not dreams. 

You are wrong, brother. You are an artist, too, just as Ching 
Wong was when i made his ugly pots. Perhaps your soul hasn’t 
waked up yet. You are still working for cash with which to buy 
rice and fish. ‘That’s your trouble—not circumstances. 

Take courage, weary toiler. It may be that your youthful dreams 
never will be realized. Perhaps there is no pot of gold at the end 
of the rainbow for you. But the rainbow is there—a vastly more won- 
derful and beautiful thing. Commune with your own soul; you will 
find it jolly company. Open the windows and let in God’s sunlight. 
Then make something that you know is good. Give your soul a chance. 
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THE NEW YORK EXHIBITION OF INDEPEND.- 
ENT ARTISTS: BY ROBERT HENRI 

HE Exhibition of Independent Artists is not a move- 
[a ment headed by any one man or small group of men. 

le I think that one of the most damaging things that could 
= happen to the progress of art in Rinerisa would be 

(| Ay to personalize bhis movement in any way. Neither 
H is it an exhibition of the rejected, nor an exhibition of 

people who have had their pictures eerie or refused 
by the Academy. It is not a gathering together of kickers of any 
description, but is an expression of the present tendency in America 
towash developing individuality. This tendency is a great under- 
wave flowing all through America. From the North to the South, 
from the East to the West, there is an awakening in art matters. 

This exhibition is practically an opportunity for individuality, 
an opportunity for experimenters. The people who got up the ex- 
hibition did so with a view to bringing together all workers old or 
young who have some definite direction in their work; not necessarily 
directions that the originators of the exhibition might care to follow 
or might like or even might be sure of understanding, but a direction 
that the artist himself really understands. For instance, if anyone 
in the exhibition should come to me and say, “Is this the kind of work 
you stand for?” I should reply, “That is not the question. This 
work is here because it is the kind of work its author stands for, and 
I am convinced that he means a definite thing in what he is doing. 
Therefore I consider that he is furnishing important evidence,— 
that he is a valuable experimenter in this means at adits expression.” 

Freedom to think and to show what you are thinkin; EREE that 
is what the exhibition stands for. Freedom to study and experiment 
and to present the results of such essay, not in any way being retarded 
by the standards which are the fashion of the time, and not to be 
exempted from public view because of such individuality or strange- 
ness In the manner of expression. What such an exhibition desires 
is all the new evidence, all the new opinions that the artists have, and 
then their work must either succeed by its integrity or fail from the 
lack of it. We want to know the ideas of young men. We do not 
want to coerce them into accepting ours. Every art exhibit should 
hear from the young as well as the old, and in this one we want to 
present the independent personal evidence which each artist has to 
make and which must become a record of their time and a proof of 
the advancement of human understanding. 

This is called an independent exhibition because it is a manifesta- 
tion of independence in art and of the absolute necessity of such 
independence. It does not mean that it is an independent organiza- 
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tion, but that it is made a of the independent points of view of men 
who are investigating. hat such an exhibition should show is 
the work of those who are pushing forward, who need and deserve 
recognition, who must have encouragement, who should receive praise 
for every ad of their advance. They deserve it because they are 
thinking. The world should stand and watch their progress, not 
to criticize, but to be criticized by these essays. When we walk into 
such an exhibition we may expect to see things which we will not 
understand, but we should not express instantly the first idea which 
comes into our minds, because that idea is more apt than not to be an 
exclamation at the shock we receive at seeing something different 
from what we had expected. All important steps forward in the world 
have been received by critics and by the public generally as something 
ridiculous, impossible—until they were accepted and lauded. 

S I see it, there is only one reason for the development of art 
A in America, and that is that the people of America learn the 

means of expressing themselves in their own time and in their 
own land. In this country we have no need of art as a culture; no 
need of art as a refined and elegant performance; no need of art for 
poetry’s sake, or any of these things for their own sake. What we 
do need is art that expresses the spirit of the people of today. What 
we want is to meet young people who are expressing this spirit and 
listen to what they have to tell us. Those of us who are old should 
be anxious to be told the things by those who are to advance beyond 
us, and we should not hate to see them in their progress. We should 
rejoice that a building is rising on the foundation that we have helped 
and are still helping to erect. I personally want to see things advance. 
I want to see work done better iy others than I have found possible 
in my life. I want to see progress. It should be impossible to have 
any feeling of jealousy inact those who are young and who are to 
accomplish the future. 

It is necessary for the people in this country to understand what 
art is, to understand why it is, to understand that it is the expression 
of the temperament of our people, that it is the development of the 
imagination which in the end must affect not only the production 
of painting, of sculpture, of poems, music, architecture, but every 
phase of our daily existence. If art is real it must come to affect 
every action in our lives, every product, every necessary thing. It 
is, in fact, the understanding of what is needed in life, and then the 
pursuit of the best means to produce it. It is not learning how to 
do something which people will call art, but rather inventing some- 
thing that is absolutely necessary for the progress of our existence. 
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Our artists must be philosophers; they must be creators; they must be 
experimenters; they must acquire a knowledge of fundamental law 
in order that those who seek them and listen to them may learn that 
there are great laws controlling all existence, that through the under- 
standing of these laws they may live in greater Biaplicity, greater 
happiness and greater beauty. Art cannot be separated from life. 
It is the expression of the greatest need of which life is capable, and 
we value art not because of the skilled product, but because of its 
revelation of a life’s experience. ‘The artists who produce the most 
satisfactory art are in my mind those who are absorbed in the civiliza- 
tion in which they are living. Take, for instance, Rockwell Kent. 
He is interested in everything, in political economy, in farming, in 
every phase of industrial prosperity. He cannot do without this 
interest in his art. The very things that he portrays on his canvas 
are the things that he sees written in the great organization of life 
and his painting is a proclamation of the rights of man, of the dignity 
of man, of the dignity of creation. It is his belief in God. “It is 
what art should mean. 

Another is John Sloan, with his demand for the rights of man, 
and his love of the people; his keen observation of the people’s folly, 
his knowledge of their virtues and his surpassing interest in all things. 
I have never met Sloan but what he had something new to tell me of 
some vital thing in life that interested him, and hia probably was 
eventually typified in his work. 

LLIAM GLACKENS is in this exhibition, as usual, unique 
W in mind, unique in his appreciation of human character, 

with an element of humor, an element of criticism, always 
without fear. He shows a wonderful painting of a nude that has 
many of the qualities that you notice in the neo-impressionist move- 
ment. But Glackens seems to me to have attained a greater beauty 
and a more fundamental truth. There is something rare, something 
new in the thing that he has to say. At first it may shock you a little, 
perhaps a great deal; you question, but you keep looking; you grow 
friendly toward his art; you come back and you get to feel toward 
the things that you have criticized as you do tenant the defects in the 
face of a person whom you have grown to like very much. They 
become essential to you in the whole, and the whole with Glackens is 
always so much alive, so much the manifestation of a temperament 
intensely sincere and intensely brave. 

A man whose work is beautiful because he is close to life is Jerome 
Myers. He is also a dreamer; he works close to the little people in this 
world of New York. He is a lover of people and in his pictures he tells 
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THE EXHIBITION OF INDEPENDENT ARTISTS 

‘ou what he knows of humanity’s ways. You don’t stop to question 
his technique, although that is good a too, but in studying his 
paintings you study the soul of the man and his knowledge of the world 
and the breadth of his kindness. 

Not one of these men will talk to you of their technique or of any 
organization they are interested in, or of any effort to form a society. 
They will tell you that they want independence for their ideas, in- 

"dependence for every man’s idea. Why, this country was founded 
with the idea of independence, with the idea’of man’s right for freedom. 
We do not think much about this, and yet it was the first idea that 
caused people to fight under the leadership of such a man as Patrick 
Henry. 

Tenet think that the people who are worth most in life are 
the babies. They have their own opinions,—and how tragic it is that 
as soon as they get a little older they seem to find it han while not 
to force their opinions too much. ‘The baby is the only person who 
knows absolutely no class. The baby likes what he likes, and the 
grown man must stand in front of him with his hat off. He must feel 
a little ashamed of himself and say, “ What a coward I have been ever 
since I was a baby!” The man who looks at the baby, if he is a real 
man, must say to himself, “ My little baby, if I can save you, if I can 
bring about the conditions which would make you able to continue 
in the beautiful dignity that you have, in this same self-judging 
power that you have, if I could enable you to retain your independence 
as you have it today, I would die happy.” Young art students are the 
same brave creatures. They do not think of public opinion; they are 
just art students. They do not think of money. But later some of 
them come and say, “Those were great old days we had. But what a 
set of fools we were.” And then all I can think of to say is, “I am just 
such a fool now. I hope I shall be a student as long as I live.” 

HAT a mistake we have made in life in seeking for the finished 
product. A thing that is finished is dead. ‘That is why the 
student interests me so. He is in the process of growth. 

He is eee he is testing all his powers; he has no thought 
of any finished product in his expression. A thing that has the great- 
est expression of life itself, however roughly it may be expressed, is 
in reality the most finished work of art. A finished technique with- 
out relation to life is a piece of mechanics, it is not a work of art. 
Some of the things that may hold one’s attention in this present exhi- 
bition are possibly the very slight sketches. I recall some sketches 
which are the work of a girl of fourteen, and they are beautiful. In 
looking at these drawings I see the expression of the viewpoint of a 
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ree girl, healthy, beautiful in her mind, wonderfully ore 
loving all the beautiful things of human association and in nature. 
Her work does not pretend to be an exhibition of culture. It is only 
a showing forth of the charm and the humor and the interest that was 
Uockened in the mind of a girl of fourteen. What is true of the way 
this girl achieves is equally true of the work of Whistler; it is equally 
true of the work of Velasquez, and of the great masters. They saw 
things vitally; they were interested in them; they expressed their 
interest, using materials which they preferred to express their ideas. 

I do not wish to convey the idea that this exhibition was planned 
for the work of young people; at least, for those who are young in 
their abilities as artists, becuse most of the exhibitors are not youn 

ple. A few of them are older than some very old artists that i 
Nie. Take the picture, for instance, of Julius Golz, the painter 

of Blackwell’s Island and the East River. What force and power 
is in this man’s work. He seems to be the only man who has ever 
painted the East River, that wonderful ap anihe fence again! that 
absolutely deep and tragic water and then beyond, Blackwell’s Island, 
and all done without a particle of sentimentality. As a canvas it 
stands as a striking piece of realism and yet in the hanging it is asso- 
ciated with and is a most natural accompaniment to chs ainting of 
Arthur Davies, the great imaginator. Side by side with the Wore of 
these two men is the painting showing the tenderness and bravery 
and the imagination of Fok Bex, aa down the line is John Sloan’s 
“Clown,” a wonderful piece of work. 

I want to speak again of John Sloan, of his painting of the backs 
of houses, old ‘Twenty-second Street houses, with the boys on the roof 
startling the pigeons into flight. It is a human document of the lives 
of the people living in those houses. You feel the incidents in the 
windows, the incidents in the construction of the houses, the incidents 
in the wear and tear on them; in fact, the life of that neighborhood 
is all shown in the little line of houses, yellow and red houses, warm 
in the sunlight. And the quality of the sunlight is that of a caress; 
the houses, the atmosphere are steeped in its warmth. 

These are some of the things that it seems to me a person will see 
at the Independent Exhibition of pictures. Those who are looking 
for exhibitions of culture in some set form or fashion in art will probably 
not see these things, because of the prejudice of their point of view, 
because they are really looking in different directions. They are 
looking for the signs of the acquirement of the fashion in art of the 
day; they are not looking for the thoughts, the feelings, the life of a 
man; they are not searching for a personal record in a man’s work. 
They beck an accomplishment in a trade. 
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WAS at a dinner some time ago and one of the great art critics 
I made a speech, saying, “‘ What we, leaders, need to one and 

encourage in this country is, first of all, technique.” And then 
the company applauded. But to me it seems that what really matters 
in this country is the development of mind, which will result most 
positively in a greater technique than could ever be arrived at by an 
effort to develop technique itself. Perhaps I will make clearer my 
pening by telling you something about the pena of Miss ee 
Rice, who is one of the young exhibitors at the Exhibition of Independ- 
ent Artists. Her work is surprising not only for one of her age, but 
for one of any age. She has a vital interest and a psychological under- 
standing of and sympathy with the people she paints. It is because 
she is so intensely interested in life, all of life, and practically free 
from professional educators, that she has gone directly to the finding 
of this specific technique which she has for the expression of her ideas. 
Her progress has been rapid, because it has been in the direct line 
of her need. And so I feel if we had in this country more effort to 
develop individuality, we should have everywhere among our artists 
as a result a much greater technique. A man with great ideas will 
develop the necessary channel to express them adequately, but a man 
ey dig a very wide and deep channel for the expression of ideas and 

find it always empty. More and more I feel as I go through the many 
exhibitions of paintings that the pictures known as “finished” have 
often been scarcely begun, because there is no great underlying struc- 
ture in them. They possess no important organization. They may 
have had a semblance of organization, a mere semblance of struc- 
ture, but that in the finished picture is plastered over with a kind 
of surface which in turn is closed up at all the rough edges taken 
off, the individuality smoothed out, the personality obliterated and 
the ee finished. 

t this exhibition you will notice Miss Ward’s work. She is a 
painter of dogs and she paints them distinctly differently from the 
majority of painters of dogs. She has not the taste of the dog fancier in 
mind, although I have no doubt that all the essential points are well 
indicated. She does not endow them with human emotions; she has 
found the emotions of dogland quite interesting enough. Their 
fashions, their pride, their sympathy, their whims are the subjects 
she presents, never for a moment doing that tragic thing of endowing 
a dog with a human point of view. Bou understand the feeling and 
interest of her dogs from the point of view of animal psychology, not 
at all from the understanding of human sentimentality. 

There are some prize fights in this exhibition, the work of George 
Bellows, which are full also of their own kind of beauty, atrenth, 
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energy, declaration of physical grace. Their value is in Bellows’ 
appreciation of what is interesting in this phase of life, and the work 
has its own beauty. 

Everett Shinn is there, too, with his distinct whimsical humor. 
He has done some marvelous work. He is full of enthusiastic interest 
in life, and his works are full of the beauty of this enthusiasm. He 
likes the show; he understands its pleasures, and he makes you see 
and understand every phase of it. And his most serious work is 
pace with a sparkle of never-failing exquisite whimsicality. 

is way of seeing never fails in interest. 
Of Ernest Lawson there is the love of the vibration of light, his 

enjoyment of life as it is, his power to see the yer) in it, his desire to 
express all the romance of Nature without adding to it, finding enough 
romance in the thing as it exists,—a greater romance than any human 

mind could imagine. 
Glenn O. Coleman is another man to be remembered. He is 

represented in this exhibition by a canvas done in simple breadth, 
rich and deeply impersonal in color; the very spirit of an old New 
York street seeping in rain. Edith Dremel is represented by a 
series of most original delightfully humorous water-color drawings— 
such criticisms of the manners and appearance of people is there, 
yet with the amusement they evoke the heart also warms toward 
them. Walt Kuhn’s work is full of rugged vigor. Margaret Ecker- 
son shows a Rodin-like head. But in the exhibition of sculpture we 
turn first and last to Borglum’s Lincoln,—the Great Independent. 
A distinctly new painter of snow, possessed of great virility, is 
Edward Keith, Jr. ‘There is a spirit of youth in the way Stella Elmen- 
dorf has painted her flowers. They are presented as youth sees 
pte things, strong, courageous and sympathetic. In Amy 
ondoner’s pictures there is a rare specialization through color and 

a yery personal note of humor. Maurice Prendergast’s work shows, 
as always, the happy vibration of ee which suggests the vitality of 

life itself, The entire third floor of this exhibition is given up to a 
; resentation of drawings by modern American artists, probably the 

Gest collection of this line of work ever shown in New York. 

HAVE been asked if this Independent Exhibition will become a 
permanent organization. I have not the slightest doubt but what 
the idea will go on, but I personally have no interest whatever in 

forming it into a society, and if an institution were formed and I were 
to become a member of it, I would probably be the first man to secede 
from it, because I can see no advantage to art in the existence of art 
societies. The thing that interests me in this is the idea of it, the idea 
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of independence, the idea of encouragement of independence and 
individuality in study and the giving of an opportunity for greater 
freedom in exhibitions. 

I have been thinking for a long time what possible substitute 
could be furnished for the Academy idea, in what way pictures could 
be exhibited entirely without the jury and the hanging committee, 
and suggest the following scheme, which seems practical to me. A 
gallery that might be of great educational value and of great honor 
to the city of New York could be established along the following lines: 
It would be perhaps some three or four times larger than the present 
Fine Aris Building on Fifty-seventh Street, New York. It would 
contain many rooms of equal value for exhibition purposes, these 
rooms to be at the service of artists who would form themselves into 
groups of twenty, gaining by the formation of their body the right 
to use one of the rooms for a period of one month. A waiting Tist 
might occur, because there might be many groups of twenty men 
who would care to associate themselves in one exhibition. Such 
a gallery should be under the freest of direction. It should be a city 
institution, actually for the advancement and encouragement of the 
arts, a place for trying out the artists’ ideas, a place where they could 
exhibit and where there was no judge except the public, and the nine- 
teen other men of the same group. This proposition seems to me to 
do away with any permanent organization of artists, with any board 
of officers, with any presidents, with any body of men who sit in 
judgment on other men. All that is necessary is for a man to be 
acceptable to nineteen other artists who are sufficiently in accord to 
wish to ally themselves in an exhibition. Should a man go alone to 
this gallery and say, “I have absolutely the greatest thing in the world 
so far as art is concerned, but I cannot get a chance to exhibit. I want 
you to give me a place in your galleties,” The reply would be, 
“Find nineteen other artists who believe in your sincerity or worth 
sufficiently to form themselves into a group and exhibit with you, and 
the room is yours. But you must ring true to nineteen other men 
thinking along your own lines and judging your work from the point 
of view of a fellow worker.” I have been asked what answer would 
be made if a group of students banded themselves together and asked 
for an opportunity of exhibiting. My immediate answer is, “ Why 
not? We want to see what they are doing.” Of course, there would 
be mistakes, but we could not make any more than we are successful 
in doing today in our institutions. We should at least have groups 
of men who believe in each other, who are trying to understand each 
other, and who if they criticize, do it from thé point of view of intelli- 
gent understanding and sincerity. Such a gallery as this would 
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furnish New York what it should wish to have,—an oie field for 
the searcher, the opp to show what he is searching for, the 
chance to be laughed at, if necessary, but at least the chance to prove 
that he knows what he is aiming at, It would be a Pelceroaed 
for the testing of new ideas and new intentions, and such a battle- 
ground should be free from all dictatorship. Every man should find 
it an open door to an open road, and it should stand for the truth 
about art in America. 

f° Enrror’s Nore:—The artists who contributed interest, time and money to the organization of 
this exhibition were John Sloan, Robert Henri, Walt Kuhn, Scott Stafford, W.J. Glackens, Arthur 
B. Davies, Guy Pene Du Bois, Ben Ali Haggin, Glenn O. Coleman, Dorothy Rice and Clara Tice— 
The men on the hanging committee were George Bellows, Guy Du Bois, Robert Henri, Walt Kuhn, 
James E. Fraser, John Sloan, W. J. Glackens.—Secretary and ‘Treasurer, John Sloan. 

THE UNTILLED FIELD 

T was a field beside the way 
Where only brambles grew. 

Untilled forevermore it lay 
Beneath the sun and dew. 

But every soul that passed it by 
Came under its sweet spell 

And stopped to dream with softened eye 
Of star and asphodel. 

For there were wonders in its round 
And glories heaven-blessed. , 

Heartsease and joy did there abound 
And herbs of sleep and rest. 

The birds came daily there to feed 
And there upon the sod 

Forevermore midst grass and weed 
There bloomed the peace of God! 

Epwarp Witeur Mason. 
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MODERN COUNTRY HOMES IN ENGLAND: BY 
BARRY PARKER: NUMBER TWO 

A 3 } HEN called upon to. design a house, the first tas 
(| designer has to do is to get a real knowledge of his 
Wap | clients. When saying this I am of course thinking 

ie A B5} of the designer who Ea the best opportunity of pro- 
7 \\} ducing what is artistically satisfactory; that is, of the 
TX Oe designer of a setting for lives he may understand. 

ne Most of us are unfortunately so accustomed to adapting 
ourselves as best we can to such houses as we find, that we scarcely 
realize this method does not make for the best results either in our 
lives or in domestic architecture, and it is only because we are so 
accustomed to it, and take it for granted without stopping to consider 
it, that we do not feel its limitations and restrictions too irksome to be 
tolerated. If a house is to be as complete a success as those who work 
for the revival of domestic architecture would wish it to be, it must 
be designed to fit not only the requirements and habits of particular 
clients, but their individualities, their tastes and even to some extent 
their characters. It is almost as difficult for an architect to design 
a house really successfully for perfect le as it is for a portrait 
painter to paint a stranger successfully. Every house should to a 
very large extent be thought out on its site. 

With as complete a knowledge as he can get of the people for 
whose lives he is to create a home, and of their requirements and 
tastes, the designer must go on to the site and let it dictate to him 
what shall be the interior arrangement of the house, and largely 
what shall be its exterior treatment. The site must suggest the in- 
terior arrangement because the contours and falls of the land must 
have their influence on the design, or the house can never be one 
which will look as if it had come there naturally, and were a pleasant 
part of its surroundings, and not a “foreign body.” 

Considerations of true economy also lead to careful study of the 
falls and contours of the land. Again, the position of the approach, 
and the point to which the drains must be Prought of course deter- 
mine much. But perhaps the site dictates most eaouge consider- 
ation of the aspects of the various rooms and the outlook from their 
windows. 

We no longer regard a house, as did our ancestors, as being 
prmanly a sheltce for those who lived chiefly out of doors. We now 

ook upon it as a home in which to spend most of our time, and from 
which we shall occasionally go forth, This has effected not only 
a change in the nature of the sites we choose, but very greatly our 
views as to planning. A sheltered situation was considered the first 
essential in the old Sasa now many would sacrifice this to gain good 
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prospects from the windows. The site should also be allowed to 
suggest the exterior treatment to be adopted, or that feeling of fitting 
in with its surroundings which I have attempted to describe will not 
be gained. 

Pothaps the use of local materials may not be quite so emphati- 
cally suggested for a country site as it is for a town site, because in 
some cases it is conceivable that a material brought from a distance 
might be found which would fit in with the surroundings, and take 
its place in the landscape almost as well as one found in the district; 
but we learn from the past that in those towns in which the greatest 
consistency in the use of certain building materials has been main- 
tained, the greatest sense of unity and completeness has resulted. 
This has not been brought about by deliberate regard for a sense of 
the fitness of these materials, but by the fact that, being the local 
materials, they were the cheapest and most available. Now that 
building materials brought from a distance can compete in price with 
those in the locality, me so this practical consideration is removed, it 
behooves the architect to be more alive to the importance of using local 
materials from his sense of fitness, and his desire to regard his work 
as taking its place in a complete picture. 

OMETIMES on the site an almost complete conception of what 
his building should be presents itself to the mind of the architect, 
and then he is extremely fortunate, and the result of his efforts 

is likely to be more happy than at any other time. 
The best buildings ars ee to have been almost a complete 

conception. Their plans and elevations seem inseparable, the 
former account for the latter from the bottom to the top. The degree 
to which this can be obtained depends upon the grasp and mastery 
of the designer. 

When a conception of a building as a whole does not present 
itself, it is most satisfactory to start from the plans entirely, making 
them first thoroughly useful and fit, then, being satisfied with these, to 
go on to the elevations, letting them grow, letting them suggest and 
almost make themselves. 

This will pave the way for modifications in the plans, as the eleva- 
tions may require, for their improvement in balance, grouping and 
construction; always, of course, being on guard against pidiipering 
the utility of the plans. 

As I have ed before, let the exterior be the logical outcome and 
expression of well thought out interior arrangements. Very much 
depends on a proper aie danding of the right relationship between 
plans and elevations. It is not uncommon for plans to be made to 
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SOLVING AN ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM 

fit in with a conception of what the designer wishes the elevations to 

be, and this is radically wrong. Sometimes plans, if not actually 

worked through elevations, are certainly influenced by possible 
exterior effect more than is justifiable. First secure suitable logical 
plans, which it can be seen will result in satisfactory grouping and 
‘pile up,” and from these evolve elevations. But I must guard 

against the misunderstanding that I am advocating anything so 
Ey eard as the method ddopted, I believe, by some designers, of plan- 

ning the various floors of a building and then considering how that 
building is to be roofed. The veriest novice at the work must of 
necessity be thinking as much of his roof plan when making his 
ground floor es as he is of the poe floor om itself. Iam only sug- 
posting that the man who goes first for suitable logical plans, ee 

is roof plan, and next for elevations which come naturally from an 
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express these, is on the right line for success. So we see how in- 
evitably anyone must be going the wrong way to work who takes 
a design made to fit one set of conditions, and considers what adapta- 
tions and modifications will make it fit another. We must not sup- ° 
se a design used for any other site or adapted to any other con- 
itions than those for which it was made can ever result in anything 

but failure. For the house used herewith to illustrate the foregoing, 
the site was a very beautiful one at Minehead in Somersetshire, but 
it presented exceptional difficulties. 

F AN architect does not secure for the principal living room in a 
British country house of this size all the sunshine there may be at 
any time of the day, on any day in the year, he cannot be said 

to have been entirely successful. Now from the site in question there 
was a view to the north which it was imperative aliduld be seen from 
the living room, but the finest view was out eastward. So it was 
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SOLVING AN ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM 

necessary to have windows also on that side, as well as those for sun- 
shine on the south, and in addition a peep down the valley westward 
could not be missed. ‘To secure all these for the one room was a 
problem, but it was not enough merely to do this. 

Every room, no matter how many windows it may have, seems to 
have a certain trend or “‘direction”’ of its own. It turns its face one 
way, and much depends upon seeing that it turns its face aright, 
that it has the right direction given to it. It is very easy to find a 
room which, though it has windows looking where the room should, 
still does anything but face that way. It is even very easy to find a 
room with windows commanding a fine view through which that 
view will seldom be enjoyed because the “direction” of its plan is 
wrong. So here at Minehead it was necessary that the room should 
turn its face eastward. This in the first place could be secured by 
arranging that from the parts of the room in which those using it 
woath naturally stand or sit when pursuing their customary occupa- 
tions, they would command the view out east. 

Therefore the fireplace must be in the west wall, for all through 
the winter months the life in such a house centers round the living- 
room fire. And it must be seen to that the big east window shail 
be in that part of the room in which the homolald would congregate 
during the summer months, that is, in the part furthest removed 
from the traffic routes, and from the doors and draughts. So every 
effort had to be made to give the living room an easterly “ direction.” 
The peep down the valley westward was secured from the west win- 
dow in ihe living room across the open courtyard, and down the vista 
of the pergola. It was desirable that most of the bedrooms and also 
the dining room should enjoy a southern exposure, while the latter, 
like the living room, had an eastern “direction” given it, and gained 
the fine eastern view. Then stables which cou be reached under 
shelter were necessary, and how to place them without cutting off 
any sunshine, or destroying views from the house was part of the 
ean Further, the approach was from the north, and the land 
ell rapidly from the south to the north. al 

All the walls were built of stone quarried a few yards from the site. 
On the outside they were rough-cast with local lime and gravel 
which gave them a beautiful cream color. On the inside, they were 
fniched with cheddar lime worked up to a rough stucco surface, and 
left in the clear white which resulted, without any applied decoration 
or color. The roof and wall framing were sllowea to decorate the 
living room, and on them were laid by local workmen straw thatch 
in accordance with local traditional methods. On the first floor is 
a gallery looking down into the living room. 
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THE SMELL OF PAINT: AN IMAGINARY CON- 
VERSATION: BY CHARLES BATTELL LOOMIS 

Scene:—An art dealer’s show room. Pictures in stacks. Some 
on the walls, some on easels. Enter dealer with collector. Dealer 
goes to corner of room and picks up picture which has been placed face 
against the wall. 

Dealer (with enthusiasm):—This is a very beautiful picture. 
Collector (nodding his head):—Yes, it is. 
Dealer:—Do you think it more beautiful than most ? 
Collector:—It is one of the most beautiful I ever saw. 
Dealer:—What do you think it is worth ? 
Collector:—Well, I don’t know who painted it, but I would be 

willing to give a hundred dollars for it without inquiring further. 
Dealer:—Man, it’s a Homer Martin! 
Collector:—You don’t say so! I told you it was beautiful. You 

can’t fool me. I now say that it’s marvelously beautiful. Who but 
Martin could have painted it? 

Dealer (laughs):—And you said you’d give a hundred dollars 
for it. 

Collector:—Yes, the joke is on me. Well, I’ll back my admiration 
for it and I’ll give you a thousand, spot cash. 

Dealer:—Not exactly. Not quite that. You can have it for two 
thousand five hundred dollars. 

Collector:—Done. Here is the money and I think I have a bargain. 
Dealer (sentimentally):—I don’t suppose that poor old Martin 

got more than twenty-five or fifty dollars for it and he did need the 
money so. Well, an artist has no business to die in middle age. 
Art is long and it’s up to him to hang on until he’s ninety. 
Then he may be able to get some of the good prices himself. I 
wish the poor man was alive and I’d invite him out to dinner. 
Some of those poor devils don’t know what it is to eat a 
square meal. 

Collector (looks at the picture lovingly):—I’m a very proud man 
to be the owner of this which I consider the most beautiful picture I 
ever saw. I want to take it with me, and show it to my friends. 
I feel I am getting it cheap. 

Dealer (laughingly) :—There’s a good deal of paint on it. 
(Collector goes out.) 
(Scene changes to office of friend of collector. Friend seated at desk. 

Collector comes in.) 
Collector:—Hello, old man. I’ve got a surprise for you. Here is 

a picture that I wouldn’t sell for fifty thousand dollars. 
Friend:—That’s going some! 
Collector:—It’s the most beautiful Homer Martin that the artist of 
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that name ever painted. Isn’t ita tone poem? Don’t you think it has 
the art quality all over it? He’s just as careful in his painting of the 
corners as he is of the center of the picture. That’s the mark of a genius. 

Friend:—I guess it’s all right. I don’t know much about pictures 
myself. I know what I like, but I wouldn’t call that a shocker in 

any way. It don’t slap you in the face. 
Collector:—That’s why I like it? When I started in I liked the slap- 

you-in-the-face kind of picture, but now I’m educated. No offense. 
You go in for horses and all that sort of thing, but I wouldn’t trust 
you to buy a picture. Just look at that delicate gray quality-——— 

Friend:—Vd call it “green.” 
Collector: —What did I tell you? You know horses. You’d never 

mistake a bay horse for a gray horse—— 
Friend:—Nor a “green” horse for an old horse. 
Collector (ignoring him):—I know Homer Martin (on canvas— 

never met him, poor chap), and I love his pictures. J wish I had 
known him in life because I could have got absolute gems for a hun- 
dred or less, and they tell me he hee the money. Poor fellow! 

Friend:—Well, it’s not too late. There are poor artists painting pic- 
tures now, pictures that will be worth their weight in gold tetore many 
years are passed. I don’t know this of my own knowledge, but my 
sister-in-law who is up on all those things and who is a most sym- 
pathetic soul was telling me. She says there are artists who are 
tonight wondering where tomorrow’s bread is coming from. Why 
not Thee some of their pictures, since you know so much about that 
sort of thing, and pay ee prices for them ? 

(Collector scowls.) Well, we are all prone to make mistakes and 
I might get badly stuck. I don’t pretend to be a philanthropist. I 
buy reese I love pictures and I’m willing to pay generously if the 
man has a name. ‘This is worth twenty times as much to me as the 
price I paid for it. It grows on me. I’m as proud of that picture 
as some men are of their wives. It is called “The Beach at Canarsie.” 
Or that’s what I intend to call it. I believe it has no name. 

Friend (picks it wp and examines it): Why, no, the name is on the 
back of it, here. It 1s “ Mount Desert.” 

Collector: —Well, I’m glad you found that out. But I’ve seen sand 
look just like that at Canarsie. And that sedge grass. 

Friend:—It’s wonderful to know what things are ina picture. like 
photographs better because there I’m at home. I can tell grass from 
a carpet and no color at that. But this looks good to me no matter 
whether it’s sand or clouds. When did this Martin fellow die? 

Collector:—Twelve or thirteen years ago. 
(Friend snifjs)—Then why does it aval? 
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Collector: —How smell ? 
Friend:—Say, have you paid for this? (Sniffs again.) 
Ooliectors Certainly. I gave my cheque on the spot. 
Friend:—Wonderful paint to keep its freshness after so many years. 
Collector:—I don’t smell paint. 
Friend:—Well, I do, and there’s nothing been painted in this room 

since I became a partner. Look out for paint! Some of it may 
come off on your coat. 

Collector (touching picture gingerly) :—That’s so. 
Friend:—And then you’d have an immortal landscay-e or part of it 

on your sleeve. 
Collector:—I believe I'll take this to an expert, although I’m sure 

it’s a Homer Martin. It has all his earmarks. 
Friend (drily):—Karmarks are valuable. 
(They take i to an expert.) 
Scene: Experts drawing room. 
Collectors— What is this picture worth, judged by its beauty ? 
Expert:—It is worth a good deal. If an ordinary spring exhibi- 

tion picture sells for five hundred dollars this ought to be worth a 
thousand. It is very beautiful and when it has mellowed it will be 
more beautiful yet. Who painted it? 

Collector (dubiously, with side glance at Friend):—Homer Martin. 
Expert:—The deuce he did. Homer Martin’s been dead for a 

dozen years. ‘This is very beautiful, but it hasn’t that gray quality 
that Martin’s pictures had. 

F nda, ah! I told you it was “green.” 
Expert:—“Green” and young. It was painted yesterday. 
Collector Krueule :—Iiterally yesterday ? 
Expert:—Well, last week or last month. See the paint comes 

off on my finger. It is a very beautiful picture and I hope the man 
who painted it got good value for it. 

Friend:—As a rank outsider, may I ask a question ? 
Expert:—Certainly. 
Frivend:—If this picture were exactly as it now is and it was proved 

by an expert to be a Homer Martin what would it be worth ? 
Expert:—Anything a collector chose to pay for it. 
Friend:—And this Homer Martin, I suppose, painted pictures 

because he had a love for what was beaatitel in Nature and wished 
to express some of that beauty on canvas. 

Expert:—That was why he did it. 
Friend:—But it is possible that a young man with his fame to 

get, might paint a picture just as beautiful as any Homer Martin and 
yet he could not get enough for it to satisfy his landlord ? 
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Expert:—That’s quite conceivable. 
Friend:—So a picture is not valued for its beauty, but because 

some factitious causes have forced up prices. May I laugh? 
Collector:—Well, I want my money back. This picture is beauti- 

ful, but the reason I buy Homer Martin is because I am proud to own 
pictures by that man who was not valued as he should have been in an 
art-loving country, and if this was painted by a man in the employ 
of the dealer—and it must have been, since the paint is so fresh—not 
all its beauty makes it worth much to me. Art for art’s sake never 
appealed to me. I want my money back. And the next time I 
buy a masterpiece, I’ll remember to take my nose along. That was 
a good idea of yours, smelling the picture. (He smells it again.) 
My, but it’s painty, isn’t it ? 

Friend:—Just out of the pot. 
And Homer Martin, in the Elysian Fields, breaks into Homeric 

laughter as the collector goes sadly out of the expert’s room. 

COMPENSATION 

HE A in pays with pain 
‘or every song he sings; 

He braves the stinging rain 
For every flower that springs 

Exultant from his song-swept Mheart 
To rise on swift, light wings. 

He knows the depths of hell 
To reach the heights of heaven; 

In darkness must he dwell 
By Sorrow’s legions driven; 

But unto him who wears the rue 
The rose at last is given! 

Cuartes Hanson Towne. 
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COOPERATIVE STORES IN ENGLAND: A 

SYSTEM OF ECONOMICAL DISTRIBUTION 

THAT HAS SOLVED THE PROBLEM OF HIGH 

PRICES: BY THE EDITOR 
gm | LX'TY-SEVEN years ago a group of workmen met one 

SiC evening in the back eon a inn in a little town 
prs in the north of England to talk over a question which 

ey) in all countries and at all times is almost a matter of 

oh t IH] life and death to poor people. They were weavers, 

1) 2) who are the poorest-paid class of laborers in any trade, 
and the prauieln which they had to face and solve if 

they could, was the same as that which is agitating the whole working 

population of this new and prosperous country today,—a rise in the 

cost of living which made their wages go only part way toward pro- 

viding food and clothes and shelter for their wives and children. 

Jt was no new condition, but it was growing daily more oppressive. 

Something had to be done. One man, with the faith of the unlettered 

in the power of legislation, urged that they try to enlist their fellows 

in a desperate attempt to obtain direct representation in Parliament; 

another wanted to fight,—to induce all the weavers to strike for higher 

wages. The talk went on as such discussions will, the men voicing 

their bitterness and spending their strength in suggesting vain reme- 

dies, until at last a gray old weaver, wise with the ae experience 

of many years of hard work, said quietly: “We cannot get higher 

hacen and the only thing to be done is to make what we do get go 
urther.” 

He had answered the question all were asking. The bitterest 
among them saw that, and realized that, fight as they might, it would 

in the end come to doing as he said. So, being simple and sensible 

men, they fell to planning how it might be done. They had little 

enough to live on, much less to vayes lait before they separated that 

night twelve of them had set their names to a simple ee to 

pay twopence a week into a common stock, and when they ad enough 

to rent some sort of building they would establish a little store stocked 

with provisions, groceries and clothing materials bought at wholesale 

in as large quantities as they could afford, and sold to the members 

of the little association they hoped to form in such a way that every 

penny of profit would return to the pockets of the purchasers. 

They talked and argued with heir fellow workmen for a year, 

and by the end of that time the association had twenty-eight members, 

each one of whom had managed to scrape together one pound, which 

was put into the common stock. With this twenty-eight pounds, 
amounting to about one hundred and forty dollars in our money, 
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they rented an old grain store in a byway called Toad Lane, put a 
few plain fittings into it and with the fifteen pounds that remained of 
their fund they bought a little stock of flour, butter and sugar and 
opened the first codperative store of the Rochdale Society of Equitable 
Pioneers. 

The pitiful little shop was jeered at by the workmen outside of 
the Society and pelted by the “doffers,” as the young roughs of the 
neighborhood were called, but the handful of pioneers in codperation 
kept on steadily and the townsfolk soon saw that the thing paid too 
well to be regarded merely as a joke. The rules of the association 
were few and simple. They bought what they could of the actual 
necessaries of life, and paid cash to the wholesaler. Everythin, 
sold over their counters had also to be paid for in cash, for they fd 
been poor men too long not to know every terror of the credit system. 
Customers from the outside were welcome as well as members of 
the Society, and the store charged the ruling market prices for its 
wares. The customer bought what he would so long as his ready 
money lasted, and with his purchases he received a tin token on which 
was stamped the entire amount paid and which served as a voucher. 
At the end of the current quarter members of the association took 
their tokens back to the store and received their proportionate shares 
of the profits of the concern during the quarter. Outside customers 
usually disposed of their tokens to members, who added them to 
their own and were credited with them in the division of profits. 
Some members preferred to have their dividends in cash, others to 
have them credited in their pass books, in which case they increased 
the deposits on which the association paid interest. 

The only condition of membership was the payment of a few 
pence as an entrance fee, and Pane alipenny a week afterward 
until the amount necessary to hold the minimum share was made 
up. After the store ee under way a little this minimum was four 
pounds, but afterward it was increased to five pounds. A quarterly 
meeting was held at which all the members were urged to attend 
and where each member was entitled to one vote whether he held 
the minimum or maximum amount of shares. The whole spirit 
of the store was that of frugality and fair dealing. These canny 
old weavers, having learned in a hard school the importance of small 
things, had managed to put by twopence a week bea their scanty 
wages and with these savings to found a business of their own that 
would return to them the profits which would otherwise go to the 
dealers who were squeezing from them their last farthing. Knowing 
where safety lay, they dealt in the things nearest to them, buying only 
the things that were needed for daily consumption and keeping their 
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urchases well within the limit of their working capital and of the 

Baily demand. As most of the members allowed their dividends to 

remain in the business, the Society grew rapidly, for these frugal 

people consumed as little as possible that they might increase their 

cash deposits and so own a larger share of the business, and yet their 

own portion of the profits was increased by everything that they con- 
sumed. 

ARD conditions breed men. There was no kindly philanthro- 
H pist to step in and set this humble enterprise on its feet. It 

sprang out of a great need, and those who needed it had to 
build it up Bicubelves, bit by bit, so that their utmost energies were 
called upon every step of the way. As the business thrived they 
radually enlarged it, and good managers grew with it because they 

hed worked their way up through every step of its development. 
They had to be careful or the whole thing would go under. They 
had to be fair or they would cheat themselves. They dared not put 
the temptation of credit accounts before members whose poverty 
was so extreme that they would clutch at any relief, and so backed by 
the sound principles of fair prices for commodities of all sorts, good 
ey just measure and weight, and cash payments for everything, 
the Rochdale Coéperative Store became a growing concern. 

As the establishment at Toad Lane grew and cautiously enlarged 
its stock until it carried not only food and clothing materials, but all 
manner of household things and other necessities and comforts of 
life, branch stores sprang up in Rochdale and in the neighboring 
towns. Then butcher shops were established by the association, 
and by and by it got around to club rooms and a library owned by 
the Society and free to its members. The Toad Lane store was opened 
in eighteen hundred and forty-four, and in eighteen handret and 
fifty-one the association established the Rochdale Corn Mill. Four 
years later a cotton mill was added to the list, and in eighteen hundred 
and sixty-three a flourishing building association was established, 
together with a life insurance company and a burial society. At 
the end of twenty-five years the working capital had risen from the 
original twenty-eight pounds to over one million pounds, and at the 
present time the corporation’s capital stock has reached the sum of 
nineteen million and two hundred thousand pounds, while the total 
profits in the last thirty-five years Ano to oe million 
six hundred and one thousand four hundred and fifty-two pounds, 
which in that period of time has been turned back to the purchasers 
in the form of dividends on their shares. 

In eighteen hundred and sixty-four the next step was taken in the 
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organization of the present great system of codperative distribution. 
All the codperative societies in the north of England formed them- 
selves into a federation called The Codperative Wholesale Society, 

with headquarters at Manchester. Four years afterward a similar 
association was formed in Scotland, with headquarters at Glasgow. 
At the present time the Manchester Wholesale includes thirteen 
hundred affiliated societies, out of the eighteen hundred coéperative 
stores in England today. ‘These great wholesale societies are made 
up of the lesser bobremie associations, each of which joins as a 

society, no individual members being allowed. Shares are held by 
the affliliated societies in proportion to their membership and with 
these, added to the amounts invested as loans, the Wholesale Society 

carries on its many and varied industries, the profits reverting to the 
affliliated associations as to members. The constitution of the 
Wholesale Society is as democratic as that of the smaller codperative 
bodies. The committee in charge of the management is elected 
by the share-holding associations, any member of which is eligible 
as a candidate for the central committee. The business is regulated 
at quarterly meetings at which all votes are equal, regardless of the 
number of shares. Although not yet fifty years old, this huge central 
concern, which alice the greater part of the codperative stores in 
England, has established its own Bios mills, cocoa and chocolate 
works, creameries, bakeries for biscuits and sweets, packing houses 
for eggs and bacon, factories for the ne of preserves ae per 

boots and shoes, soap and candles, woolen cloth, underclothing, 

corsets, and the like; a huge plant for cabinetmaking, another for 
printing, and still others for ited industries which are developing 
all the time. By this means the distributing associations, through the 
machinery of their federation, are able to produce in the most econom- 
ical way the things which they need, and to sell them to their own 
membership and to the public without the intervention of any sort 
of middlemen. Riteirally, the growth of the central concern has 
been enormous. It now owns purchasing and forwarding depots 
in six of the large seaports of Great Britain, maintains its own fleet 
of merchant vessels, and has its purchasing agents in the principal 
cities of Europe, America and Australia. 

HE rise of the famous Civil Service and Army and Navy Stores 
in London has been as swift and steady as that of the codperative 
bodies in the north of England. ‘This enterprise had its begin- 

ning in a chest of tea, which was bought by three young officers in 
the Civil Service and divided among them because they could get 
it so much cheaper in that way. Now there are seven large stores 
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in this group, and the annual sale of aoe exceeds six million pounds, 

in spite of the fact that in London the codperative stores have never 

taken root among the masses, who find it more convenient to deal 

with the costermongers who go from door to door. Shares in the Army 

and Navy Stores can be held only by officers serving or having served 

in the army or navy or on the Civil List, and the wives, widows and 

children of such officers. But the constitution provides also for ticket- 

holding members, and in this class anyone may be included on pay- 
ment of five shillings for the first year, and two shillings sixpence for 
each succeeding year. Permanent tickets may be had by regular 
subscribers for one pound five shillings, or by new members for 
one pound ten shillings. The ticket lapses at the death of the holder; 

also it may be cateelod at any time by the directors on repayment 
of its cost. 

In all of these societies there is a limitation as to the amount 
of money any one person is allowed to invest. In most of those af- 
filiated with the great wholesale concerns the minimum share amounts 
to one pound, and this may be increased to one hundred pounds 
if desired, although in case of an excess capital the society can dim- 

inish this amount at discretion. The minimum share remains in the 
society whether or not the member resigns, but everything over and 
above that amount is paid back after due notice ‘tas been given. 
The minimum share forfeited by the withdrawing member may, 
with the approval of the society, be carried over to the credit of some- 
one else, who thus becomes a member. ‘The distribution of net profits 

is made quarterly. After interest at five per cent. has been deducted 
from the shares of the members, and two and one-half per cent. of 

the aha have been applied to the educational fund of the society, 
the balance is credited to its members in proportion to the purchases 
made at the store during the preceding three months. The members 
are liable for no loss beyond the value of their respective shares. 

Every month there is a general meeting, in which every member 
has a vote. An executive committee of twelve is elected to manage 
the business for one year, and this committee holds a weekly session; 
the rules are essentially the same for all English distributive societies. 
Those belonging to the federation may be joined by anyone on pay- 
ment of one shilling and threepence. Carrying out the Rochdale 
idea, the goods are sold at ordinary market prices and ready money 
must be paid for everything, tokens showing the amount of the pur- 
chase being received by the customer. When the tokens are turned 
in and the dividend is declared at the end of the quarter, all the cash 

may be withdrawn with the exception of the minimum share, which 
helps to form the working capital of the store. Or, if preferred, 
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the dividends may be left to accumulate at five per cent. as at a sav- 
ings bank. The rule is to pay promptly all bills to the Wholesale 
Society. The first must be paid at once, all others within seven 
days after the date of invoice. This rule forms an excellent check 
upon an inexperienced committee, which otherwise might get into 
debt and fail to keep the enterprise within reasonable limits. All 
members are urged to attend meetings and to give their minds to 
intelligent criticism of the concern. Nevertheless, the business itself 
is always under the control of experienced managers who, within the 
limits imposed by the rules of the association, are given a free hand. 

There are several of these large codperative organizations in 
England, but all follow more or less cleaely the lines laid down by 
the Rochdale Pioneers, and all are carried on as big business con- 
cerns, selling to the public as well as to their own members, and 
making a business of economical purchasing and distribution. So 
far, the endeavor to establish on socialistic lines organizations for 
cooperative production allied with general social improvement have 
not been specially successful, and profit-sharing has never taken firm 
hold, as it F in France and the Low Countries. Codéperative enter- 
prises for both production and distribution have been carried on with 
more or less enthusiasm and pertinacity in Germany, France, Russia, 
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Italy, Denmark and Austria-Hungary, 
but they have never been established on as firm a business basis as 
in England. This is ae owing to the fact that philanthropy has 
stepped in with a laudable desire of aiding the sgonlaihg people, and 
the credit system has flourished, whereas in England the people 
who most needed the results of codperation built up the whole thing 
for themselves on a strictly cash basis. 

HERE is now a definite movement here in America to establish 
codperative stores. We have never done much in this country 
with codperation, almost our only successful example being the 

creameries of the Middle West. Even the organization known as 
the Coopers of Minneapolis has not held together, and many an 
enterprise which has gone up like a rocket in some burst of altruistic 
enthusiasm has come down in the shape of a very poor stick. The 
chief reasons for this state of affairs seem to be the American lack of 
loyalty to an idea, and the restless personal ambition which always 
brings in the element of speculation. Codperative societies have 
failed here because some man sharper than fhe fellows has always 
had a personal axe to grind, or else everybody wanted to rule and no 
two agreed as to the form of government. It may be that the present 
pressure of the cost of living will bring a sharp enough pinch to 
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awaken the people to the fact that there is a real need for more econom- 
ical methods of purchase and distribution,—that is, more economical 
as regards the producer and consumer. Our commercial machinery 
is as efficient as any in the world, but the public pays pretty dearly 
for the luxury of having it. What this country needs more than any- 
thing else is a ehomuaneatng study of the art of economy. A coép- 
erative store organized and managed on the basis of any one of our 
big department stores, but with the profits returning to the consumer 
in form of dividends, would have in it as many elements of business 
success as are to be found in the present department store system, 
with the additional advantage of materially reducing the cost of 
living to all its membership. 

Then again, a great deal of the waste of our present system could 
be wiped out almost automatically in a codperative store. There 
would be no need for the enormous rental the average merchant has 

' to pay, or for a large stock of unnecessary goods, or for bargain days, 
or for special sales, or for elaborate window displays, or for the vast 
and complicated system of bookkeeping made necessary by credit 
accounts. By doing the business on a cash basis in a general supply 
store, and dealing only in staples that can be quickly turned, a well- 
managed codperative store could return to its individual shareholders, 
at the end of the year, nearly fifty per cent. of the original investment, 
and could do it from cash discounts alone exclusive of all profits made 
from the general trade. Also, great savings might be effected in the 
mere ranehiners of the business. For example, one tremendous item 
of expense is the present delivery system, the cost of which is all 
charged up in the end to the consumer. By establishing a moderate 
charge for the delivery of parcels, a great deal of this waste could be elim- 
inated, for a woman who would not hesitate to ask a dry-goods oT 
to send home a couple of spools of thread or a grocer to deliver half 
a dozen oranges, would be very apt to tuck them under her own arm 
eee them put into her own carriage if she had to pay extra for 
elivery. 
If ‘the codperative store can do its part toward educating us out 

of our loose ides concerning money and our demand that everything 
shall minister to our personal convenience, they will stand some 
chance of success. We are getting a little past the stage of childish 
delight in the mere spending of money, and it may be that the present 
advance in the cost of living will yet turn out to be a blessing in dis- 
guise, because it has brought us to the point of really attempting 
to remedy the waste that goes on in every department of life. 

(To be continued.) 
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SOME BUILDINGS OF OUR OWN TIME: THE 
WORK OF WILLIAM L. PRICE, AN ARCHI- 

TECT WHO STANDS BY HIS OWN BELIEFS 

HE real value of William L. Price to architecture in 
[a this country lies in the fact that he thinks directly and 

> honestly and is always willing to stand by his convic- 
ay tions. Though he is ruthless in clearing away rubbish, 

a A) his thought is essentially constructive, for he always 
: y begins at the beginning, attacking each new problem as 

if it were the first that ever occurred in the building art. 
Naturally, this being the case, the line of the least resistance for him 
has been the building of dwellings, but he has been equally fearless 
in the handling of public buildings, upon which tradition and precedent 
have a much firmer grip than they have upon private houses. And 
the best of it is that Mr. Price not only makes each building the 
answer to its own problem, but he also takes the trouble to explain 
just what that problem was and why he handled it in that particular 
way, pleading the cause of a living architecture in words as well as 
in deeds. 

Because we believe so thoroughly in the kind of work Mr. Price 
is doing, we have published in THE Cadena a number of the most 
notable examples of what he has done in the way of building houses 
that are expressive of the life and needs of this country and our own 
time. But we find fresh material in some of the larger buildings he 
has been doing lately—buildings which are as notable for their 
expression of honesty and fitness as are the most homelike of his dwell- 
ings. Although there are a number of these larger buildings, such as 
hotels, stores, railway stations and the like, we have selected two as 
being singularly direct and truthful in their embodiment of Mr. 
Price’s convictions. 

The keynote of these convictions is best expressed in his own 
definition of modern architecture as “an architecture that accepts 
its own age and its own wants and its own feelings as its standard, 
rather than any mere standard of excellence or beauty in design.” 
He holds that an architect, if he be honest, must be a reformer, merely 
because he is an interpreter of the public mind and public feeling and 
public habits. If he te the power to see things as they are, and to 
make his buildings embody what he sees, sham or sordid conditions 
must inevitably crumble before the mirror that is held up to them in 
the truthful expression of what they are. Mr. Price’s own words 
regarding this belief of his are so much more vigorous than anything 
else that can be said about it, that we quote again from a speech he 
made to an assemblage of architects who, it is to be hoped, saw what 
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he meant. He said: “If we have a factory to build, and that factory 

is to be a place where little children are ground to death, as they 

are in the silk mills in Pennsylvania, we ought to make the gates of 
that factory look like the gates of hell, and we should paint over the 

door, ‘Abandon hope, all ye who enter here,’ and be honest about it. 
If we did that, the man who owned that building would be one of 
the people who would rise in the end with their bloody finger nails to 
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tear it down brick by brick. If we really expressed the sordidness 
that exists in our time in the architecture that surrounds that life, 
it would not stand a minute, or at least but a very short time. If 
we built our big financial institutions to look like the robbers’ dens 
they are, how long would they last? We adorn them with bronze 
and gold and purple and fine linen and sumptuousness, so that we 
have got to go in there and ble tha our nickels. That is what it is for: 
no other reason under heaven but to induce the people to go in there 
and lose their money, because the men that run those institutions do 
not run them for fun. . . . Jam not joking about it when I say 
I believe it would be perfectly possible ior the architecture of the 
country, if the architects were really sincere, to be a large factor in 
the reform of the country. We do form public opinion now. I will 
build a marble bank or anything else just as quickly as any of you. 
But I will try to build that bank or that hotel or that house in some 
way or another, as nearly as lies in my power, to express the use and 
purposes, the ambitions of those people, and I will try to make it 
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hurt just a little. I built a hotel last year, and I know it hurts a little. 
I know there are architects whom it hurts, and yet they cannot help 
but admit, many of them at least, that it is an expression of the pur- 
pose for which it was built and of the place where it was built; that it 
is an expression of the gay and sumptuous life and, as it was meant 
to be, of the people who go to Atlantic City.” 

It goes without saying that the building Mr. Price refers to is the 
Blenheim Hotel in Atlantic City. It is the very embodiment of 

seconn frivolity, love of show and pride in dollars,— 
Cl tor absolutely immoral and yet with a certain daring 

=i *LAN- and insolent beauty of its own. One can readily 
= believe the story that, when the building was about 

aa half finished, some man met the owner and said: ‘‘ Look 
! here, how in the world did you ever have the nerve to 
BD start a building like that ?’ And he replied: “My 

al. architect said fe had to have some damned fool to 
ed UE 4 try his experiment on, and I guess I’m it.” When 

q & asked Wt style it was, i said: “I do not 
i EB 4, know, unless it is Atlantic City, period of nine- 

=a A ~~ teen hundred and six.” Mr. Price is frank in 
x 2...| admitting that that is exactly what it was trying to 

at be, and anything more characteristically American 
wouse ownen ny than his own attitude and that of the owner 

mr. SCHOEN. would be hard to find, unless Moni it is the 
attitude of the public that crowds the big hotel during the season. 

Yet that very Blenheim Hotel is honesty itself in construction and 
craftsmanship as well as in the expression of its character and uses. 
It was to be of concrete throughout, and the architect designed the 
building in such a way that every detail of the construction is an honest 
admission of the possibilities and limitations of that material. The 
walls of the building are hollow tile curtain walls, but the forms that 
those walls take and the projections and moldings are all of such a 

_ type as could be cast in wooden molds, as concrete is usually built, 
and with such finish as is necessary done with the trowel. Naturally, 
all elaborate cornice work was eliminated, Mr. Price holding that such 
work is not admissible in a concrete building because, ville it can 
be cast in mold, it always oa the built construction from which 
it is derived. Therefore, all the moldings are made as simple as 
possible, and all walls not sheltered by the roof are coped with tiles 
made of glazed terra cotta in dull light green. As the building was 
intended for a gay seaside resort, the architect thought the eanditon 
suggested the use of a good deal of color rather than elaborate detail 
in form. Therefore, the domes are covered with dull glazed terra 
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BLENHEIM HOTEL, ATLANTIC CITY: FROM 

A DRAWING BY JULES GUERIN.
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HOME OF CHARLES T, SCHOEN, ROSE VALLEY, PA.: 

RECONSTRUCTED FROM AN OLD FARMHOUSE, 

FIREPLACE IN LIVING ROOM OF MR. SCHOEN’S HOUSE, 

SHOWING INTERESTING USE OF CARVING.
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TWO VIEWS OF A STONE AND CONCRETE HOUSE RE- 

CONSTRUCTED FROM AN OLD STONE BARN: OWNED 

BY MR. CHARLES H. STEPHENS, ROSE VALLEY, PA.
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SOME BUILDINGS OF. OUR OWN ‘TIME 

cotta tile in two shades of quiet yellow, and the other ornamentation 
is all done with flat dull ae or unglazed tile inserted in the wall 
and plastered around. ‘The motives for all this decorative work 
were taken from sea forms, such as shells, fish and seaweed, and all 
the varied colors are blended together by the warm tones of the 
stucco finish, which was made with the native yellow sand, giving the 

building a certain kinship with the beach on which 
CO vx it stands. It is gay and rather barbaric in effect, but 

Or most interesting in apes and so thorough in con- 
ty vA D struction that in spite of all the divergence in loads 

~ RK SD caused by the un- 
“ ype aa Rane even heights of the 

5| %, a building, which _s ‘ g ; 
fee g RT pi 3 varies from two to 
vLOOR MM rorend | ) twelve stories, 
PLAN, i : alle { there has not been 

al 1 an eighth of an 
Cae {| inch settlement in 

HOUSE OF MR. CHARLES H. STEPHENS, ran any part of the 

SE SETA structure. 

Equally direct, though much less daring, is a large dry-goods store 
in Philadelphia, recently built under Mr. Price’s direction. In this 
case all the individuality of the building, when seen from the exterior, 
had to be expressed in its front, which is all that is seen. The store 
is of concrete construction in the interior, but the front is built of 
marble and rough brick, decorated with elaborate tile inlay in the 

concrete cornice and in the soffit of the great arch. 
Se The problem in this building was to give as much 

s space as possible for the big show windows and still 
a ‘i CT ae the ae some 

\ & Sasa substantial base, in- 
¢ | eet s Wd Peele omens stead of the ordi- 
y Oj ¢ I nary unstable-look- 

dae oe faa | srumie : ing iron or concrete 
ae | seem " pee and _ lintels. 
PLAN. ly iSo it is actually 

——a =e Hult on the marble 
HOUSE OF MR. CHARLES H, STEPHENS, ee monolithic columns 

F and piers, without 
tron or other reinforcing material except the great archway itself, 
which is of concrete covered with tile. ‘The purpose of the building 
is expressed in the detail as well as in the planning of great window 
space for show purposes. ‘The detail of the carved caps of the columns 
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shows rams’ heads,—the sign of the firm,—with festoons of cloth 
between them. And even the simple running ornament of the lower 
cornice, instead of being the modified bobbin-reel ornament of the 
ancients, is composed of actual bobbin reels between billets. In the 
great arch itself are inserted bold tile mosaics, representing spinning, 
sheep shearing and other arts related to the clothing business. The 
contrast of the marble, which is of a warm pinkish tone with green 
veins, with the rich reds and burnt blues of the brick and the tile, 
gives the element of color upon which depends much of the interest 
of the building. 

EVERTHELESS, interesting as Mr. Price finds his public 
N work, he seems to cherish more affection for the houses that 

he plans for people to live in,—at least the houses look as if 
he did. elicving as he does that in a modern republic the chief 
architectural interest centers around the home instead of in church 
or state, he recognizes that the greatest development of an individual 
building art lies in the field of domestic architecture. The great 
office buildings, Governmental buildings and hotels are, after all, only 
means to an end, and while they are capable of great architectural 
treatment, he holds that they still are not in the main objects of our 
life,—which centers about our homes. Both the houses shown here 
are examples of dwellings remodeled from old buildings, and planned 
not only to suit their surroundings and the lives and el of the owners, 
but also to harmonize with the original buildings. Both houses are 
built in Rose Valley, Pennsylvania, and as Mr. Price makes his own 
home there, they were designed for people who are his friends and 
neighbors. 

The house belonging to Mr, Charles T. Schoen was originally 
an old farmhouse built of local stone partially dashed over, that is, 
showing the larger stones at the angles and in places in the wall. 
This was not disturbed, but the new work was built onto it in the same 
way, giving the general effect of a plastered wall, but with a great 
added interest of raised stone and flints showing through the plaster. 

A very limited amount of color ornament in the way of tiles was 
used in this building, although not a marked feature of it. The old 
farm buildings were simply worked over, the plaster and timber on 
the outside corresponding to the interior gitar to strengthen the 
frame. A little of this timber work was introduced in the tank tower, 
which is connected with the house by a pergola. The lower part of 
this tank tower forms the terminal of the pergola, the second story 
containing a room for a man, and the third story the tank which sup- 
plies water to the place, the water being pumped from the artesian 
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well in the valley below by a water wheel contained in a rather quaint 
little building that conforms in pene design to the house. The 

effort all through this place and these surroundings has been to carry 

out the same feel of the old work bent to a new purpose, and since the 

farm was made over into a great orchard farm, pit motives were 

used almost entirely in what decorative work there was on the ex- 
terior and the interior of the house. A feature of this house is the 
substantial mantel in the living room, also carved in place with fruits 
and rams’ heads, and symbolic figures of agriculture and fruit cul- 
ture, as are the great oak supporting posts and beams. 

The other house, which is the home of Mr. Charles H. Stephens and 
his wife, the artist who is better known as Alice Barber Stephens, had 
its inception in an old stone barn which has been incorporated into 
the design as the studio part of the house. The old barn doorway 
with its approach has simply been extended to form a square bay in 
the studio, giving a north light and a skylight over it to the lower 
studio, which elvan to Mrs. Stephens, ond a great north window 
to the upper studio, which is Mr. Stephane? special domain. This old 
house was built of the same local stone pointed and not dashed. 
The new part was therefore built on to the old, the living rooms and 
eda being of the same stone with black stones oud Hints inter- 
mingled with the warm gray of the local stone. As a part of the house 
was stuccoed, this pointed stone work is gradually led off into a 
dashed stone wall, so that there is no sharp hard line between the 
materials. 

As the studio end is the primary part of this house, it naturally 
dominates the composition, with the living part of the house ee 
off into its surrounding gardens. The interior was designed to meet an 
harmonize with the furniture and belongings which naturally gravitate 
to artists, and much of the interior coloring and general treatment is 
the personal work and taste of the owners. 
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VALENCIA, THE CITY OF THE DUST, 

WHERE SOROLLA LIVES AND WORKS: BY 

ZENOBIA CAMPRUBI-AYMAR 

ZS &ig) HEN the sunshiny pictures of Joaquin Sorolla y Bastida 
Ci | were exhibited in New York last year, the thousands 

AN ae | of pepe who toiled through the snow and sleet of 
Z5X@)\ Sees) those bleak winter days up to the rooms of the His- 
Y N)} panic Society in the far northern part of the city 

usually noticed but one thing when they entered the 
rooms where the pictures were Paces the white hot sunlight 
that seemed to radiate from every canvas as it filtered through 
flickering leaves, flashed back from tumbling waves or gleamed upon 
scudding sails and dashing spray. Every picture seemed literally 
to be steeped in sunshine, and the lithe brown bodies of those inimi- 
table children that ran and played in the fresh, crisp wind or swam 
through the creaming surf were the bodies of children of the south,— 
children who had played and slept in the sunshine ever since they 
were born, And Sorolla, in painting all this splendid opulence of 
light and air, and swift joyous movement, was merely expressing 
in his own way the things he had seen around him all his 
life, for he was born in Rien cin and himself played as a 

child in the sands by the sparkling blue sea of the Valencian 
coast. He has left it to other painters to portray the gloomy 
and tragic side of life in Spain, but lest we should forget that 
there is also sunshine and laughter there, he has given to the 
world a group of pictures that pulsate with light and express only 
the spirit of joyousness brought into all the affairs of daily life. Be- 
cause Sorolla has lived and painted for so many years in the city 
where he was born, we come to see Valencia more or less through his 
eyes; to see it sparkling in the geen haze which made the Arabs 
of many centuries ago call it “The City of the Dust,” and to hear 
the ripple of laughter that runs through all its life. I know this 
because I, too, was born in Valencia Gail grew to womanhood under 

its sunny skies, and although I left it five years ago, the picture of its 
stately towers, its gay-colored roofs and domes, and its busy crowded 

streets are still as vividly before me as if I had never gone outside 
of the old city gates. 

You see Valencia as a whole from the top of the Miguelete Tower, 
whence you may look down upon the city spread out in a wide circle 
to the far-off boundary line where it melts imperceptibly into the 
beginnings of a vast marshland,—the Vega de Valencia,—and it is 
this general impression, gained from a point high in air and yet closely 
related to the surrounding buildings, that always rises first in my 
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VALENCIA, THE CITY OF THE DUST 

recollection. Nearly all thecities of Spain are picturesque, but surely 
none of them has just the strange half-barbaric individuality of 

Valencia. As one looks down from the railing that guards the belfry 

of the Miguelete, one sees in all directions great domes of blue, white 

and gold, roofs of all shapes, sizes and colors, and narrow streets 

that are deep-cut, crooked and sometimes even circular. The life 

of hundreds of years is recorded here, and everywhere gentle and 
simple rub elbows and the new jostles the old in such a friendly way 
that there is ultimately room for both. The glory of the city lies in 
its belfries and its towers. The towers stand there as grim and 
unshaken as in the days when savage attack and desperate defense 
were a part of the routine of life, for they were built for strength,— 
round, massive, aggressive and stubborn. The belfries speak of the 
other ruling passion of men’s lives in those early days, for they are 
airy and graceful fancies carved in stone,—the embodiment of the 
religious fervor that satisfied itself with imaging forth its dreams of 
an actual Paradise. Down in the streets there is all the color and 
movement of the south, touched in this case with more than a sus- 
picion of Orientalism. There is a new quarter of the city, the ensanche, 
or widening. Every Spanish city has an ensanche, which marks 
the recent awakening of Spain to the realization that her narrow, 
crooked streets are behind the times. But in Valencia we are care- 
ful to leave this quarter to itself, for no amount of “promotion” 
could make it a part of the genuine growth of the city, and it has 
been an abject failure. No one cares to live there, and so it is left 
to itself and to its storehouses, while the white squares of paper 
(equivalent to the sign “To Let’’) continue to multiply on the bal- 
conies of untenanted apartments. 

OOKING out to the open country as it encompasses the city 
L, on every side, one sees miles of rice fields,—wide stretches of 

green that are divided into small allotments, making a great 
checkerboard of labor, for upon each allotment lives the family whose 
lifelong task it is to keep it in order. The farmers of La Vega de 
Valencia live in small thatched huts called cabanas, many of which 
still bear the cross which once distinguished the Christian dwelling 
from that of the infidel. From the top of the Miguelete one cannot 
distinguish these cabanas, for it is so far away that all one can see in 
La Vega is a broad band of silver that winds apy in the sunlight 
hrdugh the plain. This is the Guadalaviar, the white river, more 
commonly known as the Turia. Practically all the pon knowl- 
edge that Valencia has of her marshland children is due to this river 
and to the acequias, which are irrigation canals dating from Moorish 
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VALENCIA, THE CITY OF THE DUST 

times, although considerably changed by their successors. Every 
Thursday morning a railing is put up at the lateral door of the Cathe- 
dral, facing the Elaea de la Virgin, and within this enclosure is set a 
row of armchairs. Precisely at half-past eleven a group of men in 
laborer’s clothes and alpargatas, as ite Spanish sandals are called, 
enter the enclosed spot and establish themselves in the threadbare 
armchairs. Some of these men wear hats, some have silk handker- 
chiefs bound around their heads after the fashion of turbans, for they 
are old-fashioned farmers from the marshland, and their ancestors 
have sat in that spot at half-past eleven every Thursday morning ever 
since the days of the Moors. It is the tribunal de aguas, or Tribunal 
of Waters, that sits to examine and judge any quarrel or complaint 
arising from difficulties encountered in the irrigation of the rice fields. 
The process of judgment and adjustment is expeditious and fair, so 
much so that in all these centuries no one has ever been known to 
appeal from the decision of the tribunal de aquas. It is one of the 
relics which yet remain to us of customs which were established in 
the days when men, deprived of all formal or established law, ham- 
mered out for themselves some method by which they could adjust 
their own difficulties and defend themselves against the aggression of 
the feudal nobles who harried the land. Many of the usages of these 
primitive courts have developed into portions of the recognized law 
of the land, but it is only occasionally that one sees a survival of the 
court itself. 

This is not the only ancient usage, however, that remains un- 
changed in Valencia, for we find ree the same spirit and many of 
the same customs that prevailed generations and even centuries ago. 
Especially is this true with religious festivals and observances, into 
which Valencia enters with an earnestness and fervor in keeping with 
her history. Take, for example, the ceremonies of Hely Week. 
Valencia throws herself with all the enthusiasm of her volatile nature 
into the mad frolic of the three Carnival days, enjoying to the utmost 
the masking, the bull fights and the beautiful batile of flowers. After 
the lull on a Wadocatey, the city goes into a period of deep mourn- 
ing. By Holy Thursday the streets are filled with female heures in 
black, ladies in silks and others in coarser stuffs, but all dressed in 
deepest black. Another feature of the day is that the mantilla is 
universal. Ordinarily, ladies only wear mantillas to early morning 
mass, as the hat has been adopted for all other occasions, but on this 
day and the day following until noon not a hat is to be seen except on 
very young children. The afternoon drive is abandoned, ad for 
twenty-four hours not a vehicle moves in Valencia, or indeed in all 
Spain. The black-robed figures move quietly through the streets, 
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VALENCIA, THE CITY OF THE DUST 

and if you follow one of them for a few hours you may enter into the 
past. Down a narrow street you turn in the wake of your somber 
guide, and past a shady square where the birds are twittering gaily in 
the branches overhead. Presently you find yourself following a crowd 
through an alleyway into a church. The altar is one blaze of tapers 
that momentarily blinds you, but it is soon possible to distinguish 
vague figures kneeling on the cold stone slabs or huddling together on 
the long mat in the center of the chapel. Prayers are murmured in 
low tones, heads are bowed, and long-drawn sighs of suffering oc- 
casionally disturb the silence. The only other sounds are the soft steps 
of those who timidly enter and as timidly depart, or the clink of a coin 
as it is laid on a silver salver that stands on a table by the door. These 
tables are always watched by nuns or by ladies invited for the purpose 
by the church authorities, for all the money is devoted to the relief 
of the poor. 

Many of the dark figures go out through a door on the farther 
side of the church. If you are interested you follow them into an 
alleyway similar to that through which you came, but in an angle of this 
alleyway is an object which was not to be found in the first alley. 
The women approach it with awe and you hear many suppressed 
exclamations. “The Blood of Christ!” cries one. You approach 
to see a wooden cross with wine flowing in rich crimson streams out 
of four holes bored through it. Obvious symbolism enough, but 
even at that the people fail to understand it as symbolism, and inno- 
cently interpret what they see according to their light. 

NCE out of the alley you may cross the street to the church 
opposite to be again greeted by the blaze of light, the dark, 
bent figures and the murmured prayers, and again you may see 

the figures rise and leave through a farther soe If you follow you will 
enter an arcaded courtyard where you may see women of all stations 
in life following the way of the cross; some dragging silks and laces 
over the rough cobblestones of the court, while the most devout touch 
the dust at their feet before making the sign of the cross at every station. 
I have seen some of these women even touch the ground with their 
foreheads in the completeness of their humility. Nine churches 
does each of these shrouded women visit before she returns to her 
home, and nine times she opens her heart in intense adoration before 
the symbolic sepulcher of the Lord. Nor is this profound religious 
feeling at all an affectation; the humility is as real as the love and 
enthusiasm which greet the famous image of the Virgin de los Desam- 
parados when it is brought into the streets by the procession to be 
acclaimed by the populace. The peasants of the surrounding 
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villages come in hundreds to Valencia merely for the purpose of seeing 
this image, which represents the Virgin sheltering two orphan chil- 
dren, and they grow breathless with enthusiasm shouting “Long 
live the Virgin i los Desamparados.” The image itself is a sin- 
gularly vivid commentary upon the naive tastes and beliefs of the 
people. The Virgin is represented as a typical Spanish girl carrying 
a typical Spanish child, and both are almost buried in the stiff-em- 
broidered robes, jewels and gewgaws with which they are loaded. 
Even the two kneeling orphans are most gorgeously clad, for the 
people have given liberally of their wealth and their ornaments to 
adorn the much-admired image as they think the Queen of Heaven 
should be adorned. I remember one old man, his head bare, his eyes 
brilliant with adoring love, following the image through the streets 
with such passionate yearning expressed in his whole figure that I 
wondered how long he could restrain himself from flinging himself 
bodily at the feet of his embodied vision. 

But Valencia is not all like that. Beside the ecstatic figure of 
the old man, I noticed another figure very different in appearance 
and expression. It was a young artisan, pale-faced acd sharp- 
featured. From the sneer on his lips it was evident that his feelings 
were not at all in rrepely with those of the crowd, and from the 
hat firmly planted on his head it was also evident that, not content 
with dissenting, he was offering an open protest against public 
opinion. Through the crowd of enthusiastic worshipers were 
scattered similar figures, all with their hats firmly set on their heads, 
all with mocking sneers on their lips. If I had asked the devotees to 
what party they belonged, they would have answered, stoutly and 
unhesitatingly: “‘We are Catholics.” Had I put the same question 
to the dissenting artisans, quite as unhesitatingly would they have 
answered: “We are Republicans.” Republicans and Catholics; 
there are your two parties noe the lower classes in Valencia. It is 
an odd classification. Nevertheless, to one who has lived in Valencia, 
these names represent two parties that are verily distinct. A Catholic 
is the illiterate peasant, as a rule hard-working, who pours out his 
devotion and his troubles at the feet of the Virgin de los Desamparados; 
believes implicitly in the oe and does not bother his head about 
reforms. A Republican is the Valencian who has been to larger 
towns and cities and has learned just enough to think he knows a 
great deal; who sings the Marseillaise as he rattles the dominoes at 
the café, and who can even repeat “Liberty: Equality: Fraternity,” 
to himself and to others without transposing so much as a consonant 
in the a enon, 

But these restless spirits are after all only a small part of life in 
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Valencia, for the spirit of simple childlike devotion to their saints 
and images and quaint fasts and festivals have endured from genera- 
tion to generation. Valencia may be sunk in the ey of woe dur- 
ing Holy Week, but go through the streets again on the eve of Corpus 
Christi and you will see the other side of the picture. Every street 
is filled with busy shoppers. The gayest goods are exhibited at the 
street doors, and in many cases tables littered with gaudy stuffs are 
pushed out on the sidewalk,—a circumstance which explains the 
popularity of the driveways with Valencian pedestrians. The streets 
are so crowded that it is hard to walk even in the middle of the drive- 
way, and at the es the crowd thickens until it is almost 
impassable. Buying an a go on briskly until about four 
o'clock in the afternoon, by which time the multitude of small stalls 
are bare and the piles of vegetables have been removed from the 
round, so that one can move without examining the pavement 

before each step lest the rasping voice of a market-woman should 
burst out suddenly with: “‘Sefiora, those eggs cost me some money; 
be so kind as to pay me for all you have Token.” One can move 
now, but the crowd is still so thick that it is necessary to move with 
it if one expects to make any progress. The center of attraction on 
all feast days is the Plaza de la Virgin, and toward this everyone 
turns his steps. 

F THE market was crowded, this square is packed. A gigantic 
Saint Christopher with infant held aloft mounts guard at one side 
of the square. At the Cathedral door tall manequins in Me- 

dizeval costumes, with crowns on their heads, stand ranged against 
the stone apostles in their niches. Beyond them, backed against the 
walls of the chapel of the Virgin, is an indescribable conglomeration 
of figures under a large canopy which covers almost half of the square. 
These are the seven rocas,—rocks or effigies, —each Goal ina 
separate chariot. They are grotesque, but gay and imposing,’ and 
on the morrow they will hold the center of the stage in one of the 
festivities which is not attended by the aristocrats, but which the 
Berle rejoice in to the last happy howling moment. 

remember well how these seven rocas looked the last time I saw 
them. In the matter of precedence the Virgin, as a lady, is always 
given the first place, and‘on either side of her, ale honored as to 
position, were Re Vincent, the patron saint of the city, and Fame, 
a golden figure blowing on a golden trumpet. I remember that 
Santa Lucia occupied the chariot next to St. Vincent, but I forget 
who came next to Fame. What I do remember distinctly is that 
the two end chariots were occupied respectively by the Holy Trinity 
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and a whole legion of derions. There were gorgeous trappings 
and dozens of accessory figures in costume, so that even standing 

still in the square it was a spectacle to be remembered. But the 
best part of dis rocas comes on ae Christi when, after the solemn 
procession has been swallowed uP y the Cathedral and the various 
churches, the charioteers break loose. They have had as much of 
sedateness as a Valencian can stand, and they run mad races with all 

the holy and unholy effigies bobbing and shaking in their places. It 
is on record that the Bublera or devil-coop,—has never been beaten. 

This reckless spirit of fun is quite as characteristic of the students 
in Valencia as it is of the lower classes, and the students take an-im- 

portant part in everything that goes on in the city. The art students 
are especially busy, and during the Carnival each school takes ad- 
vantage of the masquerade to revive the picturesque customs and 
costumes of the primitive Valencian schools. The students, in black 
velvet with white lace collars and cuffs, buckled shoes and the inevi- 

table cockade in their seventeenth-century hats, parade through the 
streets with banners and music, collecting alms for the poor, which 

they immediately distribute to the beggars who hover near them. 
From the balconies, ladies shower coins into the extended hats below, 

and the students hand them to the beggars and pass on with many 
compliments and courtly salutations to the fair almsgivers. 

HE “inevitable cockade” to which I referred is a small ivory 
i spoon. In earlier days poor students made money by touring 

Spain in bands, playing and singing as they went. ‘They were 
treated everywhere with great hospitality and generosity, and the 
ivory spoons were very useful at times in places where everybody ate 
out of the same dish and minor details of etiquette were quite for- 
otten in the effort to supply the more immediate necessities of life. 
he old serenades have lank been obsolete, but six years ago there 

was a strange renewal of musical demonstrations among the students 
of Valencia. Like students everywhere these gay young fellows 
welcome any excitement that interrupts the routine of daily life. 
Politics are always a fruitful source of controversy, and Spanish 
students plunge into them with all the enthusiasm of fiery tempers. 

It is only a few fleeting glimpses that I can give of Valencia. 
Sorolla has fixed her laughter and color and charm upon his brilliant 
canvases, with here and there a hint of the pathos and passion that 
underlies all Spanish gaiety and gives tragic shadows to the sunshine 
of national life. ‘To understand the illusive individuality of the city, 
one must be a Valencian either by birth or by adoption. 
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MAKING GOOD HOMES POSSIBLE FOR EVEN 
THE VERY POOR: A PHILANTHROPY CON- 
DUCTED ON STRICT BUSINESS PRINCIPLES 
(| ; GOOD homeis the largest factor in the making of a good 
H ra citizen. For that reason no movement can be more 

Beet it| beneficial to a community than one aiming to provide 
f Kei the best class of home surroundings at the lowest cost 

D> compatible with good business principles. Schemes 
for providing fad homes on a semi-charitable basis 
are and always have been common, but those in 

ractice tend to have an appreciable pauperizing effect upon the 
beneficinatad, To be the owner of a house, or to be even a rent payer, 
ives a man self-respect and independence. It develops his character. 

But he loses much of all this if he feels that he owes Ais home partly 
to charity. Very properly the providing of good homes in the city and 
the country at a minimum cost has been one of the most important 
questions that has claimed the attention of philanthropists every- 
where. A tremendous amount of study has been given to both the 
theoretical and practical sides of the question, and immense sums 
of money have fesn devoted to it. There have been many experi- 
ments and many failures, and therefore an account of an organization 
of philanthropically inclined men that has met the problem, and after 
more than ten years’ experience can point to steady success along 
both theoretical and practical lines, should have abundant interest. 

About thirteen years = the interest in the housing problem in 
the vicinity of New York brought together a group of men known 
for their public spirit and activities in Gharitatile matters. In this 
roup were the late Cornelius Vanderbilt, Samuel D. Babcock, Joseph 

& Auerbach, R. Fulton Cutting, W. Bayard Cutting, Elgin R. a 
Gould, Adrian Iselin, Jr., D. O. Mills, Isaac N. Seligman, Charles 
Stewart Smith, Alfred T. White and George W. Young. This group 
of men faced the fundamental facts we have already noted, and 
realized that any scheme for providing better homes to have an 
ultimate success, and to have in it any large possibilities of develop- 
ment, should be based on absolute business principles. A few hun- 
dred thousand or a few million dollars given outright by well-meaning 
people, and invested, would mean possibly a building or two in which 
rentals might be lower than in other buildings or in which conditions 
of life might be better; but the movement would end there, or be 
restricted merely to the amount of money which energetic solicitors 
could persuade well-to-do people to donate, and there would always 
be the feeling that the families inhabiting the tenement or house were 
in one sense or another recipients of charity. There could be no real 
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success expected unless by careful management and by an extraordi- 
nary understanding of conditions to be met and through exceptional 
business enterprise, the money devoted to the scheme could be 
made to pay a busines: dividend. 

With this point in view and with the intention of squarely meeting, 
and if possible solving, the problem, there was formed, with the sup- 
port of these philanthropists behind it, an organization which was 
called the City and Suburban Homes Company. The presidency 
was undertaken by Elgin R. L. Gould, who shouldered the task of 
gathering the necessary information, developing the scheme of the 
organization and obtaining the required fenteial assistance. At 
the end of a period of thirteen years it is now possible for this Company 
to report that it has nearly seven millions of dollars invested in model 
homes, housing about twelve thousand people in six large tenement 
estates and one suburban village. The conditions under which the 
tenants live in these houses are almost ideal, and the financial return 
on the investment in the past year was five and one-quarter per cent. 
Thus have been met successfully serious difficulties, and a self-support- 
ing philanthropy has been established which shows a steady growth. 

In reality it is just.at the beginning of its work. A large new 
tenement, called the Bishop Potter Meine, which was opened 
in April at Seventy-eighth and Seventy-ninth Streets and Avenue A, 
New York, will form part of a building that, when completed, will 
occupy a complete block and be the largest model tenement block in 
the world. Other buildings are in contemplation. The organiza- 
tion cares for every class of individual, ae has a model tenement 
for negroes on West Sixty-second Street. It is now completing an 
additional one for colored people on West Sixty-third Street. One 
of its structures on West Sixty-ninth Street is devoted entirely to 
self-supporting women. 

HE first aim of the City and Suburban Homes Company has 
been to supply, at the minimum rental, apartments for workin 
men and women that should in every respect be homes, and 

eliminate, or at any rate reduce, the evils due to the overcrowdin 
that has been considered inseparable from tenement life. The old 
tenement was characterized by rooms completely dark, or on meager 
airshafts, dark halls partly lighted by gas, horrible and defective 
toilet arrangements, evil Jeli, noise, iittle or no janitor service, 
and either ineffective heating arrangements or none at all. Before 
these businesslike philanthropists studied the subject it was con- 
sidered that all these horrors were inseparable from making a tene- 
ment a paying investment. Now they have proven, emphatically, that 
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these evil conditions need not exist, by erecting their model dwellings 
after a plan that provides apartments in which every room has a 
window opening to the free air, either directly on the street or on a 
large court, and which are sanitary, clean, economical and com- 
fortable in every respect. 

How well they have lived up to their intention to plan and build 
apartments that should provide real homes is evident when the con- 
veniences they furnish are noted. All the suites, except in the houses 
first built, have steam heat, hot water, private toilet, porcelain tubs, large 
sink and drain boards, large dressers and drawers, plenty of closets, gas 
ranges on which there need be no rent or deposit, and meters of the 
quarter-deposit kind. There are also public and tub shower baths, 
steam dryers in the basement, washlines on the roof, and private baths 
in the four-room suites. Hot water is supplied in unlimited quantities. 
The tenants are not at the mercy of janitors, for each building has 
its corps of engineers, caper, plumbers, porters and scrubwomen, 
and the office in each building attends promptly to all reasonable 
requests for repairs. Telephone messages are delivered free of charge 
up to half-past nine at night. Such a system of supervision is carried 
on that there can be no crowded stoops, no garbage on the landings, 
and the amount of noise allowed is peaneed to a minimum. 

These buildings are of what is called slow-burning construction, 
and so practically fireproof are they that in the entire thirteen years 
the organization has been in existence, the loss has been less than six 
hundred dollars, the largest of which was four hundred dollars from 
a fire in a basement. Even in this case the tenants in the building 
were not aware of the fire until it had been extinguished. The stair- 
ways and halls are fireproof, made of cement and steel, and thus the 
maximum amount of cleanliness is possible. The buildings are 
arranged to provide two rooms, two rooms and private bath, three 
rooms, three rooms and private bath, four rooms and private bath, 
five rooms and bath, and in some cases a shower bath is substituted 
in place of the tub bath. Most of the buildings are steam heated, but 
in one or two cases, where specially cheap accommodation is wanted, 
steam heat is omitted. 

It is a fact that life in one of these apartments is, the cost con- 
sidered, close to ideal. It is economical, and unapproachable as far 
as cleanliness and environment are concerned. 'These rents com- 
pare favorably with those asked by owners of the most disreputable 
tenements; yet figuring on this basis, and furnishing all the extras 
noted, this semi-philanthropic association finds it can earn ten per 
cent. gross on its investment, which means between five and six per 
cent. net. The workingman living in the ordinary tenement finds 
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himself obliged to buy coal to heat water, to cook and heat the rooms. 
This means, of course, ee a fire going at a very considerable 
expense, when coal by the bucketful is about eleven dollars a ton. 
Furnished as they are with gas for cooking and an unlimited suey 
of hot water, the tenants of the model tenements can eliminate all this 
heating and cooking expense. They can have cleanliness without 
cost or trouble, and they can use gas at the time needed for cooking, 
and no longer. The saving is considerable. 

The amount of rent asked for all these conveniences and accom- 
modations seems almost ridiculous. The company makes it a practice 
to establish, as far as possible, the regular rates of the district. Two- 
room, steam-heated apartments range from two dollars and twenty 
cents to three dollars and fifty cents a week, and two rooms with a 
private bath can be had for three dollars and twenty-five cents a 
week. A four-room and bath suite can be had for five dollars and 
thirty cents a week. In non-steam heated apartments two rooms can 
be had for one dollar and sixty cents to three dollars and five cents 
a week, and four rooms for four dollars. When one considers that 
this is not for cheap, dirty oe but for a little home that is full 
of sunshine and air, it seems that the Company has achieved a really 
great good. 

NOTHER side of the organization’s activity is its suburban 
A colony which, as it furnishes workingmen with small income 

an opportunity to possess a home and land in the country, 
is quite as important as the tenement side of the work, if not more so. 
On the outskirts of Brooklyn, about half an hour by trolley from 
City Hall, New York, the Company has purchased some land and 
established a colony that is called Homewood. What has been 
achieved there is briefly stated as follows: ‘There has been built up 
a little village of about two hundred and fifty houses on plots varying 
from thirty to sixty by one hundred feet, occupied by buildings of a 
simple but pretty and thoroughly well-built character, the invest- 
ments averaging about four thousand dollars. The streets are well 
macadamized, the sidewalks are paved, there are pretty lawns before 
each house and shade trees planted at the edges of the streets. The 
best kind of sewage system has been installed. In a word, a healthy 
pretty little community has been established, and any man who 
can afford to pay thirty dollars a month for house rent can become 
a member of this community, and be at the same time on the way 
to becoming an owner of his own home. 

It would be difficult to find a more acceptable proposition than 
this for any working man or woman who cares for the country and 
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wishes to own a home with grounds about it. In fact, the opportunity 
to own a house at such a modest monthly payment would seem almost 
too good to be true. Home-building schemes are only too frequently 
organized by unscrupulous concerns which take every Spposnniy 
to get the property back, under one excuse or another. Homewood 
is organized in the interest of the home builder, and every effort is 
made to help him meet the obligations he has taken upon himself. 
Where the ordinary commensal home-building company requires 
a large SS socceape! payment, this concern asks of those people who 
wish to become owners in Homewood a payment of ten per cent. in 
cash on the estimated cost of their house and grounds. On receipt 
of this cash payment the house is erected and ie deed to it given to 
the home owner. He is then required to pay a certain monthly 
amount which will, in a term of twenty years, pay up the remaining 
amount due on the house, and interest on deferred ayments. In its 
endeavor to protect the home owner and his family. the Company 
insures the life of a man for one-half of the price of the house. An 
ordinary life policy, with a twenty-year settlement provision, is taken 
out at an advantageous rate in a friendly insurance company, and 
this premium is included in the monthly payment asked from the home 
owner. This feature makes it almost certain that the man’s family 
will not be forced to give up the house in case of his death. 

The story of one home owner will give a good idea of how the 
system works out. This man, who was a foreman in a factory, 
became a purchaser of an eight-room house and lot at a valuation of 
about three thousand five ‘Trendeel dollars. He was insured for 
two thousand five hundred dollars at"his own suggestion that he was 
able to carry the extra expense. His eight-room house and grounds 
and insurance were costing him twenty-seven dollars and fifty-five 
cents a month, and he made his payments until he owed only two 
thousand seven hundred dollars. Owing to changes of conditions 
in his factory he was reduced to the bench by an unfriendly manager, 
put on half time and after struggling along for quite a period, became 
despondent and died. There was, as can be seen, about two hundred 
dellre more to pay on the house beyond the money from the insurance. 
This amount could, of course, have easily been borrowed on his 
equity in the house since he held the deed to it, but he had been 
insured in a beneficial order for one thousand dollars and his wife 
was able not only to meet the two hundred dollars obligation, but 
had capital in hand besides. At the suggestion of the president of 
the Company this extra money was placed in such a way that it would 
take care of all taxes for ten years, and she thus found herself in full 
possession of her house without any obligation. 
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S IN the case of the New York tenements, Homewood is a 

A paying investment, and it has the same careful supervision 

to guarantee that its standard of appearance will be kept up. 

It is truly a charming place to live in. It would seem almost impos- 

sible elsewhere to get so many advantages for so little outlay. 

That the public wants the kind of homes that are being furnished 

by this organization is evident from the fact that losses from vacancies 

have averaged only four per cent. and that at the present time the 

proportion of vacancies in all the Company’s model tenements is only 

about one-tenth of one per cent. Surely it would seem that this 

system has attacked the housing problem and met it successfully, 

and that what it has done, though of special effect in New York, is 

apm along the same lines in almost every community where 

there are wage earners of moderately small income. Its handling 

of the problem it has met is unique, though abroad there have been 

institutions and organizations along somewhat similar lines. In 

London more than one hundred million dollars have been invested 

in improved homes for wage earners. The work of the Jape 

Industrial Dwelling Company of London, which handles chiefly city 

property, the Artisans’ and General Laborers’ Dwellings Company, 

mostly suburban, and the Peabody Donation Fund in London, which 

is of a semi-charitable character and pays but three per cent. furnish 

a their success a suggestion of what can be done in America by the 

ity and Suburban Homes Company or other organizations modeled 

on the same plan. 
To anyone desiring to effect tenement legislation in any city the 

achievement of this association is extremely valuable as an example 

to point to. Its representatives appeared before the legislature in 

nineteen hundred and one, and were largely influential in bringing 

about the Tenement Law of that year. It was the showing that they 

were able to make before Governor Odell, according to his own 

admission, that caused him to sign the Tenement Law. As a result 

tenement conditions have improved so in New York that there are 

now only forty-five lives a year lost in tenement buildings, and the 

supporters of the law can point to the fact that since its passage not 

one life has been lost in a structure put up under its provisions. What 

the City and Suburban Homes Company has learned it is only too glad 

to tell other people. It is constantly giving the benefit of its experi- 

ence to men erecting tenements, and frequently poe the use of 

its own plans. It aims to spread as far as possible the knowledge of 

what can be done, and to provide as many homes as it can of the 

improved kind for people who need them. 
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SOME FRENCH AND FLEMISH TAPESTRIES 
FROM THE PIERPONT MORGAN COLLECTION 
(mae ROM nearly every country in Europe the wail goes up 
bans that the choicest of its historical pictures, statuary, 
mpc tapestries and other rare works of art are being taken 

¢ to America by wholesale, and that, if American 
& millionaires continue to develop their already pro- 

’ ¥ nounced taste for the finest puedcions of the artists 
and craftsmen of bygone times, Europe will eventually 

have very little left but American dollars. Italy has built a high 
and supposedly collector-tight legislative wall around her treasures, 
and even staid old England is getting excited over the frequency with 
which her impoverished nobles yield to the golden temptation and 
consent to the exile of their family art treasures to the new world. 

While we take much pride in the fact that we are beginning to 
show signs of developing an art of our own, we nevertheless retain 
sufficient interest in our European ancestors to feel that their work 
is as much our heritage as if we had never ventured across the ocean 
to establish the one essentially modern civilization. We are proud 
of our progressiveness; proud as yet of the very things which we will 
later disown as the crudities of childhood, but we have already reached 
the point where we are no longer proud of our cleverness as imitators. 
We have grown to want the real thing and to value it for what it is, 
and every year sees fresh evidences of this new discrimination in our 
all-embracing acquisitiveness. 

Our eet appreciation of the educational value of rare old 
pieces of craftsmanship, as well as of pictures and statues, is largely 
owing to that eager connoisseur and indefatigable collector, Mr. J. 
Pierpont Morgan, who has so immensely enriched the Metropolitan 
Museum with wonderful carvings in wood and stone, tapestries, 
pictures and all manner of things which speak eloquently of the life 
and inspiration of the ages which produced them. Mr. Morgan 
has a special fondness for tapestries, probably because really good 
examples of the art of tapestry weaving not only utter the last word 
in siclled craftsmanship, i also reflect with amazing vividness the 
great events of their times, set forth as they are with abundant details 
of architecture and costumes that bring before us pictures of the 
intimate life of each country as well as of its individual beliefs, 
aspirations and characteristics,—an historical as well as an artistic 
record of the times. 

Of all the arts, the making of tapestry was most closely inter- 
woven with the lives of all classes of the people. In the Middle Ages, 
pictures were mostly for church walle and statuary for public 
squares, but the austere stone walls of every castle and mansion were 
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made gorgeous and even homelike by the “hallings of worsted” 
which not only kept out the draughts, but served also as books, pictures 
and picturesque records of the family or country, and furnished an 
endless outlet for the natural human desire for expression in some 
form of creative work. We all have pleasant visions of the lady of the 
castle and her maidens, weaving the color and romance of the life 
about them into the tapestries which formed so considerable a part of 
the family possessions, but, although we usually see in fancy these fair 
and noble needlewomen in the setting of a feudal castle, the craft is 
as old as our civilization, and its practice was world-wide. We find 
our first actual account of it in the glowing descriptions given of the 
veil of the temple and the curtain of the tabernacle in Jerusalem, 
but it had already been long established in Egypt and was brought 
from there through western Asia and all the Oriental countries, grad- 

ually finding its way to Europe and its fullest development in Flanders, 
France, Germany, England, Italy and Spain. For a long time the 
craft was confined to needlework, but in the ninth century the Flem- 
ings introduced into Europe the art of weaving tapestry on a loom, 
which soon superseded the slower and more laborious method. The 
old monks were among the most skilled weavers, and the fashion of 
hanging the walls of churches and cathedrals with gorgeous tapestries 
in honor of festivals reached such a pitch in the eleventh century that 
it called down severe reproofs from the more ascetic prelates. 

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the pe of the 
art was very re because with the advance of civilization came a 
greatly increased demand for luxurious wall coverings that not only 
rendered the dreary castles habitable, but also kept alive the warlike 
achievements of its lord and his ancestors, as wal as the recollection 

of many a gay hunting or hawking peey, or of some gorgeous fes- 
tivity that added to the glory of the house. ‘The tapestries woven in 
Arras easily took first place, and so far distanced their competitors 
that the name of the town was used to indicate the best tapestries, 
and ultimately came to be regarded as a mere synonym for costly 
wall hangings. These tapestries formed an important part of the 
possessions of great English nobles, but no attempt was made to 
introduce tapestry weaving into England until the reign of Henry the 
Eighth. 

HE palmy days of tapestry weaving lasted throughout the four- 
teenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and, until the tyranny 
of the Spaniards a most destroyed the industry in Belgium and 

Flanders, the tapestries of the Low Countries easily held first place. 

But in the sixteenth century a powerful rival arose when Francis the 
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From The J. Pierpont Morgan Collection 

PHAETON BEING RECEIVED AT HOME BY HIS FATHER, APOLLO: 

FLEMISH TAPESTRY BY JAN LEYNIERS, WHO DIED IN 1686, 
ONE OF A FAMOUS FAMILY OF BRUSSELS TAPESTRY WEAVERS.
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From The J. Pierpont Morgan Collection. PHAETON DRIVING OFF WITH THE HORSES OF THE 

SUN: THE NUMBER OF HOURS OF THE DAY ARE 

INDICATED BY THE SERIES OF HOUR GLASSES.
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From The J. Pierpont Morg1n Collection 

LATONA BEGGING FROM THE RUSTICS FOR FOOD AND SHELTER 

FOR HERSELF AND BABIES: BEING REFUSED SHE IS PRO- 

CEEDING TO TURN THE RUSTICS INTO FROGS: MADE ABOUT 

1600 IN AN UNKNOWN PARISIAN WORKSHOP.
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From The J. Pierpont Morgan Collection. 
AN UNKNOWN TAPESTRY THOUGHT TO BE A GOBELIN.



TAPESTRIES FROM THE MORGAN COLLECTION 

First of France established a large manufactory for tapestry weaving 
at Fontainebleau, and encouraged Flemish and Italian workmen to 

pursue their craft in France and to teach its secrets to his own subjects. 
The famous Gobelin works were founded by Louis the Fourteenth 
in sixteen hundred and sixty-six, and put under the direction of Charles 
Le Brun, while soon afterward the works at Beauvais were established 
under Louis Huiard. During the sixteenth century Brussels easily 
took the lead of all Europe in tapestry weaving, but by the eighteenth 
century the renowned ateliers of the Low Countries had gone down 
before the full-grown power of the Gobelins. 
| The history of tapestry from the Middle Ages onward is the same 
as that of painting, and the earlier designs naturally were those of 
the illuminator and the painter on glass. But as the art progressed 
the greatest panier did not disdain to make their cartoons for tapes- 
tries as finished and elaborate as their paintings, and to bow to the 
fact that these cartoons must be submitted to the master weaver and 
translated into the terms of the textile art rather than copied as paint- 
ings. The subjects were taken from profane and sacred history, 
romance and legend, and showed a queer mixture of ancient and 
contemporary events. The French and Flemish tapestries from 
Mr. Morgan’s private collection, which we illustrate here, are beauti- 

ful examples of this later development of the art. There is nothing 
of the archaic style seen in earlier pieces, but rather an exuberance of 
form and color and an abundance of detail such as rejoiced the hearts 
of Rubens and his followers. ‘The French piece is a spirited portrayal 
of a battle scene, realistically done, but we see in all he mifthological 

subjects the most naive Flemish interpretation of the old Greek 
myths and, while we may smile at the picture of a middle-aged Apollo 
with a full beard and a wrinkled brow, we yet Nolen antl tee that to 
the direct Flemish mind this must have been the only proper present- 
ment of the parent of Phaéton, as such a well-grown son a hardly 
belong to the beautiful and ever-youthful sun god. If it seemed all 
right to painters to depict Greek gods and aeddeaes as respectable 
and substantial Flemish burghers and matrons, dressed either in 
the prevailing mode of their time and country or in a very Flemish 
interpretation of what Greek costumes might have been, 1t was not 
for the tapestry weaver to assert his right of translation in the direction 
of making his tapestries more realistic. So it is that these solid figures, 
ludicrous as they may seem in relation to one’s preconceived ideas of 
celestial Greeks, are much more valuable to us of this day than if 
the workers had been more imaginative and less honest in recording 
their own times. 
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TWO CRAFTSMAN HOUSES, larly bapinen feature of ie ke is the 
use of cement hoods over the windows and 

BOTH TO BE BUILT OF CE- the main entrance. These hoods are con- 
MENT ON METAL LATH structed in the same way as the walls, the 

u metal lath being laid upon the rafters under- 
E feel that in the two cement neath and then cemented on both sides in 
houses published in this issue we the regular way. The brackets that sup- 
are giving to our readers two of port the hoods are of wood. A wide ter- 
the most successful designs that race, which may be partially covered with 

have yet appeared in the Craftsman house an awning, extends the entire width of the 
series. Neither one is a very cheap house, house at the back, and has steps leading 
for the bungalow, as nearly as we can say down into the garden. In addition to this 
from a rough estimate, would cost in the the extensions at either end of the house 
neighborhood of $7,500 to build, and the give room for sleeping porches which are 
two-story house —— 
could hardly be eco ae = es 
done under co peCEEE er “EERE PLOOR Sracen Ths, |] eeaiiiitess cL ametneaecCUeEEEEIS)| «te 
however, is AL --HEHE | Tote HEE ore ee 
merely a tenta- EEE | patie ieey ie — j 

a estimate, = Bee | id fi {i 
the prices wou! aaa pas lS , [pierre 
vary greatly SS 1] | Fea Hi St | 
with the cost of | | ested tS hi aw | 

fabor aad 2 pecs) BB em EZ 
rial in different {tm FER Som | 11) |e ——a ~~ 
localities. By ff ome TS i) dee Sh semecs fl 
careful study of eee ay end ee coy | cowie ff 
the list of mate- i Dyune Room ECT [ 
rials which. we faceeeer TEMP ele STN iy Pate g Ho | 
prepare and will WMA e one ke aa | ao 
send on request, the exact cost Pre | ae | a 
of either house in any part of ior eamianiit? eee Se 
the country could easily be estimated by a | CRAFTSMAN CEMENT 
local builder, as local material would be used. —— BOURe 

The two-story house, owing to the com- sheltered by the low cement parapets with 
plete balance which is maintained in the their flower-boxes, and are floored either 
design, is slightly reminiscent of the old with red cement marked off into squares or 
Dutch Colonial houses, although it has not with red ruberoid, which has the same dull 
a single feature that could be said to be  brickish color and is soft and pleasing to 
even derived from this style. It is essen- the tread, besides being very durable and, 
tially a modern house, and also essentially of course, waterproof. The terrace at the 
a Craftsman design. The walls are cement back is floored with red cement, so that 
on truss metal lath, and the roof is madeof there is plenty of warm color about the 
rough red slate with a tile ridge. The house to contrast with the gray cement. 
chimneys are of red brick, and the gutters The placing and grouping of the windows 
and leaders are all copper. One particu- is entirely characteristic of the Craftsman 
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TWO-STORY CEMENT HOUSE WITH RED SLATE 

ROOF, TERRACE AND TWO SLEEPING PORCHES.
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CEMENT BUNGALOW IN THE CRAFTSMAN STYLE: A 

SMALL HOUSE WITH A GREAT DEAL OF ROOM IN IT.
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LIVING ROOM IN THE BUNGALOW, SHOWING 

FIREPLACE AND OPEN CABINETS.
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Boss | a vs SOME CHARACTERISTIC LIGHTING FIXTURES THAT COMPLETE 
a Py ee THE DECORATIVE SCHEME OF THE CRAFTSMAN HOUSES. ALI. 

Pes ce wal ARE MADE OF HAMMERED ANTIQUE GLASS IN COLORS THAT 
PPT TE if beat HARMONIZE WITH THE ROOMS IN WHICH THEY ARE PLACED, 
AH Le Tay AND ARE FRAMED IN HAMMERED COPPER. THE TWO LARGER 
zh bls Bei He fabs FIXTURES ARE MEANT TO HANG OVER A LIBRARY OR DINING 

— ™ TABLE WHERE A CONCENTRATION OF LIGHT IS REQUIRED. 
THE LANTERNS CARRY OUT THE CRAFTSMAN IDEA OF LIGHT- 
ING IN UNITS, AND ARE MEANT TO HANG SEPARATELY IN 
WHATEVER PARTS OF A ROOM LIGHTS ARE NEEDED.



CEMENT CRAFTSMAN HOUSE 

designs, and is very decorative. As is rather improves the draught than otherwise. 
shown by the floor plan, the house is A swing door from the dining room opens 
flooded with air and light from all sides, as into the pantry, which is equipped with a 
the greater part of the outside walls, espe- large cupboard for dishes, a work table and 
cially on the lower story, is given over to a refrigerator. It communicates with the 
the windows. The small entry leads into kitchen by a swing door, and an outside 
a hall which is really a part of the living door leads to the terrace, for convenience 
room, as the opening into that room extends in serving meals out. there in the warm 
the whole length of the hall on one side, the weather. The arrangement of the kitchen 
division line being marked only by a long js as convenient as that of the pantry, and ceiling beam or girder which affords sup- the servant’s room and bath open out of a 
port to the lesser. beams that cross the ceil- recess in the kitchen. This provides com- 
ing of the living room. The staircase, there- fortable accommodation for the maids, en- fore, is made one of the structural features tirely separate from the rest of the house. 
of the _ living CEMENT pce, oe er: SECOND FLOOR room, and the PHOUSE Ri IE = N PLAN. 
small space at - the far end of [FE—F4  ppncen | Fo e.. Foo the hall is util- Roma ae i aaa ized as a closet | || ey I U4 /\| EH H 
for coats and | FETE ged | || fae — ieee (EEE 
wraps, and also 1 | ‘ea t =a] eo) f- += [Ora 
as a_ telephone | Ha 7 — yy ft SIE rH 
booth. The } Reet aS eto a 
chimney at this Ve HEH ell ate ! = Ey (| HEE i 
end of the house 4 )/¢¢-——7y-4 seBaime FS ieee: tN 
serves for two “DT Loe ane e : Ht Ht OF | fireplaces, one in = el JOE vas au es) 
the living room ee a a ae maa 
and the other in the small library which The arrangement of the second story is 
opens out of it. This library would serve economical to a degree. There are four 
equally well as a sun room, for its walls are bedrooms, and the space between is utilized 
almost entirely glass. The windows are set for closets and dressing rooms in such a 
high, allowing for book shelves beneath. way that not an inch of room is wasted. 
These run the whole width of the room at The bathroom and hall occupy a strip across 
either end, and if needed could be placed the center, and glass doors from all four 
also below the windows in the outside wall. bedrooms lead to the sleeping balconies. 
The same low shelves are used across the The one-story bungalow is meant, of 
entire front of the living room, affording course, for a small family, as it has room 
ample space for books on the lower shelves for only two bedrooms, but the arrange- 
and for flowers and pieces of metal and ment of the interior is so compact that the 
pottery, as well as occasional groups of maximum of room is afforded within the 
books, on the top shelf, which comes just space enclosed by the outer walls. The 
below the window sill. materials used are the same as in the larger 

On the other side of the hall is the dining house, that is, the walls are of cement on 
room with its central fireplace flanked with metal lath, with a roof of rough red slate 
a china closet on either side. Almost the and ridges of tile. The low, broad, sturdy 
entire front of this room, like that of the effect is heightened by the use of buttresses, 
living room, is taken up with a group of which support the wide-eaved roof and give 
windows. The fireplace occupies the center strength and dignity to the lines of the wall. 
of the wall space, because it is needed to This house also has ample window space. 
close the vista across the hall from the Two small recessed porches at one end of 
living room. In order to do this it will be the house serve respectively as entrance 
necessary to carry the flue up for a way and porch and outdoor dining room. A glass then horizontally to the chimney, which door leads from the entrance porch directly 
must also be utilized by the kitchen range. into the living room. 
This bend in the flue does not at all impair The whole front of this room is taken up 
the drawing qualities of the fireplace, but with the central group of windows and the 
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CEMENT CRAFTSMAN HOUSE 

casements set high on either side. A win- CONCERNING THE MILL BILLS 
dow seat is built below the middle group, * 
and bookcases occupy the remainder of the wee nny Toute the ge 

‘wall space to the height of the casemenfs. ti4n of each Craftsman house a complete 
On either side of the fireplace is an the, estimate of the materials required to build 
cabinet for ornaments, curios and the like. it, as by this means we could furnish to 
The dining room, as is nearly always the 7 ‘ ‘i 5 

* . anyone intending to build the data for esti. case in a Craftsman house, is really a recess 3 iy th ioe puthae a 
in the living room. A sideboard occupies ating accurately t ‘i = 2 ae 8 UP 
the whole of the outside wall, with three the house in his own loca oe AS Scie 
casement windows set high above it, A 0 us a much better plan : ain, to give: an 
glass coors leads to the front porch, and timate of the cost of building, as prices 
the whole of the rear wall is taken up by Of material and labor vary so widely in 
casement windows and a glass door leading different parts of the country. Last month 
to the rear porch, we printed the bill in full in the magazine, 

: A tiny hall opening from the other end but hereafter we shall make out the mill 

of the !iving room gives access to the two bill, together with the specifications, and 
bedroonis and also to the kitchen, which by hold them at the disposal of anyone who 
this means is entirely shut away from the sends for the plans of the houses. We 
remaindcr of the house. The bath is so make this change because we find that print- 

I } ing hae mill bill 
ft ie inl —— in the magazine 

HEE pod eae] tt | [ee takes up more 
Pi a » i | ROE ae i space than we can 

IH rot E fi ) " ae tank I afford to give it 
ag) / BE icoxte-o° and, in justice to 

Uy Leet ego], | the readers who 
| i == a eee . may not be inter- 
li pu PRES | ba ested in the par- 

ej] etssto” ges eed ticular house de- 
Is ms | signs published in, 

Livine * Room | il any one number, 
ee ince Dep Room | we think it better 

“aM (Lees ne I| to devote _ this 
Romer | / ff space to more 

rf eee SNeTAlly interest- 
—————eee C ing matter and to 

have the mill bills 
placed that it is accessible from both bed- BUNGALOW FLOOR FLAN. Fe inted separately 
rooms and from the kitchen. : and sent to any subscriber with the house 

The arrangement of this cottage is such plans upon request. 
that the housemistress is practically inde- Also, we will give with pleasure any other 
pendent of servants, for it would be an easy information that may be needed to make 
matter to take care of the house herself. quite clear our ideas regarding the building, 

As the servant problem is getting to be decoration and furnishing of Craftsman 
more of a vexed question each year, this is houses. We have many times given in the 
an important thing to be considered in the magazine schemes for decoration, formulz 
planning of a house. In fact, every Crafts- for finishing woods and walls, hints as to 
man house is designed with this in view. draperies, metal work and other acces- 
We strive to place the rooms so that the  sories;—in fact, suggestions for a complete 
kitchen and pantry shall be as conveniently scheme of furnishing. It would be unneces- 
and compactly arranged as it is possible to sary and undesirable to repeat these instruc- 

ymanage, and the remainder of the house as__ tions with every issue and in connection 
simple and free from cumbersome and un- with each different house, but we are ready 
necessary features as a camp might be. It at any time to supply them to home builders 
is easy to do this without sacrificing any who may find them helpful in solving their 
beauty or home comfort, and it is of the own special problems in building, finishing 
first importance that it should be done. the woodwork, decoration and furnishing. 
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The "RICHMOND" Soap Saver 
The “Ricumonp> SOAP SAVER puts an end to ]} unsightly soap dishes; to the nuisance of using up 

sloppy sinks—smeary soap dishes—slippery cakes | the odds and ends of soap. A single turn of the 
of soap and slimy hands. faucet gives you a handful of delightful creamy 

In the Laundry, the ‘Ricumonp> SOAP SAVER | suds. . 
puts an end to the needless rubbing which wears out The ‘Ricumonp- SOAP SAVER does not in any 
clothes before their time. It gives a suds which dis- | way interfere with the hot water faucet, and can be 
solves the dirt, which a soap when used by hand can | easily attached to it. 
neverdo. Its suds, being scientifically proportioned, It gives you, instead, wo faucets—one for clean, 
wash freely from the clothes and leave no residue of | hot water—the other for thick, hot suds. 
soap to rot the delicate fabrics. Each “Richmonp" ey Ben 

In the Kitchen, the “Ricumonp- SOAP. guaranteed to operate perfectly. e 
SAVER puts an ‘end to the drudgery of WRITE TODAY reservoir is five inches in height and 
dishwashing. Simply place dishes, silver, | We have avery special | three inches in diameter, and the 
glassware under its creamy suds for an | offerto make to Crafts- | valve and fittings are of the very best 
instant, then just rinse and wipe. ies eae peu type. The material is of brass through 

The ‘Ricumonp’ SOAP SAVER puts | the phis specialty ne? | out and is triple nickel-plated and 
an instant automatic end to waste; to ete today for full] highly polished. 

* letails, 

222 Terminal Bldg. THE M¢CRUM-HOWELL Co, Pos Avevant ais Sie, New York 
Manufacturers of 

‘Ricumons} Heating Systems, “Rickmonp’ Enameled Ware, “Ricumonp: Suction Cleaners 

Two factories at Uniontown, Pa.—One at Norwich, Conn.—One at Racine, Wis. 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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CONCRETE HOUSE FOR WARM CLIMATE 

A CONCRETE HOUSE DESIGN- the Mission, it is equally well adapted to 

ED FOR LIFE IN A WARM, ‘oindings of trees and shrubs that are 
SUNNY CLIMATE: BYCHARLES almost tropical in their luxuriance. 
ALMA BYERS This house was designed by Mr. Arthur 

Rolland Kelly, a Los Angeles architect, and 
HE belief held by many architects was built in a small town near that city. 

i that concrete is the building material The construction, both exterior and interior, 
of the future seems to be gaining is of solid reinforced concrete, and the total 
ground, judging by the number of cost came just under $6,000. Like the ma- 

concrete houses that are being built and the jority of houses in a warm country, it is 
designs that are being developed with spe- but one story in height and covers a good 
cial reference to this 
construction. This has f | 
been the country of iy 
the wooden dwelling, . ¥ seni ssl | 
but with the growing hic = sort Boo : | 
scarcity of wood and 7 == SPaggqueee 3.2 bls | 
the consequent high j:  // Sy (SRM sctietassieOp ce patel girs 
price of lumber of all “ye as = Boe a, 2 
kinds, it is a matter | LAY Peers Oa a ae oe 
of course that atten- “Ua eae is beer cee, Wea aia Naar eeu : VA A 0S. ae i Nia 
tion is being more and we i id pacer ay Ce eR a SS 

more directed _to- LY Rangsts ah a i LS. Simul. 7, ug e 
ward other building [ime ny ee es oe a iy ES. 
materials. Also, the * =——————— "7a, FS im Bs es ee 
use of concrete bids [peers es Ae fi is a 
fair to bring in a |) i Se ' stb, 
totally different type SETAE ali ai " — 
of architecture which fgg Ra oe Sie : — 
may be reminiscent = —s=msMaiieseses ce Miieeei ict git sg eR 
either of the Italian Sites sc sealants SS 2 i 
villa or of the old Mission architecture of CONCRETE PERGOLA ENTRANCE, 
California, but is nevertheless something deal of ground, although it contains only 
that is developed with special reference to six rooms, with a spacious basement under- 
modern needs and has a beauty of its own. neath and a large screened porch, practi- 

In California the concrete house has al- cally an outdoor living room, at the back. 
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Mr. Arthur Rolland Kelly, Architect. CONCRETE HOUSE IN LOS ANGELES. 

most invariably been modeled upon Mission Being placed on a broad and deep lot, so 
lines, but the cottage shown here is much _ that it has plenty of elbow room and is well 
more suggestive of the Italian villa and, back from the street, the house has just 
while not as interesting in some ways as those surroundings which suit best its type 
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: Pee A a wale 

Rub id 
a 

° ° ° 
A Beautiful, Practical, Durable Roofing 

An ideal roofing for Craftsman homes is Think of this tremendous advantage over the 
Ruberoid—the peer of ready roofings. many hundred pieced shingle roofs, with every 

[rue to Craftsman principles, it combines shingle edge a chance for a leak. 
beauty with simplicity—the practical with the 
artistic—minimum cost with maximum service. ? : 

Ruberoid roofs are rain-proof, snow-proof, 18 Years Service 
heat-proof, and cold-proof. Nor will they take The first Ruberoid roofs—laid over 18 years 
fire from flying sparks or embers. ago—still look good for many years of service 

Rich Subdued Golors pe flexible, still water-proof and weather- 
Jxich Subdued Lolors ight. 

Br . In these 18 years, over 300 substitutes for 
Ee pie toate possesses the artistic quali- Ruberoid have been marketed. Some looked 

Beautifully subdued reds, browns and greens Hie Buberod, one nae ey like Buberoid 
add a rare color effect to any dwelling. : Sah te oF Bt fe id f oe mone etl 2 

end peubet oid colors are lasting. They will Praha ee reskin mare, were worthy 
neither fade nor wash out. Because they are : 
part of the roofing itselfi—impregnated into the Es 

fibre. “All About Roofing” 

A Real “Craftsman” Roof For over 18 years Ruberoid’s manufacturers 
Se ae etn eee have been carefully testing it with every other 

So pliable is Ruberoid that it lends itself roofing made. Interesting facts have been 
readily to the deft handiwork of Craftsman developed about shingle, tar, asphalt, slate and 
artisans. Every curve and angle of a roof can metal roofs, as a result of comparisons with 
be followed without injury to its texture. Ruberoid. These are contained in the book, 

_ Although laid in strips Ruberoid gives prac- “All About Roofing,” which is mailed free 
tically a one-piece roof when completed. upon request. Write for a copy today. 

° 
The Standard Paint Company 

Dept. 105-G 105-I William Street New York City 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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CONCRETE HOUSE FOR WARM CLIMATE 

of architecture. Seen from the front, it is upon which the overhead construction rests, 

embowered in large pepper trees which Climbing roses are trained over all these 

form an arch of lacy foliage. The lawn in pillars and will in time form a complete 

front is unbroken by flowers or shrubbery, roof of green, a fragrant midsummer room. 

forming a smooth sweep of turf on either The house has a frontage of fifty-two 

side of the wide cement walk which leads to feet, but with its plain massive form and 

the front steps, and there branches to pass the flat sunken concrete roof, it gives the 

around the house on either side. A small effect of covering much more ground than 

simple fountain, with a circular cement it really does. As the roof is sunk below 

basin, is placed in the center of the lawn on the upper edge of the walls, the latter are 

either side of this walk. A mass of shrub- finished with a coping of red tile which 
blends admirably with the 

Pew deep warm cream tone of the 

‘ . " concrete exterior of the house. 

: . " The arrangement of the in- 

i ‘ Se, ) terior is very simple, care hav- 

is Pe om ing been taken to give as much 

4 fg i a 5 aiff openness and freedom as pos- 

a ed | | 5 2 sible to the living rooms. The 

a top x front door opens directly into 

ig oe a3 the living room, and beyond is 
a ie ._~ ee the dining room, separated 

a [CEL mo ois . i from it only by a broad arch. 

Rea . a ee Soy To the left is the library, and 

EE cert ; PRO back of this is the kitchen with 

hs ee fe ae diene a large pantry and a screened 

Hepp oO meals bm porch. To the right are two 
Pe eG a i bedrooms with a bathroom 

pm eae and two large closets be- 

ne > tween. The arrangement of 

, , : the rooms is such that one 
CONCRETE TERRACE AND PORCH PILLARS. standing inside the front door 

bery close to the house relieves the severity may look through living room and dining 

of the plain concrete walls, and connects room into the pergola at the back, making 

the building with the garden around it. The the flowers and fountains seem almost a part 

steps, which are very broad and shallow, of the house, and add to the sense of space. 

giving a stately effect to the 
approach, lead up to a terrace te 5 asl 

floored with cement and en- cs — ~~ 

closed by low concrete para- De a : 

pets. On either side of the 4 i a A | 

step and enclosed by the para- t are A | L 7" 

pets a small space of open | ED SaeY oreeo 1 ma. ow 

ground is planted with flow- oe rere” on 

ers, so that the effect of bloom eco li On ee ae ohia | 

and foliage is brought almost 4 ai Bi y a. “ee ry 

into the interior of the house. | je) | ay ethos: ule 

The small portico shelters a ae Nee | eae P Jt dae 

part of the terrace, and with- mA ~ Py ee . Abd fo 

in this again are boxes and = — @\ \-—_— ! eee) oe: 

j i os Bort tn : 
jars of tropical plants. oe in j x 

Another concrete terrace ~~ —Sme  /( { : 

extends from the back of © : i 
the house fifty feet into the LIVING ROOM IN CONCRETE HOUSE. 

garden. This terrace is sheltered by a per- As reinforced concrete is used not only 

gola made of eucalyptus trunks with the for the outside walls, but for the partition 

bark left on,—the rustic effect showing in walls, the ceiling, the floor supports, the 

sharp contrast to the square cement pillars basement walls and flooring and also the 
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r omes: Oo e puladers ° 

Experience has doubtless taught ig! “ur lee Al Al tay i lil 
you the futility of expecting yl ( ee eS an | to find any central heating sys- sua ee pa Op ee pen | tem free from certaininherent tH Uff es) 4 
faults. Wieser ca I LARA es sel ued ne AN 

You have learned that the sys- | | i AN a2. eee aN ani 
yy WSEAS eas Me NAR Wi tems commonly employed for | i eS = % ee all. 

house-heating are more or less ! BE Bf r a Hd i . * | Wivieme eee ne “inflexible.” | t! |) | os ||) |) 
ee In other words, fifty per cent. | i He Ee | —— eH | 

of the time you have either a | i CS | ane) | i ‘ CO — — re we NED 
feast or a famine of heat. | i ( le } = Be HN | 

In severe weather it is possible | WA aa eer ay pHi ble: SN G0 i hl a aA aaa eH) A to be comfortable; but the ~ AA Nese ie SS me . ue | — | — = — Fe coming of cool morningsand ! i ere ND 
eveningsandwarm days means - Ge SS ee I 
shiver at breakfast and bed- Pe ieee : 
time or swelter throwgh he O——————————————— 

day, a The mission style of the Reznor Reflector Grate Heater 
And this is a condition almost impossible to alter when the heat is gen- 

erated by a central plant. : 
As a matter of fact, before the introduction of the Reznor Reflector Gas 

Heater, it could not. be ameliorated without inconvenience to a marked 
degree. \ 

R 4 ‘i 0 R N 

The Original Reflector Gas Heater 
So the Reznor has been eagerly accepted as an idea) solution of this type have been sold—not only for all-winter use in of a vexatious problem by hundreds of home builders, be- city homes, but for bungalows and cottages wherever gas cause it affords the widest possible range of heating and can be conveniently had. $7eh, oom can be equipped with an independent heating ‘The various types of the Reznor Reflettor Heater are now in plant, controlled absolutely by the turn of a valve, use in more than half a million homes; and the yearly in- The Reznor can be used wherever gas—manufactured or crease of sales is evidence of the Reznor’s splendid efficiency, natural—is available for heating purposes, Built into the fireplace the Reznor becomes a permanent and It is markedly economical of fucl, and wonderfully efficient, sightly fixture, and it is as lasting as the house itself. because equipped with a type of burner that converts Take up this matter at once, if you are building, or if you are every atom of the gas into heat. : remodeling your es Mi ge aah oe a ally f you do not know of a Reznor dealer conveniently near, we Tellecthests” ‘Re Only gas heater that actually does shall ‘be Bled to send you the catalog and full particulars 
Its flame is the deep, rich yellow of the illuminating gas But do not accept a heater that looks like the Reznor, in gen= flame—and no other flame'can be reflected, eral appearance, as the Reznor, Every genuine Reznor has Since the introduction last year ot the two styles of Reznor the name stamped in the metal of the back. grate heaters (one of which is illustrated above) thousands Look up your Reznor dealer today, or write us direct. 

REZNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, HILL ST., MERCER, PA. 
Chicago Pittsburg Los Angeles Kansas City Toronto 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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- TWO SEASIDE COTTAGES OF CONCRETE 

furnace pipe, the house is absolutely fire- the interior. The interiors of both cottages 

proof throughout. The interior walls are show walls, floors, overhead beams and 

plastered and tinted, and the little woodwork — chimneypiece of the concrete, which is 

that is used is of fumed oak. merely scraped with a stiff brush while 
somewhat. “green,” to give it a soft matt 

TWO SEASIDE COTTAGES sates : ‘ ree 
e form of construction varies but little 

BUILT OF CONCRETE ° in these bungalows. Some have basements 

N unusual and interesting form of and some are built with the single story. 

concrete construction is shown in Some have double curtain walls of metal 

some little seaside cottages or lath with an air space between, and others 

bungalows that have been built by are built with walls of solid concrete. What- 

The Gilbert Building Company of Phila- ever the form of construction, the buildings 

delphia. The idea is that of Mr. Gilbert have proven entirely free from dampness 

himself, and the sincerity with which he has both inside and out,—a fact owing to the 

carried out the principle of giving to a waterproofing compound which_ fills all 

concrete house the form of having been pores and voids in the mass. This com- 

molded rather than built, has done a good pound comes in a paste-like form and is 

deal toward showing the possibilities of mixed with the water used in wetting down 

concrete as a material to be used for the the sand and cement. The one necessary 

entire house. thing is that the sand be perfectly clean, as 

We give illustrations of two of these cot- it. is impossible to waterproof mud. The 

tages, which are in a manner typical be- waterproofing compound forms crystals 

catise they show so clearly the principles of which not only make the mass absolutely 

both design and construction. One was impervious to dampness, but also help to 

built for Mr. George Braidwood at Atlantic make it a non-conductor of heat or cold. 

City, and the other for Mr. R. C. Williams, The roof slabs are about two inches thick 

Jr., at Strathmore, N. J., between Atlantic and finished smooth. These are, of course, 

City and Cape May. Both were designed by waterproofed and are regarded by the 

Mr. S. D. Hawley, a Philadelphia archi- builders as forming the ultimate test of the 

tect with an independent point of view. waterproof quality of the concrete. In one 

The charm of these cottages _ ; 

is their absolute fitness to 
their seaside surroundings. | 

Both are built on the beach, I 

and both seem to belong to hai | 

the sands and to stand solidly ol 
against the ocean winds. In a 

Mr. Braidwood’s cottage there | 

is a decided suggestion of the , | 

old Egyptian feeling, espe- gos. ee « i | 

cially in the square tapering 7% a" R 4 | 

columns that support the roof — 4 i 

in front where it extends over fees <a. No) ae VG 4 

the veranda. Mr. Williams’ 7 —_— es | 

cottage is more reminiscent of |, = A” Slim. 1 

the old Mexican adobe houses Be la 
still to be seen in California. | aket os ah) iin CRM : 
Both buildings have walls, MR. BRAIDWOOD’S SEASIDE COTTAGE. 

floors and roof made entirely of reinforced of the houses stones were used in the lower 
concrete, inlaid with tiles of brick. In part of the chimney, probably with the idea 
the case of Mr. Williams’ cottage the of decreasing the possibility of the concrete 
use of inlay on the exterior is very strik- cracking from the heat. It has since been 
ing, giving a gay and almost barbaric found that had a larger quantity of the 
effect that is well suited to seashore waterproofing compound been used, the 
life in the summer. The Braidwood cot- stones would not have been necessary ex- 
tage is more severe, almost all the deco- cept for the purpose of affording more in- 
rative inlay work having been reserved for terest to the construction by a variation in 
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araO0ra- SAXONY 
ane Cha at 1 Bs) € Sao ee aoe SOC eae 

fe we ae wasp S h di 
Be S| Rat ades 
Bo) ee ° 

BEB woke GPS OS 

Ce 4 Pe CBS 
3 i, [OR > The wonderfully artistic designs and 
Bae hs. Co ™ superb colorings of the finest Kashmirs, 
Bee yee 6 gy = Kazaks, Bokharas, Serebends and other 
Baa bd Yi a a —” famous Oriental Rugs are exactly reproduced 
3 Ae aes Bike LN in the “HARTFORD SAXONY.” It is 
i Racer Ae bee as justly called ‘’The Oriental of America.”’ 
Bee, NY Like the genuine antique orientals, the 
Bese CUT SS HARTFORD-SAXONY” is woven from Said ope ae 2, EN RE . : 
Biel 7 selected wools and colored with choicest dyes. 
3 Peas) ee It has the same deep, compact pile which will 
Ss ih O76 not mat or gather dust, and is peculiarly woven so 
3 he} Ne » as to offer least resistance to the tread—thus insuring 
Sie ess) | ~ | unlimited service. Age and usage only mellow its 
Ripeseee =| 41) «tints and give it a silvery sheen. bd Fs (\ Bs | g y 
Peas «Ey 

baa Koi Laren 6é 99 ih bg \. The “‘Hartford-Saxony’’ Rug 
Rede io 3 SJ oe ee offers all the opulent beauty, all the remarkable durability of 
3 > fogs the finest Oriental at but a fraction of its price. 

3 petals fas Eo The ‘‘HARTFORD-SAXONY”? is far superior to any other 
Bie oe Pe American-made rug. It is a real rug, not by any means to 
bate Ee i hin! 3)\ be confused with ordinary, so-called rugs, which are merely 
IN fo : a carpeting made in rug sizes. 
3 ee pe 3 a os \ This splendid rug can be had in all sizes for private homes 
Bem Sees \ and public institutions. 

ae 4 Me ae ae ‘ Write Today for Free Booklets of 
Cer ate bg > Beautiful Colored Reproductions. 

cB: 2 C Be i ace S ee aN These booklets, to all purposes, place a complete rug display 
eat Re ea Ve oe » in yourhome. The vivid reproductions in actual colors will 
eer, 5 >», greatly aid you in selecting rugs that will harmonize with your 

‘ tS aaa he a ae wall decorations and furnishings. The information which 
Shr Pi Tages A re retin OZ they also contain will prove deeply interesting to every 

ppd gies > ‘ et Sapir eae ea | © collector of fine rugs. In justice to yourself, don’t buy 
#3 ae ae ee: Re any kind of rug until you have seen these booklets. 

ce “Sees SS, E. E. Saxony 
4 a iS aoe iy < 41 Union Square 

ee eae ssa New York City A. See ee 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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TWO SEASIDE COTTAGES OF CONCRETE 

the material used for the structural features. course, the lumber used for the forms is 
While it is quite possible to paint these of the very cheapest kind and can be used 

concrete cottages, most people prefer to over and over again, and at the seaside the 
leave them in the natural tone, especially making of concrete is so easy that it seems 
when the concrete is made of the beach to be the natural material, just as wooden 

, ; construction would be 
PRS ieee i 7) in the woods or a 

ee tae i | stone house in a 
: rocky country. For- 

3 tunately, also, con- 
; crete finds itself at 
4 home in almost any 

: : surroundings, for with 
| the cacneg a a 

a I" Ke wood supply and the 
: Bal : | ‘ 4 | : T “ag coistantly increasing 
en tS iit : @° Ff cost of timber, all in- 

Se ienet ¢ parc S Whe Me \ 4 hited age babeaionaeeea' | al! | i =~) dications are that con- 
emis bal.’ it Ate : crete will be the 
a = SS ee nas building material of eee a ee ge hee ee, ae the future. This is 
meat Se a at * ides Sa partly due to its tre- 
oN Rave EEE SEES ~~ mendous development 

SHOWING ORNAMENTED CONCRETE HOUSE. under pressure of the 
sand, as the harmony of the building with demand for suitable casing for the walls 
its surroundings is then complete. By using of tall steel-framed buildings, so that every 
granite sand for the interior aggregates, year brings it more into prominence as a 
and washing the concrete with a weak solu- safe, fireproof and almost indestructible 
tion of acid when the boards are first taken material for building. 
down, a beautiful surface can be obtained. This being the case, it is but natural that 
The concrete can be colored either by coat- the extended use of concrete should bring 
ing or in the mass 
without interfering 4 ‘ sa - 
with its structural or fH 4 , ; 
waterproof qualities. a a fd 
Most people, however, Set oo og 
prefer to gain a deco- * 

rative effect by the f , Fr id ‘} 
use of inlaid tiles or Pi si 
bricks rather than by pee ng 
coloring the concrete. i. I ie 7 
This inlaying is very i icocailiatal aaa Pe 
easily done. When the o ee a A Shs 
walls are to be inlaid, Peaviiiiiiiiiete same oo y Se 
either the tiles them- GD ieee! Pare fs os 
selves or blocks just 7 Se ae eee 
the same size are fas- eer PS ieeemnd 2 0 Be a 
tened in the wooden i Eee ee. 
forms in the right po- [RM = : me Se “- 
sition, and the con- —Qaa ee am (ep se 
crete poured around er Meson: et 
them. ‘On the ceiling Makita i i SS 
beams the brick or INTERIOR OF SEASIDE COTTAGE, 
tiles are laid in the bottom of the form and into being a new form of architecture 
the concrete poured in around and over them. where frank admission is made of the fact 

These cottages, substantial and comfort- that walls, pillars and all structural feat- 
able as they are, and absolutely fireproof, ures are poured into a mold instead of 
are comparatively cheap to build. Of being built up. 
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LUFHE MARK OF QUALITY {K | 

Whittall Arabic Rugs 
@ Combining all the poetry and charm of the East in its design, without the 

crudities of certain Orientals, the WHITTALL ARABIC RUG is offered for 

the adornment of the artistic home. 
@ Whittall Rugs are superior to any made in America—their colorings 

are just as delicate as the Oriental—far more permanent—and they are moder- 
ately priced. 

The raw wool is shipped direct.to us from the Far Eastern countries. It has 
the peculiar lustre, strength and firmness found only in the wool of hardy mountain 
sheep. Our designs are faithful reproductions of priceless Oriental Art Treasures. 

The Whittall products are many and varied. There is a floor covering for 
every scheme of decorative treatment, and for every conceivable purpose. 

Ask your dealer to show you WHITTALL RUGS, but be sure the name 
“WHITTALL’S” is woven in the back. It is your guarantee of color, quality, 
good taste and satisfaction. 

Meanwhile, send for our Booklet, ‘ The Mark of Quality.” — It’s free and full of suggestions. 
, Ask for it now while you think of it. 

ra Laren q M.J. WHITTALL Te 
Rolle AN anes Dept. T ee = 
POH 8 ee ay WORCESTER MASS. (ff 
eo | Hey ESTABLISHED 1680 se Ni 
Ry Lg oe TTT reer 
‘ ol OS NS {| A) Ub ee IN 
eee i} bg Nema) 

Y <r | AG Se Lp ee Tf eee 
ee a AAW) Me ge ae i 

a" ge 
errs Neen a 
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PHOTOGRAPHING WITHOUT A CAMERA 

PHOTOGRAPHING WITHOUT _ that all who care to will be able to give 
3 7 pleasure to themselves and their friends by 

A CAMERA: BY EVA DEAN this means. Many pretty ways of using the 
ID you think that to be a photog- little pictures thus made will suggest them- 

D rapher you must own a camera, a selves to one who is working with them, 

dark room and a collection of de- a 

veloping trays, and that you must 5, ores ae 
waste appalling numbers of expensive films a Mt ro 
before you learn how? 4 CEN Pea 

Did you ever take a trip to the woods or 2 — Boe 

the seashore and wish you could carry home Pape erage bs , re 
with you some little picture of it to crowd Bo os a 
under the rim of your mirror to remind you ah 

of a happy day in the dull ones that might ex A BLN 
follow? Or was it a thought of the pretty ete. ae i * f) 
things you might have made for Christmas oN rea ae a : 

that caused you to wonder again about the a cS eo, a i 
cost of a camera, a dark room and an un- eve lek 4 4 
certain quantity of films? And you might I 7 
have had the pictures without the camera Sy fee 
or films, as you will soon see. Mar ae ‘a 

wer \ b. 
mi es aX & 

aa, a 
i Ve “ ae 

a 

ai p P QUEEN ANNE’S LACE IN BLOOM, 

y s such as cards of greeting, valentines, place 

\ Pn cards, or calendars; in the latter case each 

\ hd a month could be represented by some plant 
a B ; appropriate to it. The method, as described 
ol in this article, will be adapted to the use of 
|g A blue-print paper, since that is the simplest 

VIOLET, WITH ITS ROOT. j ~~ 

I went to the woods one afternoon in ) 
May. It was a day that seemed the very es Ly 
incarnation of the spirit of spring, as} <a x ' 
though, having thrown off all encum- AN 
brances, she stood revealed, eager, breath- y A > A 
ing in a thousand tiny bodies on every side. ey " a 
The camera, however, seemed to shrink be- | b 
fore the responsibility of portraying such Tail on 
joy. Translated into black and white, all eS 
the little dancing leaves and buds would be AA 
lost in a solid mass of foliage, and it was nee 
they who spoke most eloquently of the &, — ~~ 
scene. Finally, yielding to the modest good Lo Ds a 
taste of the camera, the flowers were per- 
mitted to speak directly for themselves, and SPRAY OF OATS. 
—so it has happened—several of them have to handle and also the least expensive of the 
finally found their way onto these pages. photographic printing papers in the market, 

The process of photographing flowers and, too, its dark blue color is almost uni- 
without a camera is very simple, and the  versally liked. After mastering the han- 
purpose of this article is to describe it so dling of blue prints, many will doubtless 
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ee a 
es UU E'?* Fo RA) } (ASS Fas: )\ WO 40%) eae Ls wy 
[es CMI ey MS iS A {\ 
\ gg A 
| ee : ee § "This is Stencil Design No. 11, Suitable for Curtain and Wall Decoration. 

i ii ae, 
ae Le. — — 
Ser SS OE DITA OE Tap, re 
ease = - Rae x cate ee ae 
Seay TT —e llc 

oe ee SNe ee 
oe ee Peet) Up ete ee 

EN a oak oc hd (tb fone 
Wee * a, ee me L ea) ta He -_ see \a eee kL MO oe * coe i uy bp tay ee os 
WAS os (pd bo Cy a 

eq ee = Cd re bi ee ans __. aa, ae | a E Pt 

wees Ede He ez wee = re ” a ee * = = 4 b Lh = 

BE ‘S ae oe CIA CC ae ee pa i : Seer ee 

Ys ay a 
bor : : : | 4 
fa An ordinary and uninteresting |. A 
~ room can be made delightful by gee 

: le eae N a different color scheme, proper eae 
mS : : ee 
gn’ hangings and floor coverings. iia 
aes 
> , Our portfolio, which is sent absolutely free to any one who “Your Home and 
yy writes for it, gives definite and practical suggestions in color jts Decoration” 

for the painting and decorating of every room in your house, isan simanivegoltage 
with complete and accurate specifications for producing the — hook filled with practi- 

oa results shown. The proper colors and the kinds of finishes _ cal hints on home dec- 
PDE to be used upon walls, ceilings, floors and woodwork are oration. Contains 12 
Gi suggested, together with the hangings, rugs and furniture beaten seo OE plates 
= that will go toward producing the best result. Write for this thirty other illustrations 
~ portfolio at once if you have a house or even a room to be Everyone interested in 

decorated. The sending of the portfolio puts you under no correct home decor- 
obligation to use the products of the Sherwin-Williams Co. , oa should have a 

: py of this book. 
a except the fact that you cannot produce a satisfactory result Price $2.00. Postage 
iaete without using the Sherwin-Williams’ products. 15 cents extra. 
<409: 
= (is 
Y Y H : A an 

PAINTS E-VARNISHES ‘#7 th v 

NS Address all inquiries to: The Sherwin-Williams Co. 

ms Decorative Department, 619 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING WITHOUT A CAMERA 

wish to experiment with other kinds of with its sensitive, or yellow, side next to the 
Paper, so as to get pictures of different glass, and the leaf between it and the glass. 
colors. Most other papers, however, have Do this in as dimly lighted a place as is 
to be “developed” or “toned,” or both, after available, for the light that reaches the 
being printed. Full directions for handling paper before it is in the frame, or after it is 
each one will be found in the package con- taken out, will dull it and injure the bril- 
taining these papers. liancy of the print. Im- 

The outfit necessary for ) \ mediately after laying the 
photographing without a cam- > paper in the frame, fasten 
era is: A printing frame, cost- Ne, it down with the wooden 
ing from fifteen cents upward, 4 -s 
according to its size, a sheet of a is i, 
plain glass cut exactly the size A 
of the frame, and some blue- i? 4 , 

print paper. The paper comes r 4 yn 
in tin tubes, and should be . r » ae Dee 
carefully protected from the ot % 
light at all times. The sensi- pa ty ~ ; 
tive, or printing, side is a light 4 
yellow or greenish yellow 
color. When the paper is : a 2? 
found to look dull and de- / 4 
cidedly greenish, it is probably 
not fresh and would not give in 2 i 
good results. A newly pur- , 8) ee 
chased package of old paper | i 
can be exchanged at any shop for fresh. 2 , \ 

For a first attempt, it would be best to oP 
select a beautiful leaf, so as to begin on fp : 
something that is uniform in texture. Place 

the piece of glass in the ties 
es printing frame and lay i aaa 

i > the leaf upon it in the ; VALLEY : 
| eae position in which it is ye BUTTER 
ves to be printed. Put a foe 
\ sheet of blue - print TONGS. 
\ paper into the frame 

a YOUNG back, and then turn the frame over, expos: 
re ‘Fo FERN ing the glass to the direct rays of the sun. 

s ms ba te) AND But very few trials will teach even the 
(Fy eae most timid beginner how long to expose the 

5 THESE paper. A definite rule cannot be given, as 
DESIGNS too much depends on the strength of the 

@ With BE light and the particular paper used. The 
iad ' hee parts not covered by the leaf will at once 

caste For begin to darken, finally taking on a purplish 
EMBRoD- tinge, when the printing will probably be 

h ERY, found to be sufficient. It is possible, how- 

eis ever, to print too long, in which case the 
DECORA- background will stay purplish and not turn 
TION, AND blue when it is taken out of the frame and 

bs put into water. 
rene When it can be done, the prints should be 

Ss : 
suirep to placed in water as ‘soon as they are taken 

Ad WALL out of the frame, plunging them in quickly 
if BAFER face downward. Care must be taken to 

4 a FRIEZES: handle the picture only by the waste edge of 
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Home-Made Gas-Light 
170,000 suburban residents are now enjoying the 
many advantages of the brilliant and up-to-date 

|S LOS eb SPARSE A APM RR AOE PT SIRE SEI ES a A ES Ea EE SPAT RRA SN RTE 

Why not you? 

za REMEMBER~—The finishing touch to 
Z (e all your home building effort is LIGHT 

Ww i: 8 —therefore don’t spoil everything with 
vt i ~ mee a puny, gloomy light! Install ACETY- 

Ba [2 LENE costs little—means much ! 
= | This little machine makes the gas 

ai ‘ automatically — requires attention 
Tee ‘ og only once or twice a month for fifteen 
- ' S  minutes—and is so simple and safe a 

a child can attend to it! 
” (See “Tue Crartsman”’ for January, 1910) 

What ACETYLENE is to other illuminants, the Sunlight 
“Omega” is to other generators—BETTER! 

Brighten Up Your Home! : 
Our interesting booklet—tells you HOW to have BETTER light for 
LESS money—it's yours for the asking—and NOW is the time to ask. 

The Sunlight Gas Machine Sales Company 
48 Warren Street New York, N. Y. 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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PHOTOGRAPHING; WITHOUT A CAMERA 

the paper, as, being chemically prepared, leaf and darker backgrounds. Success in 
even the secretions of the skin will be printing must be a matter of experience. 
enough to spot it and ruin the result. If a plant has a woody stem which cannot 

The water of the bath should be changed _ be pressed flat in the printing frame, shave 
at least half a dozen times, allowing the it down with a knife; otherwise its round 
prints to stand in it a number of minutes shape will admit the light beneath it and it 
before each change. When possible, it is will look as fine as the stem of a maidenhair 
better to use running water, letting the fern. Any flower having a thick center, 
prints remain in it for at least three- such as dogwood, should be treated in this 

quarters of an way. A section of a bud will print to look 
ui . .| hour. This wash- like a whole bud, while the round bud itself 

{ ie ing is done to re- ‘would have been crushed out of all sem- 
. move all chemi-  blance to its natural shape. 
‘@ cals from the Perhaps a word may not be out of place 
i paper, for if any here with regard to other papers than the 

are left in, the blue print because, although more difficult 
|pictures will to handle, it is possible to get much more 
change color in a_ detail with them than with blue print. 

joe short time. If the Many of these papers print best at night, 
J printing should be by artificial light, and very quickly. But 

done where no to get the finest possible results with them, 
} water was acces- several things have to be considered. In 

WA sible, the prints discovering and conquering the individual 
aE: could be laid be- characteristics of each plant, however, lies 

tween the leaves the keenest pleasure of the whole process. 
of a blank book It will be found that the green coloring 

ji and kept from the matter of leaves is very opaque to light, and 
ey : light until possi- by the time a flower has been printed long 

ANEMONE: POSITIVE PRINT. b16 to wash them. enough to show the veining of its leaves, 
the blossom itself and the tender 

“ stems will probably.all have dis- 
¥ Cd appeared. To avoid this, as soon 

, \ as the picture is printed suf- 
My ¢ = ae ficiently for the blossoms, paste } or v bits of paper on the outside of 

r| ia the glass, covering all the thinner 
ym | portions, and thus allowing the 
oy re leaves to be printed sufficiently 

| * without eating out the more deli- 
Pie ae | —- 7 cate parts. It is not necessary to 

yal ee ae ea cut the paper the shape of the 
Fic] he parts to be covered, as after a 
vo \ certain amount of exposure the 

} y background is as dark as it can 
| i yh become, and longer printing will 

i not intensify it. But if the 
| picture has not been exposed 

long enough for the back- 
ANEMONE: NEGATIVE PRINT. LONG PRINTING FOR DETAIL. ground to reach its maximum 

The results obtained by this process will darkness, the bits of paper will show as 
be seen to be more like silhouettes than pic- spots on the print. Experimenting is the 
tures; but after a little experimenting it best teacher. 
will be evident that a great deal more than Another thing to be guarded against is 
a silhouette can be obtained by careful the overlapping of one leaf upon another in 
printing. The veining of the leaves, and the printing frame, for two layers of the 
even the details of the blossoms, can be green coloring matter will be more than the 
made out. In general, a longer printing light can penetrate, and a white spot will 
will give such detail as the veining of a result. If the picture has been printed long 
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Sw VERETT Tone is the Heart of Harmony 

ES 
VALS : 3 

~~ To own an Everett is accepted among the Worlds 
AYP = a Se : 
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The harmonies of Grieg, aia F 

rugged in Northland vigor, . 

ring with matchless majesty ; Q 

through the superb singing : 

tone of ‘ 

PIANO 
ie 

. Everett Prices Appeal to those who demand the best 

Uprights, $500 to $675. Grands, $725 to $1500. Special Art Cases to Order. Write us if your — 
dealer does not sell the Eurrett. We will make it easy for you to inspect the piano before 
purchase, which can be arranged on pleasing terms: Catalog on application, | 

: THE JoHN CHURCH COMPANY — — 
-. CINCINNATI CHICAGO NEW YORK ee 7 

: OWNERS OF THE EVERETT PIANO CO. sostoN, mass, : ne 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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PHOTOGRAPHING WITHOUT A CAMERA 

enough to get detail in the rest of the leaf, come nearer reproducing the natural con- 
this white spot will be a blemish. ditions than a negative does. Place the first 

Wild azalea may combine most of the print in the printing frame with its face up- 
difficulties likely to be met with in the ward, or away from the glass, and, laying a 
process. Their long stamens and the thin, fresh sheet of paper down upon it, print the 
pale extremities of the flowers require but whole as was done with the flower itself. 
a very few moments to print. The stemend The light will have to penetrate the thick- 
of the flower, of a deeper red, should have — ness of the first print, and its action will of 
more time, for it is covered with a soft fuzz course be retarded, but one half of the back 

that seems to deceive the rays of light as to of the frame may be safely opened at a 
its real boundary, while the leaves require a time without disturbing the paper, and in 
still longer printing than even the thick por- this way the progress of the work can be 

watched as well as through the glass. As 
p " the print will fade greatly in the bath, it 

. 4 must be made a great deal darker at the 
Be Sisters start than is desired when finished. In this 

ye’ ‘ein. CAN: BE positive the background and the flowers will 
‘ eA ae USED IN be light, and the white leaves of the negative 

oS ; yak . See dark, although on account of the blurring 
Y =~ Bre aes influence of the paper through which the 

ie eg ror ee e 

ot a * , SIGNS. . 
f } SEAWEED 4 

IN \ a 

ENDLESS 

tions of the blossom to accomplish the right age ‘ea S a ey, 
result. The woody stem has to be shaved, — puoro- ae at i 
a thing not easy to do in this case without GrapHED i g Bos aiees 
loosening the attachment of the flower- HOR DECO: f mf 

It has been noted that these prints come ee 
out more or less as silhouettes. In the case a ; ) 
of a white flower without its leaves, such as % 1 ti Dh 
lily-of-the-valley, that effect is the natural Ban . 

one, but often a delicate, pale blossom with light must pass the second print may not be 
a dark leaf will print an absolute negative, 

—its light flower dark because of the thin- *° clear as the first eee : 
! ma o Sometimes, in planning the prints for a 
i ail ie PY special use, it would be convenient to have 

a) ie i. a white space left on them for a greeting, a 
re 1 Me calendar, or a name. This may be arranged 
24 Pes bg aeieee for by placing a thick card of the desired 
By md ago shape in the printing frame with the flower, 
om { - Wes foot and thus incorporating it as a part of the 

, By aly ie TO THE picture. The ways seem endless, however, 
eae bs AS, On Genesis in which the prints can be used. A collec- 
oe 2 ey | a puoro. _ tion of silhouettes from the old home flower 

- oe Pais 5 GRAPHED garden will please the most satiated receiver 
MOT BAG PAS WITHOUT of Christmas gifts. A puzzle game can be 

A Swit chy f° a te 
a exmmenx: made for a student of botany by combining 
: a) parts of different plants in one print to test 
faa i his skill and discernment. A game for chil- 
if dren can be arranged by making a collection 

of the silhouettes of leaves for them to 
ness of its petals, and its green leaves white guess, and incidentally to learn. Or, revers- 
because of their thickness. Although the ing the fate of the Imperial Cesar, who, 
pictures are very suggestive and satisfying “dead and turned to clay, might stop a hole 
in this way, it is sometimes possible to get a to keep the wind away,’ the commonest 
positive from one of the negatives that will weed by the roadside could glow down in 
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Readers, What Have Been Your 
° e ° 

Experiences in Answering 
F AN Adverti ? CRAFTSMAN vertisements ? 

hee IDVERTISERS using THE CRAFTSMAN have said “Craftsman 
See P) readers seem to have a way of taking advertisers right to their hearts 
eed fo) and giving very intimate information as to their wants.” We believe 

ano) this is the truth. 

We almost never have a complaint from a reader that he has not been able 
to get what was advertised, and ordinarily there is no occasion for a reader to 
write us if he has been able to get what he wanted. At this time, however, we 
want you to write us your point of view as a reader. 

We believe that if all the advertisements in THE CRAFTSMAN were 
omitted, the readers would feel a decided loss. Wouldn't you? 

We believe that a well-selected number of reliable advertisers, displaying 
their products in a readable way in the columns of THE CRAFTSMAN, 
is one of the valuable features of the magazine. Don't you? 

Doubtless there are certain stores in your locality which you have discovered 
best suit your needs. It has taken years and many unpleasant experiences to 

eliminate the undesirables. In THE CRAFTSMAN we try to give you the 
desirables without the unpleasant experiences. We do this by focusing our effort 
in soliciting on advertisers whom we know to be the most worthy of your patron- 
age, and excluding those whom we know to be unworthy. 

Tt is our aim that not only shall our advertisers be honest and their goods reli- 
able, but that, where a question of taste is involved, those making the most 
meritorious designs be chosen. 

Most of our readers feel a certain loyalty toward THE CRAFTSMAN. 
They are not merely readers, but helpers in spreading the Craftsman doctrine of 
better homes, better art and better living. When we have asked a question like 
the one we ask here, there have always been many willing to take the time and 
trouble to reply without further reward than the knowledge that they are helping 
us to make a still more useful magazine. 

Won't you be one of those to write us? Tell us what your experiences 
have been in answering Craftsman advertisements. ‘Tell us if Craftsman adver- 
tisers have not furnished you with valuable ideas. Tell us how they have helped 
to make your home more attractive. Tell us if you think the advertisements are 
a valuable feature of THE CRAFTSMAN. ‘Tell us if you think Craftsman 
advertisements more interesting and more to be relied upon than those you see 
elsewhere. Ask us where you can obtain materials you do not see advertised in 
THE CRAFTSMAN. We will try to furnish the information promptly. Drop 
us a line, even if it's.only a postal, and do it before you forget. 

ee 

Advertising Department The Craftsman | - 
41 West Thirty-fourth Street - - New York City 
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A GARDEN FOR THE FIRST YEAR ; 

benign radiance from the panels of a candle One is to obtain a quick temporary effect 
shade upon the heads of the very family and the other a permanent growth as 
who had fought its existence all summer. quickly as possible. Here, as in most pro- 

But whether from the candle shade, the jects, the question of expense enters. If 
calendar, or the corner of a mirror, the you are able to pay large prices you will be 
little prints will give no one such delight as able to get fine immediate effects by buying 
the one who makes them, to whom, quite large plants from a nursery. It is possible 
apart from their beauty, they will speak in that you may be lucky enough to have good- 
treasured memories of some day in May. sized trees and possibly some shrubs already 

in your garden; though very few, especially 
those who build in suburban sections, have 

A GARDEN FOR THE FIRST this good fortune. If you go to the 
YEAR: BY VIVIAN BURNETT nurseries for trees and shrubs, what you 

a can get merely depends upon the length of 
EOPLE who are building houses too your purse. You can have a tree forty feet 
often take it for granted that they high if you will pay three or four hundred 

‘cannot have any sort of a garden the dollars for it. But by using a little wit and 
_. first year, that they must be content some money you can have a luxuriant 

with a house in a bare lot, surrounded by growth, excepting the large trees, that will, 
unpicturesque stretches of soil, if nothing even the first year, make your grounds seem 
worse. Most houses, in fact, do go through a perfect bower. 
their first summer circled by the débris of You can call upon both annuals and per- 
the carpenter, the plasterer and the ennials,—that is, the plants that are sown 
plumber. This is all wrong, and is the re- and blossom in one year, as well as the 
sult of not taking up the question of a gar- plants that will survive the winters, and 
den soon enough. The house and its spring up year after year without a special 
grounds should form a unity, and no house invitation. A Craftsman garden should de- 
can be properly planned without some idea pend largely upon perennials, because they 
in the owner’s mind of what the garden is _ require so little care, but the first-year gar- 
to be. Especially should the grades, the den can draw with good results upon the 
roads, paths and terraces be well considered annual plants. Here again the question of 
at the very beginning, before the foundation expense enters. You can raise your peren- 
of the house is actually commenced, or  nials, if you wish, from seeds bought at five 
great trouble, possibly expense and disap- cents a packet; but if you do, you will in 
pointment, are likely to ensue. The proper most cases get but scant foliage and few 
way to evolve a garden is to begin when flowers during the first season. Yet it is 
you design your house, and achieve it as far the most delightful way to do it, for you 
as you may while you are building the have the pleasure of watching the plants 
house. As for giving up the idea of having from their beginnings, and of doing the 
a garden the first year, you certainly need whole thing yourself. If, on the other hand, 
not if your house is being built during the you wish to get immediate effects from your 
fall and winter. It is only a matter of know- perennials, you can buy plants of moderate 
ing what to do and when to do it, then with size from the nurseryman at about twenty- 
a little thought results that are surprising five cents apiece, with a surety that they will 
can be obtained. make a great show and blossom consider- 

For the sake of your garden-to-be, you ably the first season. You can also buy an- 
should make every effort to persuade the nuals already started. 
builders to restrict building’ materials and If you find it possible to start your work 
waste to as small an area as possible, and if in the fall, you should begin the first of 
you are successful in this you will be able September to think of what perennials and 
to get a fine start at least in a part of your bulbs you intend to plant. For a first-year 
grounds by putting in a great many plants garden bulbs are a great help, as they will 
in the fall. You will not be able to plant give you results in the early spring months 
anything very near the house, of course, and when flowers of any sort around the bare- 
will be forced to rely on one season’s looking house will be welcome. Buy daffo- 
growth. dils, tulips, iris, hyacinth and lilies-of-the- 

There are two things to be kept in mind valley in as large quantities as you can af- 
in planning your garden for the first year. ford. Try to coax the builders away from 
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THE CRAFTSMAN for a Year ($3) 

: i All for *3:3 CRAFTSMAN HOMES ($2) or °o2 

If you are already a subscriber, send us $3.75, thereby renewing your 
subscription at its expiration for an additional 12 months, and we will 
send you a copy of **Craftsman Homes,"’ Mr. Stickley’s new book, postpaid. 

If you buy the magazine at the news-stand, here is a chance that should 
appeal to your thrift. 

If you already own a copy of ‘*Craftsman Homes,”’ here is a good 
opportunity to present one to a friend. 

If your dealer can supply you, patronize home industry. If not, order 
from us. 

You read THE CRAFTSMAN. otherwise you would not be reading this announcement, so 
nothing need be said about the magazine, except that it will be more helpful and more full of ideas in 
the future than ever before. 

“Craftsman Homes” has been out only a few months, yet it has already made homes beautiful 
which otherwise would be tawdry. It is a collection of Mr. Stickley’s best house plans, building 
suggestions and hints on house furnishing and decoration, Plans for houses which can be built for 
$1.000 to $15.000 embody the -uthor's ideas on domestic architecture. Architects’ working drawings 
of thirty of the houses illustr sed and described in “Craftsman Homes” have been made, and are 
available without charge unde che conditions explained onthe printed slips enclosed in each copy. 

Chapters on practical instruction on furniture making, metal work, and the treatment of native 
woods will be particularly valuable to those anxious to doa little of the actual decoration of their 
homes themselves. “Craftsman Homes” is the one book of its kind in which the sympathy of the 
author is always on the side of the individual home builder, helping him to express himself in his 
surroundings according to his own ideas. More than 200 half-tone illustrations. 240 pages, 
8 1-2" x 11"; fine India plate paper, bound in full linen crash. 

To the prospective home builder or home maker, there are suggestions in 
“Craftsman Homes” which years of experience and study in other direc- 
tions would not supply. 

This offer may be withdrawn at any time, therefore make your 
arrangements at once. 

° 
Gustav Stickley THE CRAFTSMAN 

41 WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK 
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the outside edges of the plot, and plan to — spring,—say the latter part of March,—will 
make beds there. Stick your bulbs thickly produce a good stand of grass by June, and 
in these beds, and also bury them in every a joyously satisfactory lawn before the 
spot that you think will stand a chance of end of the summer, if properly cut and 
escaping the struggles of housebuilding. It watered. This makes unnecessary the old 
is surprising how large a space a single and expensive process of sodding, though in 
blossom will decorate. If you have decided cases of steep slopes, where the grass seed 
to buy perennial plants from the nurseries, will not stand or where the rains are likely 
a great many of them can be put in during to produce a washout, you will find it still 
the fall, thus getting a start during the early necessary to use some sod. 
spring months that will bring them to rich How early you are to get results from 
foliage before the summer has really begun. your annuals depends upon how earnest you 

As the main idea in your first-year gar- are in the matter and how much time you 
den is to remove any sense of bareness from are willing to expend. The way to get 
the place, choose among your perennials a ahead of the season is to buy your seeds 
large proportion of high-growing ones, such early, and about the last week in February 
as hollyhock, foxglove, the newer sorts of plant them indoors in little seed pans or 
larkspur and hyacinth candicans. These “flats.” The flats are merely boxes of any 
will grow high enough to have almost the reasonable size, about four inches deep and 
effect of shrubs, and it is in the shrub de- containing about three inches of good soil 
partment a first-year garden is likely to be well firmed down. The seed is sown in 
weak unless the owner has bought large rows about two inches apart, straight fur- 
specimens from the nurseries. Among the rows having been made to facilitate this 
less tall perennials, phlox and hydrangea operation, and covered very thinly by 
paniculata will make a great showing. The sprinkling fine soil, preferably through a. 
bell flowers (campanula), columbines and sieve. Then the earth is watered with a 
the platycodons make good thick bushes spray, great care being taken not to wash it 
with plenty of blossoms in the first year, from the seed. This is best accomplished 
and will therefore prove valuable. In this by placing a piece of bagging or other coarse 
section the list of good things is very long. cjoth over the box and watering through 
For the edging of borders what are known that. The flats should be placed in windows 
as moss pinks produce in the early spring a where they can get plenty of sun, and, as 
tight mass of bloom in all colors that will the weather gets warmer, aired occasionally. 
keep a border plot from seeming bare while They require regular watering, but too 
the other flowers are on their way to blos- much water is as bad as too little. When 
soming, the plants become large enough to pull, they 

You can count on roses, if you buy rea- should be thinned out, giving those that 
sonably large plants, to give you plenty of remain an inch or so of space in which to 
bloom in June of the first year, especially if grow. Later they should be transplanted to 
you plant them during the fall, but they will the garden, or if they grow too much before 
reward you for outlay and labor even if you all possibility of frost is past, they should 
put them in as late as March and April. If be put into small pots, berry boxes, tomato 
you wish a climbing rose on your porch, get cans, or anything handy as a substitute. By 
one of the newer sorts of white, pink or red _ starting the seeds at just the proper time, 
rambler. They can be relied on to produce however, this intermediate transplanting can 
from ten to fifteen feet of growth during be avoided, though it is beneficial rather 
the first year, if well started plants are put than otherwise in its effect upon the plant’s 
in, and to give a mass of small blossoms. growth. 

One of the most important considerations One of the most valuable annual plants 
is your lawn, and to get the best and for the first-year garden is the castor bean. 
smoothest one you should have a free hand This grows most luxuriantly, with large 
to work on it during the fall. It should be decorative leaves and a little white flower. 
plowed and manure worked in, so that the It is extremely serviceable because it helps 
winter frost and storms will break up the to fill in the gap made by the lack of fast- 
earth and put it in the best condition for growing shrubs. If this is started in the 
rolling and seeding down early in the house during March it will reach a growth 
spring. The best kinds of grass seeds to of from four to six feet by the middle of — - 
be had now, if sown quite early in the August, making a bush quite as broad as it 
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This is the Cover of a Book 
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to prove that the use of tile in a bathroom is not only attractive 
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is high. Some varieties reach ten feet. An seed, and make splendid clumps five to ten 
excellent effect can be obtained by massing feet high. The eulalia japonica and eulalia 
castor bean plants and using them as a back-_ variegata are the best in this class. In the 
ground for smaller flowers. Two plants fall they produce large plumelike heads that 
that will be of great use are golden glow (a decorate the lawn far into the winter. 
hardy plant) and cosmos. Golden glow is Excellent quick results can be had from 
an extremely luxuriant grower and through- vines, and there is a wide choice. One of 
out the summer produces prolifically gor- the most remarkable of all growing things is 
geous yellow blossoms somewhat like small a recent introduction from Japan known as 
chrysanthemums. It will reach six to eight the kudzu vine. It will easily grow thirty 
feet. Cosmos, especially if started indoors, or forty feet in a year when it becomes well 
will reach by the late summer four to six established, and will do well even in the first 
feet in height, and through the fall and until year when grown from seed. It has large 
frost will produce lovely shell-like blossoms decorative foliage, covers well and has in- 
in a large variety of shades. Its feathery teresting rosy purple blossoms in August. 
foliage is one of its greatest charms. No Another good vine is the cups and saucers 
first-year garden can afford to be without vine, or cobea scandens, which will grow 
either of these two plants. almost as fast as the kudzu vine. The moon 

The cannas also come as a great help to flower is a quick grower and produces large 
the first-year garden. They have long, white fragrant blossoms that open at night. 
broad leaves of interesting colors, striped Then, of course, there is the scarlet runner, 
and variegated. The plants have recently of which a very good variety, recently de- 
been developed to produce the most delight- veloped, is called the butterfly runner. Any 
ful orchid-like flowers in many shades. of these started along an unsightly fence or 
There are cannas which will grow from six by the pillars of a porch will produce a 
to ten feet high, and as they blossom con- most luxuriant effect before the summer is 
tinuously from early summer till frost, they over. 
will if well cared for make a show ex- With the hardy plants we have spoken of 
tremely valuable. Another tuberous-rooted as a beginning, the garden will be well 
plant that will give quick results is the started for permanent effect. Small and in- 
dahlia. It is especially worth while, be- expensive shrubs, such as forsythia, syringa, 
cause it is a late summer-and-fall-blooming  deutzia, spirzea, etc., can be placed along the 
flower, and forms a tall, thick bush. Still boundaries of the property where eventually 
another helpful plant in this class is the they will be making their growth while the 
gladiolus, which throws up tall, lancelike castor beans and other temporary plants are 
foliage with blossoms that last for many making the show. 
weeks. In the matter of trees, it is best for the 

Having dahlias and cannas and gladioli Craftsman gardener to buy as large ones as 
involves some small trouble, because if the he can afford at the very beginning. It is 
roots are to be saved they must be dug up tedious business waiting for trees to grow. 
and stored during the winter, but they are The best of the quick-growing trees is the 
more than worth it, however short the time silver maple, which in six years, starting 
you can spare for your garden may be. The from a good nursery plant, will make under 
fine old sunflower must not be forgotten. good conditions twenty-five feet in height. 
The gigantic sorts that grow eight to ten The willow oaks will do practically as well. 
feet high could be used to form a high Among the evergreens the Norway spruce 
screen or hedge around the place. Among grows from one to one and one-half feet ina 
the smaller-sized annuals, nasturtiums can year, and the Colorado blue spruce grows al- 
be depended upon for luxuriant growth and most as quickly. Among hedge plants the 
blossom. Poppies, which grow from seed, California privet isa hardy and quick grower 
will give interesting summer bloom, and and most satisfactory from every point of 
asters should, of course, be included. The view, and small plants of it can be bought 
choice, indeed, is almost limitless. What very cheaply. Poplars are extremely rapid 
annuals you plant really depends upon per- of growth and inexpensive. For this reason 
sonal taste and what color scheme you wish _ they are usually popular, but they are really 
to carry out in your garden. undesirable because they begin to shed their 

In the first year the decorative grasses leaves very early and cumber the lawn and 
are of great assistance. They grow from the garden during the latter months of the 
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WILLOW BASKETS THAT SHOW CRAFTSMANSHIP 

summer, when it should be looking its best. married and was happy in his own home, 
If the home owner can afford it, a few but the ordinary ways of making a living 
specimen evergreens, such as arborvite, seemed difficult for him to follow. 
hemlocks, cedars and spruce and a few de- He had one asset, however, that counted 

ciduous trees, such as maples, especially the for more than he knew. He was skilful 
Japanese cut-leaf variety, willows and dog- with his hands and he had a feeling for line 
woods should certainly be bought the first and form that sought expression whenever 
year. he tried to make anything. He had never 

Obtaining a luxuriant garden about your learned any craft, but he liked to tinker at 
house the first year depends primarily upon things and make what appealed to him. 
knowing what you want to do and getting One day he began working with slender, 
started at it as early in the fall as possible— __ pliable willow withes in the effort to make 
although it is not absolutely necessary to a basket. He knew nothing whatever of 
start before the spring. You must give your basketry, but the idea interested him suf- 
garden every possible chance to do its best ficiently to induce him to keep on working 
after it is set out, and that means you must until he got a method of his own and could 
be prepared to keep the weeds from inter- shape the willow as he chose. He made 
fering with the plants, which must be well one or two crude baskets; then better ones, 
watered and furnished with occasional doses and then one day he suddenly wove a basket 
of fertilizer—the liquid kind is best. Your 
best gift to your garden is the trouble you > 
take in preparing the soil. Get plenty of ec 
well-rotted manure, spade the earth deeply a 
to a depth of at least two feet, and work the a 
fertilizer in thoroughly. This, in combina- ) on 
tion with the liquid preparation used locally \ | : 
later, will make good growth. In regard to co 
watering, this caution should be given. we ae \ | 

Water only when necessary and then water ti 
well. Otherwise the roots of the plants ‘ag > } 
reach up toward the surface of the earth d ae : * 
rather than down, and suffer more during ( y F 
drought. yy 9 ae ; 

N CY LSFEL ae. 

WILLOW BASKETS THAT g Uj S;.. - a 
SHOW THE TRUE SPIRIT OF i : mee 
HANDICRAFT : en 

so beautiful that a friend who was able to 
OME years ago a man who had it in appreciate such things bought it. Other 
him to do unusual things began mak- friends saw it and asked him to make bas- 

ing baskets because apparently there kets for them, and so he established a little 

was nothing else for him to do. He-~ market among his own acquaintances, which 
was the son of wealthy parents, but the odd — gradually grew until people from different 
one of the family. His brothers were all parts of the country were sending to him 
successful business or professional men, for baskets. His wife helped him with the 
but this one man, besides possessing a tem- work, and he got together several boys of 
perament that did not take kindly to work- the neighborhood who learned how to 
ing in harness, was stone deaf, and for a handle willow as he wished to see it han- 
while life was pretty hard for him. He was dled, and the little home workshop flour- 
not in any sense a business man, but rather’ ished until it attracted the attention of the 
a poet and a dreamer, whose nature sought heads of a large manufacturing concern, 
expression of its own ideals. His deaf- who saw the possibilities in this use of 
ness shut him out from most of the activi- willow and gave the man his chance by 

ties of life, and his nature disinclined him creating a department for his baskets in 
for what was left. He was shielded from their factory. Things went well for about 
the world during his boyhood, and when he six months; then one day, as the man was 
reached manhood he found that the world crossing the railroad track on his way home, 
was too strong for him to grapple with. He a train which he could not hear coming 
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WILLOW BASKETS THAT SHOW CRAFTSMANSHIP 

killed him instantly. This man was John the rims and handles, and the way these 

Hubbard of Ashtabula, Ohio, and while rims and handles are twisted together, give 
not many people in this country know of an individuality to the work that could not 
his baskets, there are some who are wise be gained in any other way than that felt 
enough in handicrafts to have seen them out by John Hubbard as he twisted and 
and appreciated their unusual beauty. played with the pliable branches. Take, for 

We have always held that basketry was example, the large waste basket. See the 

| = is 
sc Ss ae 

Sg oe ; — aa 
2 o : a ae Py? 

4 ea : = N Bx eg Po 

——— ae === «| 

one of the most interesting of the several ease and naturalness with which a bunch of 
forms of handicraft, but the trouble was to the thicker withes have been twisted to- 
get the true feeling of handicraft into it. gether to form the rim, and the big vigorous 
Most amateur basket makers imitate the sweep with which the handles spring from 
Indian forms, designs and weaves, or else near the bottom and curve into the most 
do more or less commonplace things with natural shape for strength and convenience 
wicker and raffia, so that the majority of in handling. It is the sort of basket that a 
baskets made by craftworkers are not only savage might have made, without knowl- 
inferior to the Indian work, but even to the edge that in doing the directly useful thing 
ordinary commercial basket. The value of he was also producing a beautiful thing. 
these willow baskets is that they take inevi- The same simplicity and straightforward- 
tably the forms that spring from the natural ness appear in all the work, and in each 
weaving together of pliable willow withes. case the shape is perfect because it is so 

; perfectly adapted to 
2 its use. In the case 

sf x ff isi of the big wood bas- 
Y (iV ‘\ i \ ket that is meant to 

\ \ J \ stand beside a fire- 
\ \ ‘ ‘ place, could any- 
bs sd | Nees Sa i ‘ thing be better 
Se \ C5 eee 4) adapted to the hold- 
=== " Bars: b <== ‘ ing of half a dozen 

Ss == p — aes shart, thick pieces 
oe ae = of wood, cut and 

=== ae —— split into a conven- 
—— me net ient shape to rest 

upon the andirons? 
The shapes are simple, the method of work- The handle, which adds so much to the 
ing primitive to a degree, yet the choice of beauty of the piece, is strong enough to 
the willow; the way it is woven together so carry the whole load of wood from place 
that each basket seems to have grown of to place, and the willow twigs of which the 
itself rather than to have been made accord- basket itself is woven are so sturdy that 
ing to any set pattern; the combination of even hard usage would not knock it to 
the thin withes used for the body of the pieces. The other pieces are umbrella 
basket with the heavier branches that form stands, hanging baskets for flower pots, 
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waste baskets, jardiniéres, work baskets,— and it can be made to conform to every line 
in fact, baskets for every kind of household and curve that means added beauty and 
use,—and it is hard to say which of them all comfort. 
is the best. The great difficulty with basket furni- 

Another thing that Mr. Hubbard devel- ture hitherto has been the prevalence of 
oped to a rare degree of beauty was his use _ stiff, fanciful over-ornamented wicker fur- 
of stains. He found the right ones by dint niture, which is almost as rigid as wood 
of constant experimenting, and he used and usually is thoroughly artificial in de- 
them as seemed best to him. Some of the sign, having none of the characteristics of 
baskets have the green of young willow handicraft. This sort of willow basketry, 

. branches, turning brown in places as if the on the contrary, is the most natural form 
branches had dried slightly; others are as of handicraft that could be imagined, and 
brown as if the withes were wholly dry; one of the most desirable to be pursued 
still others are gray,—apparently weather either by individuals or by small com- 
beaten to a silver tone. These are the pre- munities as a home or village industry. 
dominant colors, but there are all sorts of There is a sure market for the basket 
combinations of them, all three sometimes maker's wares, provided he makes articles 
appearing in one basket, so that the coloris that are useful and durable as well as 
as natural and inevitable as the form and beautiful. We need in this country a 
the weave. touch of that regard for the minor graces 

Other craftworkers may not be able to of life which appeals to us so strongly 
make baskets as vigorously beautiful as when we see it abroad. For example, 
these, but anyone who thoroughly appre- when one sees in London a sturdy willow 
ciates the spirit which prompted Mr. Hub- basket, holding a peck and heaped high 
bard’s work can at least go to work in the with the enormous strawberries that grow 
same direct way to do things which are over there, the sight is much more tempt- 
equally straightforward. At any rate, the. ing than that of our berries packed into 
knowledge of a craft like this is thoroughly the flimsy little wooden boxes we are so 
worth while, for it contains the very essence fond of in this country. The English 

‘of the spirit that goes into the making of “rim peck” is not only an article of the 
simple and beautiful things. When we most erdinary use on the farms and in the 
seek the power of spontaneous expression markets; it is also a basket as beautiful in 
it is very apt to elude us, for individuality its way as those illustrated here, and so 
is the most elusive thing and as-a rule unusual that the American traveler is more 
insists upon expressing itself in its own than likely to bring two or three of them 
way. We do all we can to prevent it by home as waste baskets. There is no rea- 
training ourselves to work along lines son why we should not put up our own 
marked out by other people, but once in small fruits—and large ones too for that 

‘a while some worker dares to be natural matter,—in such baskets as these for the 
as Mr. Hubbard was, and then we get market, nor why our household and farm 
work that is worth remembering. utensils should not have the same sort of 

The best part of it is that this method homely attractiveness that is always found 
of handling willow is equally applicable to in the simple home-made article. There 
chairs, settles, couches, cradles, garden should be a good sale for flower baskets, 
seats,—in fact any sort of furniture for especially around Easter, and a good de- 
which willow may be used. Naturally, for mand for the finer baskets might easily be 
very heavy pieces or for tables it is not worked up by suggesting them for candy 
suitable, but. for all seat furniture it is the baskets, fruit baskets and the like, to be 
ideal material, as its basket construction put to other uses after the contents have 
causes it to bend into any shape desired, heen removed. ; 
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: CRAFTSMAN LEATHER BAGS 

LEATHER WORK AS A HANDI- | list, as we always welcome suggestions for 

CRAFT FOR HOME WORKERS the making of anything that is needed. 
; 2 To anyone who enjoys handicraft, leather 

HIS month we include in our sug- js perhaps the most sympathetic material 

gestions to home craftworkers sev- that can be used for making things. When 
eral designs for leather hand bags, slightly moistened it responds to the touch 
which can easily be made and deco- almost as readily as clay, and in drying it 

rated at home and then sent to some leather 5 

worker’s shop to be finished and mounted if 
necessary. This sort of work in leather is DETAILS OF 
very simple and easily done, and a number THE DECORATION 
of useful and ornamental articles can be FOR THE ENDS 
made for personal use, for gifts or even for ee 
sale, by anyone possessing reasonable skill , 
with the fingers and a feeling for color and 
design. The bag that is closed with a draw 
string is so simple that even the most in- 60: oO 0 
experienced worker could make it, and 
although the metal mounted bags require 176 )) ‘ 
more skill, we show them in order to il- y i \} 
lustrate the kind of work that may be done N | 

at home and, if our readers are interested, \\ | 

we will be glad to give more detailed in- Ke )} ; 
structions for making them, as well as de- KAN Ps) | 

signs for opera bags, purses, card-cases, \, | 

book-covers, belts, desk pads, memorandum NI \ { 

books, pocketbooks, cigar cases, music rolls, is a 

sewing bags, siagarine covers, watch fobs, ey kK nat A 

table covers, mats, and other articles both ; I be acs 

useful and ornamental. We have not the 4 

space to give working drawings for these holds the modeling exactly as you have 
things, but we will be glad to send patterns placed it. There is quite as much satisfac- 

free to any subscriber who is sufficiently tion in feeling the tools sink into the re- 
sponsive leather and 

f wA if seeing the forms come 
ee a a up under your touch, 

ae ! "as there is in the more 
He difficult art of wood 

j - carving, but leather 
i work has this great ad- 

| = aay vantage over carving in 

| that it requires much 

| | less technical knowl- 

} ; edge and practice for 

OB 4 doing successful work. 
4 A feeling for line and 

‘ form and a certain nat- 

| ural dexterity in han- 
] _ dling tools are all that 

és f is required for work- 
‘ © ing in leather. Full sets 

__... ©) eee) «of «leather working 
tools may be obtained 

interested to write to us for them. Also, TWO DESIGNS from dealers if a complete equip- 

we will be glad if readers who are interested eRe Ae ment is desired, and naturally a 

in discovering for themselves the possibili- [e,ruer better result is obtained by the 

ties of leather work would send us requests sags. use of the right tools than would 

for designs that we have not included in our be possible with makeshifts. 
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D 

ag is Tree Booklet of Ours 
a7 eee S| ~—Ss Wee Want You to H oe | e an ou to have 

Pe a A If youcare a rap about your trees, and want thém to be saved or 
Wen GB caied for. then send ior this new booklet. It tells briefly and 
Wot, ele) untechnically just what the various vital ills and troubles are, of 

\ Fae Ae which trees are victims, and illustrates our various methods of 
\ Fo Ber eS treatment. 
eR is es You will be surprised to find out how your trees are being beset 
bah My eters nase tind on every hand by destructive enemies and how important it is \ igi can ery Aw \ eek Oy eae ec that they should have your help to prolong their life and preserve 
Ws ASR Ce ates their beauty. KR a es , ; \Vy Read Se So many people seem to entertain the fatal notion that Nature 
UMA will care for her trees, and so there is no use fussing about them. 

. pa | The same might be said of your flowers or your lawn or any 
2 RRR Pa (sca. woyee inanimate thing. Fact_is, Nature does do wonders, buta little 

pf UNS OT Rep stARe mene i timely attention to the filling of decay cavities or right bolting and 
mere esvOREME A bracing may save some of your fine old shade trees from being 
ioe blown down. Often such trees are mere shells and still they give 

no outward Sign of their heart wood being riddled by borers or 
destroyed by fungus growths. 
All these things and many others are treated in a very readable 
way in this booklet. Whether you think your trees need atten- 
tion or not—send for the booklet, it may open your eyes. 

3 2 , - 

e- MUNSON -WHITAKER CO 
if we | | | — a i 
‘ ComMERCIAL G LANDSCAPE FORESTERS = 

Boston, 840 Tremont Bldg., Chicago, 830 Monadnock Bldg., New York, 1700FlatironBldg., Washington, 520 Munsey Bldg. 

lay They Use L Coal (| @' ey use Less LOa 
“apa \ 4 i ‘ ri nae i 

5 Sadan 
= OOTERS, ees epee * 

[| i . gas 

Seep ‘The real economy of a Richardson Bo'lerfs in the daily saving of fue!— 
ora a saving that means a tremendous difference in the season’s ranning 

ag . expense—a saving that will soon pay for the Heater. 

i Rich Boil eee ichardson Boilers 
i Bera eNO ei 3 5 mee stand for the two great heating essentials. They give heat and they save 
ma 8 Ho = coal. The patented construction offers a maximum of surface for fire to 

‘4 i aad come in contact with. Water is brought to a high temperature in the short- 

| " est possible time, and you get the full heating value of every pound of fuel. 
i Si If you are going to build a new home or remodel an old one, tie heating i 
| Ag apparatus is of the utmost importance to the health and comfort of your 

| family. Install a Richardson Boiler and you can obtain an even, healthful 
H temperature in every room, with no trouble, at small expense, regardless of 

i Hy weather. 
8 nn H If you would know why Richardson Boilers give more heat 

Wars of See oe at less fuel expeuse than any other, write for our latest 
i 4 bl a book, “Truth About Heating.” We send it free on request. 

VF gece 4 
ey | A el Richardson & Boynton Co. | 

al Tae ESTABLISHED 1097 ] 
i ge 1 aaa Manufacturers of Heating Apparatcs i 

| bn NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON | 

Kindly mention ‘The Craftsman 
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There is no need for learning how to handle _ keen color sense and perseverance in testing 

the tools, because the effects are obtained the effects of different pigments and stains. 

easily and by very simple methods, provided Any good soft uncolored leather may be 

you have a definite idea of the result that used for making all the bags shown here, 

you want to get. but calf skin and goat skin are the most 

Naturally, the worker in any form of easily obtained and are both satisfying to 

handicraft has first to gain an understand- ‘ work with 

ing of his material, to learn the feel of it Berson and very dur- 

and the touch of it, and to know its pac, suow- able. For the 

strength, pliability and other possibilities. 1G pecoration simplest bag 

In working in wood this comes first of AND PLACING we give a 
all as a matter of course, but afterward °° MANPLE- flat pattern, 

you have to master the use of a number of which, as the 

tools and to acquire a skill in overcoming : 

the innate obstacles of fiber and grain. In Si 

metal working it is necessary also to learn (eS 

how to use a good many tools, and to make 0 

up your mind to a good deal of patience and Ais PNY 

effort, with possibly many failures, before i i 

you learn to keep your metal annealed cor- | N\\ 

rectly so that you may shape it into the { ‘ ho \ 

forms you want. But in leather, after you i BY i * 

have worked with it long enough to realize EM Be i 

its responsiveness, the 94 worxine b sae 

only thing left is. to set If DRAWING 

to work with very sim- | 2 |° | oF 3 ‘ : 
ple tools and force it | AIG CRAFTSMAN diagram shows, consists of three pieces, the 

and press it and work 2 \|| vearHer — two sides and the one strip from which the 

it into the shapes which \ oe bottom and the two decorative ends are 

you have in your mind As nee made. Half an inch should be allowed for 

almost eliminating the Ml WITH A seams all around. Draw the pattern for the 

middle . process; of. the |__\| \pRaw decoration on thin, tough paper. Moisten 

Meru ena ite —thaeaot re Se STRING. with a sponge the back of that portion of 

me - leather on which the tooling is 

E09 | © | to be done; place the damp 
| leather on a flat board, lay the 

oO * ° * 

P - paper pattern on it. and damp- 

ieee barn g ten SNe ¥ 7i____o—+| en'slightly the back of the pa- 

i | per. When you have the pat- 

© oe —+ © | tern accurately placed on the 

ie o | leather in the exact position 
desired, fasten both leather 

long practice in the ex- 1G ey Foe and paper to the board with thumb tacks 
pert handling of tools. ena driven through the part allowed for seams. 

Therersrele at hier anp you. -hen take a leather outlining tool and out- 

works cne Ofithe. best RY wut Have line the design by following the drawing 
S No with enough pressure to make a clear trac- 

possible crafts for be- \ | DIFFICULTY + Ge dame loath I 
ginners, and ‘so- many i P twerttine ig on the damp leather. — f you have no 

Geeruls ande. beauurul COG | exact leather working tools, a silver nut pick or 

things can be made of o|o | PATTERN. a _small letter opener,—in fact, anything 

Wetec ihe work ig well. EF with a dull edge that comes to a blunt point, 

worth while. Articles made of leather ap- Te ne rom 

eal to one not onl i i i Berea Pe AE este ig usage wih ay 
De Oe aL eae 
can-be obtained in Jeather are really wonder- desta, When it is see a “flatten the 

ful, and all that is needed to get them is a leather down, work with it laid flat on the 
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Cee ee Lea, Ga OG Meee Oe 
a ae BA © 5 ln oN SERYp ey  o-_ >. tr”. | a, “oe 
~ & ee] a a es 

ren en rater nr re Re ee rent en a enn re 
Warm Air Ganarat nee | [hh ee TT066lhlUZ ye 46 6 ho aD Zh ~ a eae | 

Se RS cee “ANT RYE | 
 Ge<«r ce sa Uumlt. lOc ee A 7 twas 
S| VS Tem Or Fira hd BING je Yew Cease GE -BRBSL EE 7 

i] \ 
| aw “Craftsman” readers, we believe, are well-posted 1 
t 1 pe thinking people who would be interested in knowing | 

BS. Ms ff yes about a heating apparatus that would warm their j 
. “ail ff | homes properly and healthfully. | 

ee ’ ; i War y\ That’s Why We Ask You to Investigate 
Se rae A . . | ip 4 iy ] | The Kelsey Fresh Air System of Heating } 

p ghee - . i i Vf ie _. The Kelsey’ supplies an abundance of fresh air; ff 
RMD NG bry |||) sea at _ it gives ALL THE HEAT you want, allthetime you |] 
q F iH a | 4 fi | want it, and everywhere you want it. | 

ue ae ( . It heats. every room alike, saves 20 to 30 PER ff 
SS. ‘ { fo, « ENT. ON THE COAL BILLS, is easiest to operate, 

1X alba Ce 7 and is always preferred by people who investigate i 
W eH i Bcf and have used, to the steam and hot water systems 

iN Kg A with rattling, leaky pipes, and unsightly dust-collect- J 
eed ing paciacors which warm the stagnant, unhealthful i 

air over and over. ] 
“Reason Why ” booklet with KELSEY ATI | 
views of some of the 36,000 HEATING CO. i 
FINE HOMES heated by Main Office: New York Office: ff Kelseys, free. 217 R. Bldg., Syracuse, N.Y. 154 F. Fifth Avenue ff 

Hl — 

Se | joeeseees This Grate Does 
-—| = HE : _ Double Duty 
Se | dN “Ge Ai E; It Combines Perfect Venti« 
ccm aaa LD Mer sata HIE, atom with Economical 

| ] ATH ae te Ee Heating: 
5 EuNi- tJ a) ] | : HH Sagres HIE will pay for itself in three 
fF AT THE BOTTOM. § ay] | Nee «= yearsin fuelsavedand in FOR | See ? i 

: PRIVACY | |) Rea increased heating effi- 
| (Gs agaonnomanr g)_F= ciency. Heats house in 

uy Burli t a Fall or Spring betterthan 
ie ur ing on iM afurnaceandtakesabout any styles of grates and 

! Venetian Blinds mantels to choose from. ‘half the fuel. 

Made for both windows and The Jackson Ventilating Grate 
porches; make a room or ver- Wy] | | is as beautiful as the most artistic ordinary grate and af- 

anda so shady and cool that you BUI | Wich’ alr Srawn across the foom from. door and window 
find it delightfully comfortable : cracks, cold, but healthfully with air drawn in from out- 

i side thru a fresh ai ct, and sent into the room t even on the hottest day. Shut the register over the arch, fresh but warmed. Gain 
S] out the sun, while admitting the Seabee it up from cur Complete Plans Puralabed Pres. 

refreshing breezes. Adjustable Send for Free gy ae (Mg ETT 
to any angle, from open to closed, i | Cate logics out & een WW 
to suit the angle and direction of [ii | J tons, and all kinds ff ty Ea 
the suit's kaye. ties a wells | Yael 

= ventilati tes. fe, bE Bag) fi Made to order only—any wood, fam MM | [with explanations, @p 4S @trpimienec™ YR 
any finish, Send for free catalog. fi | | jlestrations.fullin’ Beg vrai capita 

aa: ormation an ff TEESE 
BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY, [ium prices; also refer- “JACKSON GRATE VENTILATION Wt 

333 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt, | Your region. °*" SHUTS OUT COLD AIR CURRENTS 
| eee Soe si | J EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO., Manufacturers 

: | | | 41 Beekman Street NEW YORK 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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board, but when you are desirous of forcing that the most satisfactory results are ob- 
up a high point or relief the leather should tained when the leathery quality is allowed 
be worked from the back into something to show through a thin surface tone that 
soft, like many thicknesses of good blotter. blends with the natural color of the leather. 
Keep sharpening up the outline as you 
model the leather, which should be moist- CRAFTSMAN DESIGNS FOR 
ened again if it becomes too dry to work. 
Avoid, however, having it too wet or the HOME CABINETMAKERS AND 
impression cannot be made sharp and clea. METAL WORKERS 
When the tooling is completed the bag : 7 a 
should be taken to someone who has a oe ee a jose eerie 
leather stitching machine and sewed up. A A coe : e ea a ee 
lining of thin, smooth-finished leather may a ee a ere ae Bee Signe 
be put in if desired, but this kind of a bag j, ee a Sees se aS 
is softer and more shapely without it, as that ought to be easy to make in the home 
the top should draw together like a bag of | W'Kshop, and very useful, either as addi- 
cloth or velvet. Eyelets should be put in tions to the household furniture or as gifts 

at the top as indicated on the pattern, and ee sould b 1 7 
leather thongs laced through them. The . ne et woul Sietl come to any smoket 
handles should be stitched on before the 'S_ the eae little cabinet, which is 
bag is sewed up. We give two designs for poe ne orm re of the furnishing of a li- 

this style of bag, one showing the handles *@TV» Olfice or cen and is designed with a 
fastened at the sides, the other at the ends, ‘UPboard and a drawer. This cabinet is 30 
We give no detail drawings for making inches high, 18 inches wide and 14 inches 

up the more elaborate style of bag, but we deep. The sides are made of 14-inch boards are willing to supply them to anyone who if good ones can be obtained; if not, make 
‘ wishes to do this kind of work. The method ¢ach side of two or more narrower boards 
of working the leather is exactly the same carefully glued together, 1-inch stock being 
as to the tooled parts, a half-inch seam Used. For the top and bottom 76-inch stock 
being allowed everywhere. After the leather ‘8 best; for the partition between the drawer 
is ready secure a simple 9-inch frame or, and the door 34-inch boards should be used, 
better still, take the bag to a shop to be and 53-inch stock for the paneled back. The 
properly mounted, as this is the difficult part top and bottom shelves are mortised through 

of the work. The handles are stitched down _ the sides, the tenons being chamfered off in 
on the outside, with raw edges as far as the usual Craftsman way, so that they form 
they are sewn to the face of the bag. The 2 bit of structural decoration that relieves 
loose part of the handles is lined for addi- the plainness of the sides. The construction 
tional strength, and they are also padded iS further strengthened by running a stretch- 
down two inches below the points where ¢f under the bottom to connect the two 
they are sewn to the bag. The inside can sides. The drawer is made in the usual way 
be lined with silk or leather according to With a center guide, the construction of 
individual taste, and inner pockets placed as Which we have fully illustrated and de- 
needed. scribed in former numbers of the magazine. 

The coloring of the bag should be applied In fact, the construction throughout of this 
after it is entirely finished as to the making, cabinet closely resembles that of bookcases 
and this coloring can be done very easily and cabinets that we have illustrated from 
with any colors suitable to use on leather. time to time. 
A beautiful effect can be obtained in the The jardiniére stand may be greatly 
tooled parts by having the color darker in modified to suit individual requirements. As 
the crevices, and every hint of stiffness in shown here, it is 14 inches square and 30 
the design is removed when the high lights inches high. The posts measure 1%4 inches 
are washed off a little and the whole thing square, and the stretchers are made of 
blended. This can be done in a very free 7-inch stock. A shelf to hold the jardi- 
way with a soft cloth and a small brush. niére is placed pretty well down from the 
Apply the color and then blend and rub it top, where it is concealed by the wide 
off freely, and the effect desired will come _ stretchers that are curved at the bottom. The 
of itself as you work, Of course, these narrower top stretchers thus form a protec- 
bags canbe made in any color, but we find tion and support for the jardiniére. The 
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; Ideal for Craftsman Interiors and Summer Homes 

NO rug more completely fills the requirements for which it was designed than the Bungalow 

Rug. Durable but not crude—simple yet artistic—inexpensive yet rich. The rug is 

reversible, seamless, hand woven, all wool and lays perfectly flat upon the floor. It is made in 

BDA ON out sil erro solid colors—beautiful greens, browns, reds, etc.—with harmonizing 

EOL EDEN band end borders. Could any floor covering be more suitable as a 

ae setting for the simple, artistic Craftsman interiors or for any style 

: of Bungalow or Summer Home? 
6 Eee ica ae o oe 

ee a aa rite for color card "*C 
Paes Rael ea 
eaters eon REG, SIZES PRICES 

eel ate ore D3 x 46. '....misieg oe Hoey eae TS S100 
Rea ao iiiesie iaeY 30x COs auec se cieuaas gop 10100) 
eae ake. ai 0 KPO ksnancuraceucaamermawd oe 59500 
Drea am Ci POO bisa: werthonsen Be etree see 28.00) 

ps sh ang. FG RL OO... lore ocersnecouess ik HG 0G SOR Gs 2OLOO 
Ue aida ae 9.0 S120 sss a sare@an, ss saan sn, 36:00) 

tenn oh aa am Special sizes and combinations of 
ae eae owe color made to order at the same 

Fe er Oe ae TALC) eco revrecere cies vieiaxeisieeaels ab OsO0 BGs, YOs 
oe 
RU is © tree eae 

@emeaemy 4366-370 FIFTH AVE., cor. 35th ST., NEW YORK 
Poon tia e Established 1852 

year ihe I Ta e oe 

All san N i Sie sal 
: : i my | \ me PAO so aa) 

Bet i =. Hee Le i 
i me ee li ae 

7 HOO” SS hua : Eighty-three Years’ Experience 

ri mY me A i in Making High Grade 
tom TALS caches oh “a a Shean Wy ee VARNISH 

gat meee | ee ae, 

s 3 Many - trace Esco White Enamels marx 
Crise Wield: Mt le aa eeareroeee EA i ce ce ee hee ae cee amen (INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR) 

Represent the acme of durability in high-grade 
Pp RO SL. A TE enamels, Are very white in color, free working, elastic 

and brilliant. Taey have extreme covering properties 

ROOFING AND SIDING and are made of the finest materials. (INTERIOR) 

e is dust free in four to six hours and can be rubbed to 
For residences ofall kinds you will not find’a more attractive, more a dead finish in three days. (EXTERIOR) free from 

economical, more serviceable roofing and siding, than PROSLATE injury from dust in eight to ten hours and can be 
DURABLE.—-PROSLATE_ is not an_uncertainty---its base is our rubbed flat in a few days. 

eee On poms wales meter teres * 
HeoNOMTeA ieee costs leas than foct singles and clap. I. x. i. No. 1 (Interior) boards and the cost of laying is much less, Any one can lay she 

PROSLATE. ; f : I. X. L. Floor Finish 
ATT an fasnigh PROSLATE with efter straight oF ormanpental Ebevitioes Who vequine ihe BeHk,, “TH tri We can furnish PROSLATE with either straight or ornam those who require the best. ice is a trifle 

“ ur bln wf ie the mast arate Me your tatghberhood or thenore, appearance and wear explain why. 

Slee oe eee ir ae Ati of fished panel on ree. 
F, W. BIRD & SON, Makers BEY ADD eNre s co. 

Established 1817 ae rece eee 
West Ave., 6th and 7th Sts., Long Island City 

EAST WALPOLE, MASS. P.O. Box 1780, New York City, 
Western Branch, 3532-34 S. Morgan St., Chicago 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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construction of this piece is not at all diff- preceding number of THE CRAFTSMAN, as it 
cult, for the stretchers are merely doweled is formed in the first place of a cylinder 
to the posts and the dowels glued and brazed together with brass spelter. The 
clamped tightly together. cylinder should be made of No. 20 gauge 

The design for a bookcase shows a model copper or brass, and should be 5 inches in 
35 inches high, 30 inches wide and 16 inches diameter. The lower end of this cylinder 
deep, but like the other pieces this can be should be hammered out from the inside to 
modified in size to suit the particular place ie ene a 

ES pce) || |S COG la c=». | == | 
Mt => | es nN hia ee i ht nin rn ) | saa) TNE | | 
Le } | =| fl 

| | vil f | ! 1 iP =—— a U Wal 

q I 

| | | ID ie | 
| A Sy i SSE Ts 

| AFIS elb Wy 
= at Za=_——> — Vie 

e N-—} > = _——_———_- ea 
ZG | = i} == == PS - 

cae | i‘ CRAFTSMAN | SMOKER’S CABINET, JARDINIERE STAND AND BOOKCASE. 

in which it is to stand. The posts measure — the curve shown in the design, leaving a nar- 
15% inches square, and the shelves are made row face suck % of ar at ee 
of %-inch stock. The construction is very tom. e bottom is made of a disk o 
ei as the stretchers at the top and bottom metal with a 14-inch flange, turned down so 
are connected with the posts by dowel pins. that it will fit tightly inside the flange of the 
The wide slats that form the back and sides jar, to which it is soldered with a soldering 
are mortised into the ets ait) fe the top ee The ae a ee ae turned down > 
and bottom. The shelves have the corners make a smooth finish. e cover is made 
notched out to fit around the posts. Holes according to the detail which illustrates the 
about 1% inch in diameter might be bore: sponge holder. This is a disk with the edges 
in the posts on the inner side to hold the lit- bent upward and riveted to the inside of the 
He brass HONS ae supper 2 ae few aeee eae cegtee - 

ne pins are abou 2 Inch long, with broac am Fr is G Mm Te. ce Ps 

flat heads extended and shaped so as to hold _ that the moistened sponge may be put in be- 
the shelf, which rests upon them without be- tween the disk and cover. The use of this 
ing fastened. If the holes are bored an inch sponge, of Sian to keep. ee ae 
a ae a Lae tea ne mca pee ae e ee es a 
may be adjusted at any hei: lesired, and der around a ss 
pene oe time. The tess dowels can inch thick. This will give a check that pre- 
be procured at almost any large hardware vents the cover from slipping. A metal pe 

store. is riveted to the top. The inside of the 
cover is tinned in the way described in con- 

F OR metal workers we give a model for nection with the as of the kettle shown 
a tobacco jar that might be convenient in the preceding number. 

as one of the crane ae the smoker’s The fern dish is made in very much the 
cabinet. The jar measures 7% inches high, same way, although the construction is sim- 

with an extreme diameter of 6 inches. The  pler, as no cover is required. A cylinder of 

opening at the top is 4 inches across. The No. 20 gauge metal is first formed. This is 

construction of this jar is very much the about 7 inches in diameter and 6 inches high, 

same as that of the kettles illustrated in the and is brazed together and hammered in the 
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a 

TTT eee 5 | But Only The 
Him | LOOUS wish Grade Kind 
eT inva ik 1g rade 

ey, Ts alll ) The same superior quality that car- 
(ek iy penters and mechanics have 
2p. Ce im | bought of us for 61 years. 

ncn Tieveeey igre 
—— \ |; ATE mii} Our Combination 

ee Peni Hii Bench and Tool Cabinet 
. oo | p : | HHH h4 < 
een | ‘ REA A first-class, elegantly finished 

6. a ee ee) | ie Oak Cabinet. A practical Work 
——— A ay BSF | |—) Bench with Vise: 95 of the fin- 

.——_ | ete 2 ee i est tools made: when closed, an 
— ~ a attractive piece of furniture: 

No, 100 = when opened, immediately ready 
at $85.00 for work with every tool easy to 
reach. Nothing handier, nothing more practical. No present for man or boy of such 
lasting educational value. We have four smaller “Wall Cabinets,” with same 
quality tools, but not so many. 
No. 47 at $7.50 No. 52 at $10.00 No. 53 at $15.00 No. 54 at $20.00 
Weare pioneers in the sale Of high-grade tool outfits for home use; every set bears our regular guarantee of 

quality! Order direct (we have no agents) or send for Catalogue No. 2772 

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co., New York ‘iis 4th Ave. & 13th St. 
HARDWARE, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 

iat Tee a ea 

= { 
HE A [ ee | | Hardwood Lumber 

Rilo | | ape en a ae 

YOUR gstca tre. See QUARTERED WHITE OAK 
Box 16 8 forte! 
conatcneea QUARTERED RED OAK 

that it will prey PLAIN OAK 
powder, and oa POPLAR and BLACK WALNUT owder, a N an 

HOUSE therciore fr 
Bes ee - vl Manufactured from logs cut from 
with the AChildCanRunlt. our own forests, 
least coal. Warmest buildings 
in New England’s zero towns BAND SAWED AND GRADED 

WITH are heated with the Winchester. 
Steam or hot water heating al- to please the Manufacturers of 
ways saves much dusting. the. most exclusive and Artistic 

Ifyou are going to putinanew heater | | 
or build a house, send at once for Furniture. 

A The Winchester Book. 

SMITH & THAYER CO. | | Straight or Mixed Cars only 
235 Congress St., Boston, Mass. | 

| 
WINCHE STER |. Edward L. Davis Lumber Co. 

Incorporated 

HEATER LOUISVILLE, KY. 

Kindly mention ‘The Craftsman 
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Retry 7 , ae ieee to ue a 
17 [serous | rears plate. t is best, o 
ESS [eoeiabes lene errol : 
py yi [._f} course, to purchase the 

Ber pero | fed | sss fount and burner before 

| | ASS | the bracket is made, The 
| fount of the lamp must 

| | have a shoulder which 
3 will rest upon the band 
|| ! and keep it from slip- 

rll ping through. A shade 
| : frame of metal is shown 

+7/8* i IAS te 4h in the illustration, but a 
ea) | | bree eee pe oe or silk shade 

_ | I TIL might be used if pre- 
se ea 4 : ferred. We are not 

— - showing the detail of the 
FRONT !SEcTIonN EMD FROMT,SECTM - shade as it is illustrated, 
—-—I DESIGNSTOR @——-———@ because its construction 
\ Sat \ SMOKERS : is rather a difficult prob- 
Eee or Smoens \ CABINET garbintenesrano|| lem for an amateur. 
\ : N ATID j Holes are drilled i h N \ JARDIMIERE Sete \ | \ STAND corner of the back plate, 
\ | \ | so that the bracket may 
\ oe ne be screwed to the wall. 
2 a —— T wes 

: ron, copper or brass 

usual way. The bottom is formed of a disk may be used for making this bracket, as 

cut with a notched edge, which is brazed to all three metals are equally suitable, and 

the bottom of the cylinder. After this the the choice of one over the others depends 
whole piece is hammered into the shape mainly upon the prevailing color in the 
shown in the illustration, and the top edge woodwork and furnishings of the room in 
is turned over a brass wire about 1/16 of an which the lamp is to be placed. For most 

inch thick. The feet are formed « ? 
by hammering the metal downto |[ | SF OC 
an oval form, using the long ball BSS ee (| 
pein hammer illustrated in the Se SSS 
April number. While hammer- il 
ing these feet the dish should 
be set on a piece of lead or 
pitch so that the metal will not p11 _1_tt}.}..}....1 1 SSS 
tear or break through under the 
hammer. 

The oil lamp with its bracket 
is specially designed for camps pa dd dee Letettereodky 
or country houses, where gas and ae [| 
electric light are not available. 1 | 6 ce 
A back plate is made of No. 14 ee LL an 

gauge metal, measuring about 1200 | SSS 
inches in length by 5 inches in | [71 __4 ss 
width. This is cut as shown in | ae 
the design, and the center part is FRONT END 

slightly raised so that the light Q%—sees—seees —memes es es -V/ 
ia be reflected throughout the A | ADESIGN FOR 
room. The bracket is made of | PLAN p FLOMIALG 
a continuous strip of metal bent : 

so as to form a ring that holds |, | J BOOKCASE 
the lamp. The two ends of the SCALE OF INCHES 
band are brought together and | ° é IR 
riveted, and the tips are flanged GY : OR ey 
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emus ° ° 

This is the Genuine Foster IDEAL Spring 
Its 25 Years of Supremacy Guarantee 

20 Years of Comfort and Sleep 
wv BS In starting housekeeping, buy good things. 

This applies especially to spring beds. There 
are various kinds lower priced than Foster’s 
IDEAL, but they really cost more because ‘ 
they must be replaced every few years and r] 
are never as comfortable 

Foster’s IDEAL has been built on honor for 25 years, ‘ 
Those sold the first year are as good as new. Mechanically 
and hygienically it is perfect, built to yield luxurious, 
healthful rest—correctly cradliig the body—for a lifetime. 

Booklet and nearest dealer’s name on request. « 4 

Foster Bros. Mfg.Co. [ Ch 
Broad St., Utica, N.Y. Broadway, St, Louis, Mo. # 

h The genuine may be diss FEUER em 
sngtifel Hin tieees (fy “Dee AY 

is ti -ma ssplate § e2 oF poe on every Foster IDEAL 4'¢_ FOSTHR Bos Mee.co, “J 

LEpmiafa aaa ae Lala m@iaigieiatatetoiel ele |. gaelic atetatatet ets eae aan ie = | Dabeietelitie toto tote helet et re \ s eS = = Pepe ete late a 
ES Te = 26620 Cee ee 
ons Sooo a ale ale a 

= Wall Treatment €\| Edison Save: 
- | d YS: $f ives atmosphere, light and tone toa 

xs uot It i most smportent iba ne x . ” 

iextie te obtad peaagemee “Conservation of Energy is the 
The ideal wall covering for bringing out Greatest Problem of the Age.’’ 

the beauty of your furnishings to advan- e 
Bx tage is 

To the home builder, heat is one of 
& the most important and expensive 

TAPESTROLEA % | icrm: ct encray. 
& ~ How not to waste it is a vital con- 

Ir is a loosely woven fabric that meets sideration. 
aha every ent. fF a artist BWAr i i 

& Gualities, it excels all ocher wall coverings Mineral Wool solves this problem —cloth, paint or paper. It is hygienic, & for you. economical, fadeless and easy to apply. us In winter it keeps heat in, in sum- Sy » IN sum. Tapestrolea is not a fad. For ove Se iver ome A ee the ane mer, Out Ys wall covering for ‘people of taste “and, Mineral Wool deafens unpleasant 
4 relinement. a sounds, baffles rats and mice, resists the ’ y Tapestrolea h bi full i io ea oat be sdeceived* ome lly e | spread of fire and excludes dampness. 

illustrated booklet and samples on request PS Full details in our free booklet, sent with a sample 
ie to any address with our compliments. 

& RICHTER MANUFACTURING CO. x United States Mineral Wool Co. 
TENAFLY, N. J. 

& 4 S 90 West Street New York City 

Kindly mention ‘The Craftsman 
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of the Craftsman rooms our choice is cop- was used by the English armorers, and is 

per, as. the dull brownish glow of this now known as ‘‘armor bright.” The value 

metal gives a high light that is very attrac- of this finish is that it brings out the black, 

tive with the autumn colors that usually gray and silvery tones that naturally be- 

prevail in a Craftsman room. A great long to iron and also prevents it from rust- 

many decorative schemes, however, demand ing. The process itself is very simple. 
After the iron is hammered, it should be 

= : olished on an emery belt if the use of 

ee SS PoRASee Tn Le can be obtained; if not, emery. cloth— 

ert AND FERN DIsH. about No. o—may be used in polishing the 
fl Iie surface by hand. Then the iron must be 

|| XK \ — smoked thoroughly oie a Ae 

Wi! E Wl or a fireplace, and the surface 

fj \ ir) rubbed well with a soft cloth 
te i. { ) dipped in oil. After this the piece 

i i aa geal) must be well wiped off so that the 

aN ig == ea = oil is thoroughly removed, and the 

a =i ieee surface lacquered with a_ special 

SSS a oe iron lacquer. In smoking the iron 
We ish tone of brass, 

and in still other surroundings iron seems ~ CRAFTSMAN 

to be the only thing that is just right. AAS aekenee 
Whatever metal is used, care should be ‘ '$| AND LAMP. 

taken to get a variation of color by darken- i Zo uy 
ing the sunken parts of the design and " fo \ 
polishing the higher points. In particular = | 
the raised part of the back plate of this | x je 
lamp bracket should be polished much more | \ Mi: i\\\ 
highly than the edges, because it is meant WJ | I \\ 
to act as a reflector. If brass is chosen we \ fj y 
would recommend that it be left in the | fi} \ We 
natural state of the unfinished metal, which , {| \\ \ 
has a beautiful greenish tone and a soft Uf || M \ 
dull surface that harmonizes admirably \ ly J oy 
with natural wood tonés and emphasizes | ( ers ae 
any hint of green there may be in the fur- = [eee 
nishings of the room. Copper, on the con- Ald Cag — = 

trary, must be very carefully finished if Lo s a ll. NN: 
it is to show the deep mellow brownish (eee I 
glow that is its greatest charm. After the Hi ie Nitigc= G- - rif 
piece is finished it should be rubbed thor- VE '( IE L | 
oughly with a soft cloth dipped in pow- ek eID — 
dered pumice stone, and then left to age ae paca 
naturally. If a darker tone is desired in care should be taken to avoid heating it to 
the beginning the piece should be held over \ any extent, the object being merely to smoke 
the fire or torch and heated until the right it thoroughly. It should be allowed to cool 

p> . 

see SEIS sESnce rec i © © ‘q li { \ 
“i \, HOLD SPONGE st E ~ 

f ’ SBACK PLATE : 

DETAIL OF TOBACCO JAR COYER DETAIL OF LAMP BRACKET 

color appears, care being taken that’ it is naturally before the surface is rubbed with 
not heated too long, as under too great heat the oiled cloth. The more the iron is 
it is apt to turn black. The best way we polished the brighter it will be, especially in 
know to finish iron is the old process that the higher parts of an uneven surface. 
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MOM MMMM MMMM Ss SiS a a bu: Cut Glass Saeeaeeaeaeueaeeeeeeceetataereremenerererrerrrrr 

; Care WV) TS beauties need no aid of theatric artifice. 

eS yo / } Conventional environment of snowy napery 
Wc 5 . 
ey Sad Wu, and soft candle-glow suffices to bring out the 
og as | ay is < 
a ure, li uid brilliance and incessant lay of rainbow A P iq P 
ERS tints, the delicate tracery of engraving and rich relief 

~ i of intaglio. Tuthill quality is intrinsic—genuine. 

(Ccea Rs v))\ Your city’s best dealer in cut glass probably has Tuthill. 
MK? ca) iit " ) The name is on each piece. We send upon request without 

\ Ae ee J/ charge a little book that makes its every reader a qualified 
= \ el ea judge of cut glass and an expert in its care. 

= See 2, TUTHILL CUT GLASS COMPANY, 

—— MIDDLETOWN, NEW YORK 

Nereweeee CCC CTERECES CECE NEC EEE EE EL CECE EEE COEDS ECCS A 
SORTER aaaeaaeeaeesaei oats eee totems etememnnerens eee 

ae pices fe 

i ~ fe ae VLOLERON> = 
f ae , yy eae >) Se PAPERS” # 

— i a Ba 5 a 

SP 7s) Fe ed a si Pees Oeste a DIGNITY OF is 
pe pen) Alan ea sr 
Pt? DECORATION cag 

| Hil = ae he ; s ae SA. 
4 | Hit Uae) | \ Ba like dignity of character can ee 

Hii RSF vet oY only come through develop- 4 
Pacey Bee iam ment. ow 

y iy A Our papers. are the result ca 
ED wt! ae 

Much of the charm of the old Colonial room was due to | | gums sa j steady growth ang a 
the prismatic rays of the cut crystals together with the . levelopment—a process ol bt 
soft rays of the candle or lamp. This same quality, in a ame] elimination that gives them an ae 
lamp of this kind, is just as valuable to-day when lighted ke artistic and practical value out oat 
with the more modern illuminant—electricity. re a os to their eat - ig 

by ey are the expression o! wea aR» The ENOS CO.!/4 y are the exp ae 
; Shree ni “ the best artists and workmen. ‘e) 

Makers of Lighting Fixtures s: ASK Your DEALER £5 468 ont os 

re Memes oie Sect NEW YORK | | qimag Jatt rypers they will ive you new RR 
Salesrooms: 36 West 87th Street v4 > i A i? V hoa nee ie Be 

San Franeheor S44 Sutter St SE’Lacis: Sec Nelnon Nip, ber Sy NU ISO KNW NU 1h) aie 
Toronto: No, 04 King Bt. West Posten s 1.8 estabrook [nes 9Park st. eA GOMPANY. i eg ioe b 

cee gentry BANG ne 188 Park St Bebe de SOUS ES Ney eS aS Sue 
Chicago: 208 Michigan Boulevard Birmingham: R. W. Knight & Co. Sa ISLAY ira, CN SPAS oe, AIR Sad 

The ALN, Neilson Co. Los Angeles: Brooks Decorating Co., SRO Ie hid MDE OA a NE Ode RB 
189 Michigan Ave, 696 South viel Rene oe Rb PO we Re es > 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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NEEDLEWORK ADAPTED FROM CRAFTSMAN DESIGNS 

NEEDLEWORK SHOWING ee 
ADAPTATION OF THE § Ae Jena lene 7, | 

DIARRA) BEEN IY | CRAFTSMAN DESIGNS IS VLE se ma | 
Cie Ff . oe. 

HE chief reason that we publish in L ie)! ae 44 We 
Tue CrarrsMan designs and in- ome #4 MS ee 
structions for various sorts of handi- wit =. ee L 
crafts is that we hope to inspire in | i , 4 | a 

our readers the desire to use them as a ae oe 9 oe 
foundation from which may be worked out | Se i. Bia. | 
their own ideas, rather than as models to be | Say er ce 
exactly copied. keg eS ae 

: | WA Ns i oie NN ANS q ( 
: : Wilf (il) SS) lpi C7 USS AVA aaa aie {ae ve ey TOA os ht GRU RE Be 

: Red a el Oe ie TABLE SQUARE WITH CRAFTSMAN DESIGN. 
a ae A ee 

e/a vai ee Vast — executed by Mrs. Eva R. Greeley of Abing- 
oan ¥, lk 7@ ay 4 - ton, Massachusetts, are all done on Crafts- ae bs Ls : @ ‘ le F man materials after original ideas suggested 

Poa CO: a a O ; -© & —& by some of the Craftsman designs. 
i i SUE: e is \ ; e The small curtain is made of ivory-tinted 
j O ped @ ; | Craftsman canvas with an applied band of 
is ( () : i Ff : | ot dull green canvas. The decoration is adapted 

ia 3 Fe vee . from the Lp iienains seed pod motif of the 
a! a 8 Craftsman needlework, and is done in ap- 

Lo P| | ot oe pliqué of rose and green bloom linen with 
. sa pn . ) ts leaves of plain green linen. The stems are 

CURTAIN OF CRAFTSMAN CANVAS. so 

Therefore we are always gratified to re- i aN Na WAN 
ceive examples of original and independent | et ma 
work done by readers who seek rather to i { 4 
understand the Craftsman principles than i] al Ls 
to make a precise application of the designs. | he | E F 
In the illustrations accompanying this article F ‘ | 
we show an instance of such adaptation, for peo i 
these pieces of needlework, designed and CS ne ee we 

s . Ac ' 
we ae 

eon ekath fe Raat ms oe e | a ae i 

Ty. Sete X ING as a) 
ae iii ld ail 
f He Baas BELT BAGS OF CRAFTSMAN BLOOM LINEN. 

| it ck t made of brown soutache braid with insets 
NW hes : of green linen. The table square embroid- 
Re & ered with conventionalized scarabs is Mrs. 
A 'Greeley’s own design embroidered upon 

\ 4 Ve gray homespun in blue, green and gold floss, 
age | the old-fashioned chain stitch being used 

ae ee i as well as the darning and outline stitches. 
Dare rere 7) ie The other table square, also of gray home- 

| SSR, aia cee as spun, shows a design adapted from the 
? Se || Craftsman dragonfly border, and two small 

; bags are decorated after Mrs. Greeley’s 
TABLE SQUARE OF CRAFTSMAN HOMESPUN, OWN ideas. 
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(EEDA ES Te: 
(eS .____-= For the Craf (eae -__| For the Craftsman Style 
am ni /, Wms, of architecture and interior finish, 

| tell | fd aA a a o nd fi the designs and _construction of 
ou ta CI ie OY y y HN iy Morgan Doors arein perfect keeping. |} 
a ie 6aes ya They are finished in the white and || t oe ‘ l \ i 1) wt) may be stained any color. | 

1 ae i Pie ia \ Eo be ene | DF ll LAM ERE Rc re q 
ee sMORGAN 5 : = oe a a vee: eA0 RS 4 ce | 

oy || Vie So ORS: Lai , ‘Oe NNN 

= 2 Ye : on it ae He 7 i Vall are perfect doors, light, remarkably { 
|— i) aA | J) a) strong and built of several layers of cross | 
sae ce oN { y i y) Erained wood, preesed together with water- || 
ES ie ee )\ [CkS) proof glue, making shrinking, warping or il) a, i || J \})| swelling impossible. Veneered in all va- 
= i a wwf ||| tieties of hard wood—Birch, plain or 

Neaetlt | A 4 eae K A | quarter-sawed red or white Oak, brown esiiit ri i | } s Mt Ash, Mahogany, ete. ! 
ik he, «| AAA Morgan Doors are the highest standard of | 
at (fF) | door quality; made in one of the largest and il 

i= =v A i My most progressive factories in the country. | 
hv Me Each Morgan Door is stamped “MORGAN” | 

IF iN a es i | which guarantees quality, style, durabilityand } 
ol eee a satisfaction. i 
est a | no < e | Ir ae AM ckeipaas bok the Page Pena MOR, taal Ne, ; Aaa) fall slew af architecture for Interior or exter 
is } it sad ‘cheapest: doora for ‘permanent, setistaction | || i in any building. A copy will be sent on request. | 
ee ie ce) AN Architects: Descriptive details of Morgan Doors | 

: 1 ' i= =) i may be found in Sweet's index, pages 678 and 679. 
W)o sae i ie ffi /| “4 i 
Tei it Sees] i (ee | Morgan Company, Dept. € Oshkosh, Wis. 
(Ses Sesh i || Distributed by Morgan Sash & Door Co., Chicago 
Sai Se heme matmammmrmes om ‘Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore, Md. | 

t Tne Handled by Dealers who do not substitute. 

| : — eens MANTELS EWTONS 50D 
: ex 40 \bs 

If you are interested in being reer 2) ELEPHANT : 
up-to-date write us for our latest | bie sHek INO fests isis 
Mantel Catalogue—Just issued Vaan Vii GEES (Stn 

Anyone building or improving a houte must realize the refi 4 ‘“@? am (Z's) 
finish that appropriate mantel effects add. Sanne (ay a: Ae 32) 

ee Otrestensive | oe einer | SEZ LE mantel exhibit dis- 3 i 
— = are plays a wealth of ey OID cheantal fe 
a the newest and most J | =3% OID cheap) Bimay Mi. oo | 
aw EZ ——_— | _ attractive designs, all J | 3S aut that tear Gadiiy abe eee 
A= = fall made up in @ most | MESH Som wpoisture and soon rot gear 

RH joroughly work - “of out. Our Red Rosin Sized FP 
INS x WN H manlike manner. W. | © Sheathing k: t dust, BP IRONS FI) Soe | 4 eae 

\ NS i ever your taste orf | Itlast$ as longas thehouse. 
NH \ \ if how much or how J & Zl AXE areploncer makers PS Z 
—si \ — | i- sig Sized Sheathing, 7S ON Peed] ii see ccd | |S md cienactaniae ice Se et 

i ‘ 4 | Ret sold by the leading dealers fimm2 1 
a RE a We also make We ted for over 30 veurs, Bear in Jr 270d 

NI = i) to order from de- SETH mind that our papers are |NSSIG) ————————— signe jincany, SBE mace fromragstock,which fl ST yy 
I ar wood. 9 BH ives them great strength a , 
SS AW lignes All and wearing qualities. a 

Bas = oe eee Manufacturers of Sheath- 
—=—— as cxinlonas will 2 ing Rapers Pestening Felts, x 
==s=s=s== ees | “aff Plaster Boards. a 

\EEREEE EE Bomnt rocker: ESP send sorsamples, prices ana ff eez¥ 
Po eee §°.\S 4H booklet “On the Inside.” J S29 
= ae et deltas Sl) NEWTON PAPER Co. f° 35° 
Ses fee Ie SrOOKWaY- © ff 11 Canal St., Holyoke, Mass. J? 
Ea pS wa ES Smith Corp. . 
ES Hy Nd] RES \} Mantels and Builders? ms) 
Ea My 1 (|| E=_ Supplies | 38 MENT OWS S00 

S&S | Foy! 15-18 Washington Roca ed PLASTER 34 2 EHH |} Fah sii MIDE... 3.3 FEET. : 
ere) [Ss A or Street, North eee BOARD fisgPPP og 
peg, ey BOSTON, MASS. SS . 
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ALS IK KAN also by many individuals working on a lesser 
Zs aT scale to find some way to make*small farm- 

GARDENING AND SMALL FARMING ing surely profitable and successful, but in 
N order that we may make THE Crarts- the end it seems to be like all other prob- 
MAN as serviceable as possible to its lems in life,—a thing for each man to cope 
readers, we have of late been sending with and find his own solution. We have 
to our subscribers a printed slip asking been much interested in the movement set 

for the- frank expression of their opinion on foot by Representative Dwight to bring 
concerning the interest and importance of into effective use certain agricultural areas 
oe suc ae form an nee ee ae the mee aes a », Ss 
of the policy of this magazine. e result ing to repopulate the abandoned farms w 
has been most satisfactory, as it proves that intelligent and enterprising people who 
we have not erred in our understanding of either know something of modern agricul- 
the most vital interests of people who are tural methods or who are anxious to learn. 
in sympathy with what we are trying to do. Nee we find that the gexcral au 
One of these queries asked for the views of S€nsus of opinion among men who have 
our readers on the subject of small farming given years to this work is that farming 

and eee ane ue aes ae Sete ee ss tere pe 

tion the answers have indicated a desire for : es ? 
further information on this subject, show- ee slow Dee of education, est 
ing the extent to which the idea of pos- a D352 ee adenine ae han 
sessing a small country home has taken hold re reels Teta te ane \ He ite ere He 
of dwellers in cities, and how eager people apa EMER eee Ce eer 
are to try what they can do toward making = y a Br 1 SPP eee 

os 2 © situation as it exists in the rural districts, 
thefeeu yield them) at leastja part of their rather than to the question of country life 
tone a well a much pleasurable occupa- facial people nor farming as alsecondary 
ion for leisure hours. ‘ ‘ ‘ : 
One. letter says: “I think-you would do- Occupation for professional men, mechanics 

your readers much service by publishing Bee t o st i ae aetirin ae a 
just as many articles as possible along the ne BS rae a ea be . ee : 
line of the one in the April-issue entitled tries) DUE bes Dine Deals ugisaie 108) one 
‘ nd as for another, and this principle involves a 
Three Acres and Chains.’ Many of us cau eat : tant tt 
have been stimulated to the point where we Pe Sy nae epee neaiet ese ae 
would like to take the bold step this woman SOY Loan acne ess ar 
took, but hesitate on account of the scanty THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
information available showing the matter spe trouble with the “back to the land” 
from the viewpoint of others’ experience. propaganda has been too much en- 

I want to have dollars and cents arguments  thusiasm and too little hard common sense. 
to show me that with moderate means and The article our correspondent refers to 

_average good judgment country living can shows the experience of one enthusiast who 
be made to afford a good living and not too attempted to make practical application of 
many discomforts.” the glowing generalizations contained in a 
A MATTER OF EDUCATION AND EX- book upon this subject. ‘The writer of 
PERIENCE Three Acres and Chains,” carried away 

aa ' P by the fancied joys of country life as she 
Tee. ING the importance of just such had read of it in this and other books, gave 

. information, we have been in communi- up the profession by which she was earning 
cation with experts in agriculture, heads of a comfortable livelihood and, without any 
experiment stations and others qualified by practical knowledge of farming, purchased 
education and experience to answer this three acres of land and endeavored to realize 
question. But from their letters in reply the promised liberty. Her experience should 
we find that even men who have devoted serve as an excellent corrective to the 
their lives to the subject cannot give any dreams of other enthusiasts, but we note 

definite informaticn along these lines any that in spite of her chains she decided in 
more than they can give a formula to make the end that the experiment was worth 
all men equally successful. Much is being while, chiefly because she had learned from 
done by the Department of Agriculture and personal experience what not to do, and had 
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Sy AoW 7 G Ss 
on Ny ‘i774 Grass Carpets and Rugs / 

Wem, 
ea Wot4| 9) ADVANTAGES OF CREX 
ee \ m3 wy ine en i rl I know you will be pleased with CREX. It isa 

‘Me TN a i oe Ree L perfect floor covering in every respect. 
& At bh | PRO a | When you consider the work it saves in keeping 
A Ake vy j Ae] ee i it clean—That it will not hold dust and germs 
i Wet "4 | Oye | + — like woolen carpets—It always looks 
4 | JB) Iie Eee of) a a 7 f\ well no matter how much wear you give 

\ e. 16h i | =" it—Is always appropriate and blends 
a | ee y a with almost every decoration, besides 

[ A“ ar ERR AI ANN PN ce) ‘being economical in price—You would 
te, CA TE ees: EA make a mistake not to order it. 
<< 4g Aa | LBP r 23 I couldn’t offer you any other floor 

Wel erp, OS Zs covering with as full a combination of good fea- 
ee Se Gere, LS tures. A great many people are discarding their 

mmm Aa <P Og woolencarpetsandrugsand substituting CREX; 
ee ES AS St) GY they find it to their advantage. Be sure, ap though, 

—_ 7 = 4 : Meas you get the genuine—the one bearing the label. 

pita = ES = RUGS—In all sizes of exclusive designs and beautiful colors. 

Ps = = CARPETS—Solid colors—plain and striped effects—in all widths. 

lease = = Sold by all up-to-date Carpet and Department Stores. 
a ss Send for Free Booklet, U. Beautifully Illustrated. 

né CREX CARPET COMPANY . : 377 Broadway, New York 

Use ° 

Standards BAY STATE 
WwW fi aterproofing Brick care t Coati 

Hee | Brick and Cement Coating 
Sy mentrex to protect concrete or stucco or to tint 

the monotonous gray of concrete. HYDRATITE— | Bavgrare. 
The Integral Method TATE eae 

Meets the hardest’ requirement! in “prestat-day | BRICK AND | ~~ 
waterproofing of structural work. CEMENT| — 4 j 

* | COATING/R@ ee 3 
SYMENTREX | is the origi ka F " ' i | 3 

The coating that clings to concrete. naliandncee aaa 3 dee a tl 
That imparts a natural finish te concrete, perfect coat- ————aniiaes | 

cement, stucco or other masonry. Protective and . h i 
deearalive: ing on the ian, 

A coating that makes a concrete floor the most market and it 
desirable of surface areas. Waterproof; oil-proof; | is being used on the finest concrete and stucco 
grease-proof and dust-suppressing. work. It does not destroy the distinctive 

A. C.H Cc texture of concrete or stucco. It gives beau- 
eU. orn ompany tiful effects when used in interior decoration. 

Contractors and Engineers in It comes in twenty-four beautiful shades. 

a eaten Address for Color Card No. 2 
ar TERFROOFING | Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc. 

anufacturers of Waterproofing Compounds A . 
10-12 Burli Sli N. York Paint and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders 

2 Barling Slip OF | i 82-84 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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cha os ive herself that anything that is experience rarely serves as guide to another 
worth while must come gradually and any more than different soils will produce 
through experience, which means frequent equal quantities of the same crop. Our ad- 
mistakes and disappointments. vice would be that farming on a small scale 
EVERY MAN MUST SOLVE HIS OWN Should be taken up as a secondary occupa- 

tion until the experiment has.been thor- 
PROBLEM hl a. Gi le whofive in th DOUBTEDLY th ; oughly tested. } ity people who live in the 

DD Raia welpsieiaeane ope, cis, Cone Saceeee eae ae ; , under -applied methods of in- many cases the experiment is entirely suc- 
a cultivation, yield an income quite coastal as the man of the house a give 
sufficient to support a family in comfort, his leisure time to working on his little farm 
and that without any heart-breaking amount or garden plot himself, and can keep a con- 
of labor or anxiety. But we are apt to for- stant supervision of everything that is done, 

i Sacer oe it tee or of we ype or nesleetine Tis eee 
es. s right here that the man work. er a few years of this kind o 

who believes that the mere ownership of experience, backed up by intelligent study 
Coe ee eee a a ee of ee subject, + would be eine to ta 

a istake, and it is the same o up farming as his main occupation if he 
stumbling block that is encountered by the = so aera and would . very likely | 
agricultural experts who endeavor to bring to make a success of it. 
up the standard of farming by the means VASTE 
of demonstration farms either carried on EERE & EOE PETE Watts 
under the auspices of the Government or by TIME AND MONEY 
successful farmers in the neighborhood. nee same thing applies to the mechanic 
The experience of one man never yet bene- or factory worker, who perhaps needs 
a ee The man who does not know more than anyone else the independence and 
ow to do things must learn, but that is very the greater economy of living that could be 

different from feeling that the knowledge pregone about by haying even an acre of 
will come of itself or that he must be taught. ground rightly managed. This is compara- 
If he feels the real interest that comes from tively an easy matter in the case of an em- 
. we Gee wine ey go out upon oe ce big ere ve 

0 ignoramus and affords steady work year after year, but i 
Hae seneing every aa, aa eee ote is more difficult in the case of the mechanic 
ite, making no move until he has satisfie who goes from one job to another and often 
himself so far as he can that it is the right has i travel a ood dieearice from his home 
one, and turning every failure and mistake to his work. Although wages are much 
to account as a part of the foundation he higher than they used to be, they do not 
1S laying for future success. When a man benefit the man who earns the money, be- 

; oe ae e ne Be cee pene as cause the oe ery eaten up by on 
9 El F } ) ens' tat: 

grappling with each situation as it arises, iy anes of enroteen iliac: Neiieen jobs 
and he will meet and profit by the hardships Jt js amazing to see how many men whose 

that are never seen until we stumble over work takes them to different parts of the 
ae ape ean who approaches unfamiliar country establish their families in the city 
pee an Cee tf merely and go out from there daily to any job 
an if Bae E , fe 1s Dound to within reach. Especially is this true of men 

with a idealistic re ete eee sapaere free Bane ee ee 
and a well-arranged table of the profits that prays - a - ane ae hes me Hats a 
should accrue, is very apt to find the most art J k apper a ene ee 
important factor lacking from his calcula- W! WOT tor years in the Same part of the 
tions. country without ever seeming to see the ad- 

visability of going there to live. We have 
TEST IT AS A SECONDARY OCCUPA- ay example of this at Craftsman Farms, 
TION . where we employ many carpenters, stone- 
ee we do not hesitate to say Hey and i Sastre Ee the oe ee 

at all information regarding this uildings into shape. raftsman Farms is 

matter is at best only relative. One man’s among the Orange Mountains in New Jer- 
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Build Beautiful Houses aoe. fis? 

It is really cheaper to be beautiful than f eS iy q Jackson, 

ugly. Your reputation for taste depends TS eae Lt : Architect 

mostly upon the outside of your house. in 8 x j | ae F ») Phila’a. 

Most people never see the inside. The oie Hal <a 
soft, rich, velvety tones of igi nar achat Me ls “Sy 

Cabot’s ie i : By om a . ov ke Ge aus ceeaeeeae cane Ci 

Shingle Stains 2-7 722 ae ee EPS Bn egg Paar onicro Seige 
. y Can age ENR co pares een se ee 

make beautiful houses more beautiful. epee Pcunce eesti tee nena 
ugly houses atiractive, and redeem con Bue eG aaa 
monplace houses. They are also cheap, easy to apply, and guaranteed fast colors; and they 
are made of Creosote, ‘‘ the best wood-preservative known.” 

ari Build Warm Houses 
ee It costs less than trying to heat cold ones, 
i For a few dollars you can make your house wind 

ce i k and frost proof by lining it with 

‘ 7, Cabot’s 
‘ i . 66 s 99 eathing “Quilt 
on a a “‘comforcer that warms the whole family.”” It 

oe is incomparably warmer than the best building 
paper, and is warmer, more permanent, and one- 
half cheaper than back-plastering. 

Samples of both materials, with circulars and name of nezrest agent, sent free upon request. 

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturers, Boston, Mass. 
1133 Broadway, N. Y. Agents at all Central Points. 350 Dearborn Ave., Chicago 

es POT ATT NT ST MMMM [se PA I) 

To Be Gass 7 ET Se lil) 
WAG sal Ps Fae eel 3 hay eater eo AANA eh 

St tl ee | Stell EN hy ul 
rictly i = 7 see. ren Ne Se Se Serer TERS I 

P al “on ee Ie tnd tl el 
roper are aay ¥] ig ea 

CESS ah y \ #7 \¥ 
you should have a Crex VY Vy a Pi. Don’t | Ny 

Room furnished en- Wp S ‘Wie me i ll 
ore GRASS i Sa Carry | ) 

EX Grass Furniture | : | WwW | | | q 
| AM 
| FURNITURE ater ill oy 

A You need never carry another pail of water or even go wy 

At any rate Crex Furniture should form out of the house on stormy days. Putrunning water in your 
+ oh: | home—in the kitchen —bathroom—toilet—and have an 

a part of all up-to-date house furnishing. | Riequate supply in the barn for wetering stock—washing 

From a standpoint of long service and ecihey eer rae Hewnemamness ace foeinromection 

ornamental beauty no furniture yields so Le Spite System, 

much pleasure and satisfaction as Crex. feade 
makes this possible, It eliminates the unsightly elevated water 

i Te ee etre oador Sisal tank Goss all ie werk. 1a. Soe 
Natural Green or Baronial Brown Belge or hurie,in the geoynd it eanmot freeze, anit solves the 
Ao Say RG ee des Tal Sian nal ul i eta syetemn costa, HE.00 upwards 

Se oe CL, || | ren pete 
Get “CREX-EASE ‘ushions an Ba OR BNE cals willbe nant You yy return mail. 

Lender ror, Wo iO0t eee Seem My 
Send for Illustrations No. 257 | aaataiaalealaenianl Ib Leader Iron Works, 1607 Jasper St., Decatur, Il- 

7 A ssaisuiutomupaiaaal) Send me free your book and catalogue 

Prairie Grass Furniture Co. Teen pee re eee Sees 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS ea Narain: fect Noorien content 

Glendale, Long Island New York NG adtvale due ee a ee 

2 Z ae: TOWM.....c00+-sseseesenere State». 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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sey, an hour by railroad and ferry” from give up their regular work for the appar 
ner je bi most . these oe Pitics ae aeteey soupation, of farming, 
rooklyn and twice a day cross the Bridge _ and find too late that their last state was 

to Manhattan, take the street car to a ferry worse than the first. We are at present . 
on the North River, cross to the other side. working out carefully, with the assistance 
and take a train to Morristown. Yet right of expert farmers and gardeners, instruc- 
in that part of New Jersey there is so much tions illustrated by diagrams which we hope 
building going on that a skilled worker in will serve to start some of our readers who 
any one of the building trades would be are interested in this subject well upon the 
reasonably sure of occupation for years to way toward becoming gardeners, or even; 
come, and so tnuch land to be obtained at farmers. We purpose to make these articles! 
the prices asked for ordinary farm land, as simple and practical as possible, giving! 
that it would be no drag upon him to buy the main principles as definitely as we can 
two or three acres and settle down almost and leaving the reader to do his own ex-, 
anywhere within reach of his work, using perimenting. 
all the time and strength he now wastes in NOTES . ‘ : e 
profitless travel to build up a home for him- 
self and his family. CHARLES FROMUTH IN BRITTANY 

WHOLESOME USE OF IDLE TIME ’ ; ‘ HE Brittany pictures of Charles Fro- 
: : : : h were exhibited in March at 

HE question of idle time also is a very inde . - 
T - : ‘ the Folsom Galleries. The pictures 

important one. When a man is out of . . 
work he is uneasy and demoralized. The Bout Conca all sitio ie ~ a a 
next job is always more or less uncertain, ail his life dince leaving oacnice Tait 
and he does not know what to do with him- : if 
self between times. If he had a little place first entering the Gallery ‘where the Pastels 
of his own hé could put into good advantage STS hung, you hada sense of glowing fig- 
every hour spent away from his regular ured draperies marred in places by the 
work, He could learn the best methods of hanging of pictures, so gorgecusly beautiful 
farming; he could cultivate the ground and ° 
bapveet iis crops; put up what buildings he drapery used to cover the walls. Slowly 
needed for his own uses look after hig the insistent, more subtle beauty of the pic- 

chickens, and learn how to manage a farm alae Nl veh mes oe 
by doing the thousand and one things that | /°SS elall'og the:quaint, richstoned lire: on 
need to be done on even the smallest place. the Brittany‘coast ; all the interest of living 
Thus he would not be without resources Conditions presented truthfully, yet held 
even. when out of work. Between times subservient to the artist’s joy in color, com- 

when the man of the family was away on erent profouad love — outers ne 
one job or another, the wife and children 18 OF The sea. any” Men. Aave: Ove? au 
would be taking care of the home and gain- er caught pnd edges Sond ee ee 
ing the best possible training in farming, ead HR ENOR Be See 
with the result that the whole family would bound vessel, and Twachtman, too, with the 
almost before they knew it be equipped to smaller craft. But how few have ever 
become successful farmers if they so de- sensed just the right grouping of masts and 
sired. . sails, the color, the line, the fine suggestion 

of impending speed, or total relaxation. 
WHAT WE MEAN TO DO ‘ Fromuth has done this and more, much 
Ww. will certainly publish everything we Whar Hi his eae Sn eion ue pi pale 

can get that seems to us to have a at blues—from the blue of the sky to the 
bearing upon this subject. If it isa record blue of the famous nets of Concarneau 
of personal experience it will be valuable in spread to dry, and how beautifully balanced 
suggestion to everyone interested in the are the dull red of the sails and the soft 

same kind of work. But articles setting browns of woods and clothes. The wind 
forth a theoretical account of what might blows in from the sea and freshens the 
be done under exceptionally favorable cir- weary men toiling over the nets. Or the 
cumstances are not only useless but even sun shines on the fisher children who add 

dangerous, because their tempting array of color and charm to a foreground. 
figures might easily induce many people to It is all done so truthfully, simply, easily, 
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Cee . oa? . 
Most Exquisite Wiggin’s Latest Creation 

Of all Dainty 

Wall Fabrics rt O- a 

A new and exclusive Wiggin “‘ Fab-Rik-O-Na’’ line that marks a distinct advance in wall covering. 
Novelty of texture, beauty, richness and durability are attractively combined in ‘“‘Art Ko-Na.”’ It 
at once appeals to highest artistic sense in home making. Wide variety of tones and shades afford 
unique combinations. Send to-day for samples. ‘Art Ko-Na"’ is readily applied and may be 
cleaned with damp cloth or sponge. Colors are not affected by the sun. 

(Trade Mark Registered—U. S. Pat. Off. and in Pat. Off.1n Gt. Brit.) 
are the finest made, They include, a 
beside Art Ko-Na, hipherade plain Send to-day >Re ee ee ae 
and dyed Tapestry Burlaps, Kord for thi 4 Boe eee, 
Ko-Na, Canvases and other fabric or this Be Ree ae St See 
hangings. (A greatvariety of special Homemakers Es 4 kA | KO=TI AS 
surface effects in a wide range of hi ESS aR eater ees 
tones and colors, Book of | eo ae tee 
BURLAPS “amped ‘Fab-rik- Art Ko-Na [Pee lm CO Ry 

. O-Na” are the high- gy TRabtrhorietitara in ne ee 
est quality made, The trade-mark isa Tones and BS yg MSPAT OF AND IN guarantee, and appears on the back of eysee PRPOPFINGRBRAAME Sao meme eat al every yard. Do not accept imitations, Colors 86928 8 ewe ee ee as they cannot give lasting results. isciibiaiienesisaiieneasacses Pusierte Tey hathoot Fe 

H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS CO., 212 Arch St., Bloomfield, N. J. fi 
Fab-Rik-O-Na Wall Coverings are recommended and sold by allfirst-class decorators. coo 

a JUST READY 
Fie a 2a . | rk ee ve 
Seen eee onemme | Pe | oe 2h a 
Sore 2 ie pS BR ee eee” * 

a ; ee ee A ee ae 

ere a Pow | ie Ma meer as 
Be ae ee 3 £8 IN eee Ee kok ANS TE ia ee Oe) Nad | me | hese etre Daa eee a nee en eee “aM oe seeswene eh | rr — eee err 

ant ‘a + hare i 
jee FF eC | ¢ i ae lee BE) Ne A ee R —— Fi 

ee * be Sis ee Mc ed 
gh nr “A PG Jae | ees pee 

Se es ae a sara 
Pa OBE Ot San We Se Peon 

* : ° ° 
Do You Want a Fireplace in “California Bungalow 

Do want the cheer, the comfort ” Your Home? (eee rie cours Homes 
Haveu't you atleast one room in your house which can be absolute- ; 
ly transformed by the addition of a fireplace? Or, if you are Is the name of the new book of Bungalow pictures, 
thinking ot building, don't you owe it to yourself to find out al! you floor plans, mantels, buffets and general interior de- 

can about fireplaces before deciding? tails. The latest and most complete and practical 
Our Beautiful Free Book—"*Home and The Fireplace” book of its kind and shows the latest and most attrac- 

is a regular mine of information about fireplaces. It tells all about tive Bungalows of moderate cost. Price $1.00, post- 
Colonial Fireplaces, the only kind in the world sold under a pos- paid, to any address, Send stamp for sample pages. 
itive guarantee. It tells all about the Colonial Plan that, makes 128 pages 8 x 11 inches, 241 illustrations. Costs and 
buying a fireplace as simple asordering a picture. Besides. it con- descriptions given. Bungalows for every climate. 
tains a number of beautiful illustrations of the splendid Colonial We have made a study of the BUNGALOW for 
Designs—just a few representative selections from the complete many years, improving all the time in exterior beauty 
Colonial line with descriptions and prices. If you have any idea of and interior coziness and convenience. building, of if you would like to know how and where you can add Our cabinet kitchens, mantels, buffets, fireplaces, 
“ fevplace ry son seat bome, you mood Hila book b ald cozy corners, etc., have been copied evesywhere. 

'—Just send your name and address, but we wot 
suggest that you rie a once js ron us a line right now. THE BUNGALOWCRAFT CO. 

PLA 5 
Department, 12th St. and 46th Ave., CHICAGO, TLL. 403 Chamber of Commerce Los Angeles, Cale 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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that it is hard to picture this artist leaving Mr. Brinley’s technique suggests at first 
Bouguereau’s studio in despair because he glance that he owes a debt to Childe Has- 
was not allowed to work in the life class. sam. On closer examination one feels that 
And what good fortune to the real art his painting is more refined, less perverse 
world that Fromuth refused to spend years and more effective. His color goes on 
drawing from casts, left Paris and escaped thickly and in small splashes and dots. But 
to Brittany, there to know and love the peo- _ these seem to fuse into a unit of impression 
ple and record the beauty of their lives more quickly than with Hassam. After a 
through the vision of a great artist. few moments with Mr. Brinley’s pictures 
D. PUTNAM BRINLEY’S LANDSCAPES you cease to be conscious that there is any 

A edigt esidetioitraliito) eeetarid (reel sas method at all. For their charm, their color, 
I aes the real passion for the beauty of out-of- 

much sunlight and color as D. Putnam doors they show, and for their highly deco- 
Brinley gets into his landscapes and to be ative quality Mr. Brinley’s pictures cer- 
able to render it all so poignantly. Mr. tainly deserve the interest of all lovers of 
Brinley showed recently in the Madison Art our own new art 
Galleries, New York, twenty-eight canvases, . " 
large and small, the majority painted during ERNEST LAWSON’S PRIVATE EXHIBI- 
the last year. The room that held then TION AT THE MADISON GALLERIES 
literally pulsated with light, and to step into RNEST Lawson's conttibution: tothe 

it from blustery March New York streets E Exhibition of Independent Artists has 
with the sense that it held all delicious grow- already been mentioned in Mr. Henri’s ar- 
ing things and soft wind blowing and little ticle. “Outside of this contribution we find 
green leaves moving, was like walking that he has a most interesting individual ex- 
straight into the full-blown springtime. hibit at the Madison Art Galleries, probably 

Mr. Brinley is of the plein air school, the most brilliant collection of his paintings 
and he sets his color key quite as high as ever shown in New York. To the writer 
any of them. His first interest in his sub- \qy, Lawson seems to strike a new note in 
ject seems to be based on the effect of sun- this exhibit. There is less delicacy in his 
light in it, and he shows a magical mastery exquisite presentation of light, and what 
in achieving it. Not only does he get the  <cems a finer, bigger appreciation of what 
brightness, but he manages to give you an ij, essentially the American quality of light, 
actual conception of the warmth. Several __the atmospheric sparkle which lies over a 
of the pictures he showed were just tran- landscape, almost the effect of varnished 
scriptions of daisy-pied, sloping hillsides, Colors in our woods and rivers. Heretofore 
lying yellow, white and pink in thé summer we have felt a rather light key in Lawson’s 
sun, yet one got from them almost a sensa- painting, as though always there had been 
tion of the warm, grass-scented air drifting 4 faint mist or shadow over his sunlit land. 
lazily over them. Trees and foliage, one yoy never missed the effect of wonderful 
can see, stir this artist as well as his fancy. diffused light, but it did not dazzle as it does 
There is a keen affection for the subject in in some of his later paintings. Especially 

_ every brush mark of “The Maple, which We recall a wonderful bit of the Hudson 
has transformed the delicate little sapling  cajjeq “Summer,” which is vividly blue 
into a veritable flower. i with amazingly well related patches of red, 

What is especially pleasing about Mr. and also the “Riverside Drive Extension.” 
Brinley’s work is the beauty he finds every- {¢ would be difficult to conceive a paint- 
ve he looks in our American landscape. ing of the Hudson River which could give 

ne feels that he sets up his easel and camp more intensely all the dazzling quality of 
stool casually anywhere, and needs glance one or see hulliane a: Th oe 
about him only once to find something he "7 E ibi ant June days. There are also 
thinks worth painting. The dooryards and '™ ES ea On Ome of the aay subele 
gardens of homely white Colonial farm note,—the picture called Sea-Gulls,” which 

houses are frequently chosen subjects with has been reproduced in Tur Crarrsman; 
him, and he likes our mountain laurel and Moonlight, Fort George,” “A Corner ofa 
our huddled clumps of slim birches, and Garden,” and a wonderful “Little Church 

formless brakes of second growth and sap- at Inwood.” There are no very large can- 
lings. And because these come often into vases; none that is done in the elaborate 

his pictures they are thoroughly and grate- Academy method, but one feels that Law- 
fully American. son has created his own field in art, and 
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Is Hand-Wrought of Iron, Copper and 

Brass and Is of Unique and Original Design 

AMPS, drop lights, chandeliers, andirons, fire hoods, etc., of hammered brass, iron 
and copper, are essential to a true following of The Craftsman way of furnishing 
and interior decoration. When Craftsman furniture came to be widely appre- 
ciated and used we received innumerable queries from customers asking where 

they could obtain metal work of the simplicity and artistic design necessary to meet 
their requirements. Much of the metal work then on the market was of such inferior 
grade and workmanship and the really good was so hard to obtain that we finally de- 
cided to open a metal work department of our own and thus be able to supply our 
customers with articles of undoubted value and beauty. 

We now carry in stock practically everything of this sort that any one would find 
necessary. We realize, however, that peculiar conditions may create individual needs 
which we cannot meet from our regular stock, and for this reason we have prepared 
ourselves to do special work in metal, either from our own designs or from those of 
our customers. 

Tt will pay you to send us ten cents, upon receipt of which we will mail a copy of 
our metal work catalogue, and then should you not find the article or the sized or 
shaped article you desire, a word to us will bring suggestions and estimates. 

Stickley, The Craf Gustav Stickley, The Craftsman 
470 BOYLSTON ST. 29 WEST 34th ST, 

BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK 

The Genuin 
ANTIQUES || Navajo Blanket 

es From the Loom Direct to You 
secured from the best old New England : es 
homes. I ransack 1000 attics annually. My trading post is in the heart of the Sac eae 3 Erie Navajo reservation, where the choice of Specify the pieces you are in quest of ; eee aa 
and write for photos and descriptive | blankets is made and imitations are un- faatter tn E iia Sot known. I buy direct from the loom, from 

= ‘ | the squaws that produce them, and know 
and guarantee every blanket to be the genuine 

H d B id d R handspun and handwoven Navajo Blanket, 
an raide ugs or forfeit $1,000 for anything not just as 

represented to you. The First National 
made from néw material by New Eng- | Bank and the San Juan National Bank of 
land housewives. Send for photos and Farmington, New Mexico, are my refer~ 
Rug List. Rugs sent on approval | ences. Idon't want your money for noth- - 
upon receipt of reference. | ing, but I do want your trade, and know I 

| can save you money on every dollar you 
| spend with me, for I am bottom in price— 

R ] h W B h the fountain source of Navajo blankets 
a Pp arren urnham and hand hammered silver jewelry, etc. 

if c | Write for prices, etc. Wholesale and retail. Ipswich in Massachusetts $10,000 bonded U.S. licensed Indian trader. 
: | Further information gladly furnished 

OLIN C. WALKER, The Navajo Blanket Man 
‘ sta Farmington, New Mexico 

PROUOAT Birae@Look Out For Sparks PEQUOT RUGS age Dut Lor Sparks 
Ve, = sparks. No more poorly fitted, flimsy fire- Refreshing Simplicity AZ, place jereens. Send “for. tree booklet 

i i ee * Sparks from the Fire-Side.” It tells renner, ava ndntemnt | MI, all ahh ns par | 4 your individual fireplace. Write to day. 
CHAS. H. KIMBALL | (Dy im r4 The Syracuse Wire Works 

42 Yantic Road, Norwich Town, Conn. “iden. 1102 E. Water Street, - » Syracuse, N. Y. 

Kindly mention The Craftsman
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that from year to year he is proving hisown ©, W. HAWTHORNE AT MACBETH’S 
methods and enlarging his scope of interest. i 

great many people today still ask for the 
WALKER, THE CANADIAN MILLET A privilege of “seeing around” a figure; 
i" does one good to get in touch with the they want it to stand out from the canvas, 

rugged freshness of Horatio Walker, as and consider themselves defrauded by any 
one was able to do quite thoroughly in the painting that has not these qualities. Mr. 

Montross Gallery during the first two weeks Charles W. Hawthorne exhibited at the 
of March. There were nineteen pictures Macbeth Galleries in New York, during the 
shown,—old and new, loaned and other- last two weeks in March, figure paintings in 
wise,—enough to give one a full under- fourteen of which you could not “see 

standing of the bigness of the man’s art. around.” The fifteenth you could, and it 
The center of the exhibition was the served to show that Mr. Hawthorne might 

heroic canvas, ‘Plowing—The First paint in that manner if he chose. It would 

Gleam.” Its power literally takes the seem, therefore, that he leans toward the 

breath away. The cool, brown plowed earth decorative rather than the realistic in ap- 

is underneath. Lunging forward come the proaching his subject, and his work must 
hulking bodies of an ox team, occupying be judged with this point of view in mind. 
the center of the picture. By them stands The fifteen canvases were of unequal 
the shadowed figure of a man, all action, merit, and in several cases there were very 

whirling his ox goad on high; behind, in evident shortcomings in composition. There 
the gloom, the plow and crouching plow- were at least three, three-quarter seated 
man; above, the ox goad cutting across it, figures, in which the arms and hands made 
opens the pale blue-green of the early morn- parallel lines running diagonally across the 

ing sky, cloud-flecked with deep gray cloud- bottom of the canvas, resulting in a tire- 
banks drifting ahead of it, and glinting over some sense of repetition, and one in which 
men, plow, oxen and the newly turned clods two heads came on a line almost in the 
of earth, comes the first cold golden rays of middle of the canvas, producing a striking 
the unseen morning sun. The painting has monotony. With these exceptions, Mr. 
been done with a majesty and vigor fitting Efawthorne should be credited with success 
the subject. It is a picture that would jin his endeavor to produce decorative pic- 
leave no one cold. It is big; it symbolizes tures. His flat and rather vague method 
all there is in the husbandman, toil, the soil, produces an effect of richness, and though 
the quickening seeds to come, and the har- his color range is limited, he makes all his 
vest. It is “The Angelus” in say high notes count. In “The Girl with the 
pics and toil coupled with peace an ee he makes the no of the color oe 

voneae 4 6 the green dish held in the girl’s hands, an 
Hauling the Log—Winter,” men, oxen jn ay ways this was Geta of the can- 

and snow with a background of gray trees, vases exhibited. A composition of three 
has a vigor akin to that in The First fgures, “Mother and Children,” had spirit 

: Gleam, and “A Milk Yard,”—sturdy, pa- and charm, and the uncatalogued nude 
tient cows, milkmaids and men under the seated figure in a landscape, which you 

farmyard trees,—by its coloring cand its could “see around,” was especially well 
chiaroscuro suggests Rembrandt in land- painted and exhibited a cleverly handled 
area oe wae ai pictures nes aig effect of light on the flesh. 
elicate an lecorative vein. ota! 

Pickers,” showing workers in a field fringed RUSH TO SEE INDEPENDENT ARTISTS 
with buildings and trees, had poetry and if connection with Mr. Robert Henri’s 
fine color, the whole subject being seen article on the “Exhibition of Independ- 
and treated even more in the flat than is ent Artists,” published in this issue of THE 

Mr. Walker’s wont. CRAFTSMAN, it is interesting to make note 

Similar in conception and treatment were of the extraordinary reception accorded the 

' “Sheep at Pasture,” “Boy and Calf,” opening of the exhibition on the evening of 

“Calves” and a number of very fine pigs, April first. Over two thousand people at- 

more piggy in character and appearance tended the reception and nearly as many 

than any Mr. Moorland of England ever more were turned away after the galleries 

did. were crowded to the limit of their capacity. 
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A waiting line extended nearly to the end of _ his pictures include peach-basket hats and 

the block each side of the entrance, and clothes of the latest exaggerated Parisian 

finally police assistance was found neces- cut, which, even when handled with the 

sary to avert a possible panic. Up to the utmost cleverness, do not make for lasting 

date of going to press the interest in this quality or bigness in a portrait, but rather 

purely American exhibition of painting, aid in giving an impression of superficiality. 

sculpture and drawing has not abated. In his portrait of “Florence—Daughter 

ART OUT IN CHICAGO no taco Gea ho venules os chatha 
Ace of notable exhibits were held ing a picture at sweet sixteen in a simple 

during February at the Art Institute of pink gown as one would wish to see. A 

Chicago. Among them, Small Bronzes by number of strong sunlit outdoor studies of 
American Sculptors, which was organized Breton men and women, very solid in han- 

by the National Sculpture Society and is the dling, were hung, and offered an interesting 
aise of ite kind unde ee on contrast to the pictures of more sophisti- 

ome of the exhibitors were Frederic Mac- cated folk. 
Monnies, Daniel Chester French, Victor D. 
Brenner, Bessie pone Vonnoh, Abastenia MRS. KINDLUND’S MINIATURES 
St. L. Eberle, Solon Borglum, Louis Potter, AN exhibition of “Portraits in Minia- 
Chester Beach, Clio Hinton Bracken and ture,” by Anna Belle Kindlund of Buf- 
Gail Sherman Corbett. This collection will falo, was held during March in the rooms 
also be shown in Buffalo, St. Louis and of the National Society of Craftsmen, New 
Worcester, Mass. Another interesting show- York. Mrs. Kindlund’s miniatures have all 
ing was the fourteenth annual exhibit of the breadth of approach to the subject that 
the Society of Western Artists. Over two any larger paintings could have, and thor- 
bs pale enge ae eve! On peta oughly justify their being called “portraits 

yy nearly one hundred workers. The paint- jin miniature.” Many of them combined 
ings of Joseph Lindon Smith, which were with the aa delicacy a_ certain 
done 7 pf Pa 56 Jigen. strength and decorative sense quite unusual 
were also shown in Chicago this winter. in work of this kind. 
Mr. Smith is an archeologist as well as a oOyTS MARK OF BUDAPEST 

painter. He has taken an important part 4 

in recent excavation work in Egypt, and in Des almost all of March the 
1907 discovered the tomb of Queen Tiy. National Arts Club, New York, held 
The Egyptian subjects predominated in the 29 exhibition of paintings by Mr. Louis 
exhibition, and were valuable for the his- Mark, of Budapest, who received his train- 
torical interest of the subject as well as for img in Munich and Paris. Most of the pic- 
the painting. The collection of paintings in tures shown were portrait studies, which 
tempera methods by George Haushalter, Seem to be Mr. Mark’s especial metiér. 

_ which was recently exhibited in he Cincin- REVIEWS 

nati Museum, was moved to Chicago in : a 
February. Mr. Haushalter has. amade.a GEORGE BERNARD SHAW: BY GILBERT 

special study of tempera methods for the K. CHESTERTON 
past fifteen years, and for ten years has HEN Mr. Gilbert K. Chesterton 
been painting mural decorations in tempera wrote a book in which he recorded 
colors, and has designed glass windows. with affectionate but merciless 

DANA POND HAS AN EXHIBITION a ce e * mH and sur- 
N his “Portrait of Mon. Henry Lozé,” mised aboutihis nego ang Jdhtred spirit, 

I Dana Pond gives a picture full of vigor, i‘ cee satan pe Me ee ous 
inspiration and sincerity. It was decidedly e..omly revenge Wat lay Teacy tO aus anes 
the best of the fifteen shown in March at he reviewed the book. It goes without say- 
the Knoedler Galleries. They all exhibited ing that after that review nothing more 
the dexterity of Mr. Dana’s brush, and evi- really needs to be written on the subject, 
denced a quick grasp of the personality of but it is probable that not many people on 
the model and a great facility in getting the this side of the Atlantic have read the re- 
point on the canvas. Mr, Pond has had view, and it is quite certain that anyone who 

some fashionable sitters, and so a few of _ is at all interested in Bernard Shaw, wheth- 
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er admiringly or the reverse, would find meaning as tricky and complex, when it is 

keen pleasure in reading the book. really direct and offensive. He always ac- 

In the first place, the mere writing of it cuses Shaw of pulling his leg, at the exact 

was a case of setting an epigrammatist to moment when Shaw is pulling his nose.” 

depict an epigrammatist. For whimsical (“George Bernard Shaw.” By Gilbert K. 

fancy, sheer bull-headed contrariness, and Chesterton. 249 pages. Price $1.50 net. 

joyous daring, all built upon a foundation’ “Published by John Lane Company, New 

of solid, straightforward earnestness, it . York.) | . 

would i eed e Pe pee the women RACE QUESTIONS AND OTHER AMER- 

‘oes farthest. erefore there is probably . 

8 one else in the world who is so entirely ICAN PROBLEMS: BY JOSIAH ROYCE 

well fitted to interpret Bernard Shaw as “Re Questions and Other American 

G. K. Chesterton,—unless, indeed, it might Problems,” by Josiah Royce, Pro- 

be Shaw himself. Mr. Chesterton begins by fessor of the History of Philosophy at Har- 

showing the effect of three dominant influ- vard University, begins with an essay on 

ences in shaping the character of Bernard race questions and race prejudice which is 

Shaw. He holds that he is possible, first of in reality a consideration of our negro 

all, because he is an Irishman, and draws problem. It is the kind of consideration 

from his own nation two unquestionable that is likely to do good, for it is so im- 

qualities—a kind of intellectual chastity personal, so full of the ulterior facts be- 

and the fighting spirit. But if he were hind the situation, that it is not likely to 

wholly Irish he would not be Shaw, so his arouse the prejudices of partisans on either 

biographer makes it plain that he is a “cer- side. Prof. Royce believes that our so- 

tain separated and peculiar kind of Irish- called race problem in this country is rooted 

man which is not easy to describe,” and that in prejudice and an unwarranted race an- 

he inherits from a stern Yorkshire ancestry _ tipathy rather than in any reason or logic,— 

a strong bent toward Puritanism, a ten- in fact, that to a large degree the charges 

dency which was increased by his early edu- against the negro race as a whole are with- 

cation and surroundings. The third element out sufficient foundation. He cites Jamaica 

is that of unquenchable progressiveness, as an example; a place where there are six 

which keeps Shaw always in advance of his hundred thousand negroes, and fifteen thou- 
age and in lively conflict with all accepted sand whites. “Despite all these disadvan- 

ideas. It was as a critic that he first found tages,” he says, “today whatever the prob- 

expression for his variegated heterodoxy, lems of Jamaica, whatever its defects, our 

and since then, as dramatist and philoso- own present Southern race problem in the 

pher, he has driven home the lessons of life forms which we know best simply does not 

as he sees it, and has told the truth about it exist. There is no public controversy about 
so plainly that most people find it very hard social race equality or superiority, neither 
to believe that he means it. a white man or woman feels insecure in 

Says Mr. Chesterton indignantly: “I hear moving about freely among the black popu- 
many people complain that Bernard Shaw _ lation anywhere on the island,”—a state of 

deliberately mystifies them. I cannot im- affairs which would seem to indicate that 

agine what they mean; it seems to me that the troubles we find here are by no means 
he deliberately insults them. His language, inevitable in relations between the white 

especially on moral questions, is generally and the black man. The result in Jamaica, 
as straight and solid as that of a bargee and _he thinks, is due to the admirable British 
far less ornate and symbolic than that of a administration and also to reticence, and he 

hansom-cabman. The prosperous English offers this conclusion, especially in regard 
Philistine complains that Mr. Shaw is mak- _ to reticence, as suggestive to Americans. He 

ing a fool of him, Whereas Mr. Shaw is quotes an Englishman as saying that the 
not in the least making a fool of him; Mr. habit of irritating public speech is one of 

Shaw is, with laborious lucidity, calling him the conditions producing criminality among 
a fool. . . . I think it is always quite plain us, and himself comments that “the South- 
what Mr. Shaw means, even when he is jok- ern race problem will never be relieved by 
ing, and it generally means that the people speech or by practices such as increase irri- 
he is talking to ought to howl aloud for _ tation.” 
their sins. But the average representative Our race problem, clearly, has gained its 
of them undoubtedly treats the Shavian great bulk from our passion for talking 
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about it. It has afforded a speech to every side of the question is right as she is in hers. 

Southern demagogue who needed a topic for The book is vividly written, and brings to 

his speech and, with a criminal lack of con- us a realization of the moral and emotional 

science, this class of man has shouted about struggle that preceded the actual war. 
it from the rostrum until everyone has be- (“Rhoda of the Underground.” By Flor- 

come thoroughly convinced of the unreliev- ence Finch Kelly. Illustrated. 376 pages. 
able horror of the situation, and of his own Price, $1.50. Published by Sturgis and 
unescapable wrongs. The race question is Walton Company, New York.) 
political capital, in fact, the only political paNypE AND BEATRICE: BY SARA KING 
issue of importance a certain group of poli- WILEY 4 Paki 
ticians in the South have had since the re- “ : 
construction days, and it is only an act of Ato play in blank verse, by Mrs. 

self-preservation for them to keep it alive Sara King Wiley, is entitled “Dante 
as they do, regardless of the cost in the and Beatrice,” and tells the story of the 

peace and happiness of the country as a poet’s love for the woman who became his 

whole. life’s ideal. The verse is musical, and the 
Prof. Royce takes issue with the popular expression at times picturesque. Yet one 

assumption of the mental inferiority of the feels that this far-off figure, so gigantic in 

negro, and the belief that he is to only a modern eyes, loses a little from being made 
limited degree capable of civilization and so purely human, and that Beatrice also suf- 
education. After surveying the conditions fers from being presented to-us’as a reality 
under which other nations and races have instead of a vision. One.is so accustomed 
risen or gone down according to their en- to Dante’s own expression of his worship 
vironments during the progress of the for Beatrice that there is a little sense of 

world, he concludes that a race psychology — shock in having it brought down to the level 
is still a science for the future to discover. of human experience,—the same sort of 

(“Race Questions and Other American shock we might feel at seeing the story por- 
Problems.” By Josiah Royce. 287 pages. trayed upon the stage. The book was writ- 
Price, $1.25 net. Published by The Mac- ten as a memorial to Mrs. Wiley’s daugh- 
millan Company, New York.) ter, Sara Wiley Drummond, and is pref- 

RHODA OF THE UNDERGROUND: By ced Re ree of Ma Hecaeas 
a ife, work and character. (“Dante and Bea- 

FLORENCE FINCH KELLY trice. By Sara King Wiley. 130 pages. 
A” interesting story of the days “befo’ Price, $1.25 net. Published by The Mac- 

de wah” is “Rhoda of the Under- millan Company, New York.) 

ground,” by Mrs. Florence Finch Kelly. tyHosg NERVES: BY GEORGE LINCOLN 
Mrs. Kelly is known chiefly as a writer of WAL ‘ ° 
Western stories, but in this latest book she ‘TON, M.D. 
has essayed a historical novel that deals ee general condition of nervous ten- 

. with the strife between opposed convictions sion that seems to have settled itself 
and warring emotions that tore the North upon us as one of the inevitable conse- 
and the South apart on the question of sla- quences of modern life, is producing a num- 
very. The heroine of this story is the ber of books dealing with the question of 
daughter of an abolitionist father and a nerves and their control. One of the most 
mother who was brought up to be a slave- practical and sensible of these treatises is 
holder. The family lives close to the border “Those Nerves,” by George L. Walton, 
line between the North and the South, and M.D., author of “Why Worry?” Written by 
the father and elder daughter, Rhoda, are a man whose professional experience makes 
actively engaged in furthering the work of him an authority on the subject, this little 
the “Underground Railway” which helped volume deals with the subject of nervous- 
runaway slaves to escape to the North. The mess from a commonsense point of view, 
mother is unconscious of what is going on, relieved by a good deal-of wholesome hu- 
and the younger daughter, a typical South- mor. It is full of good suggestions to those 
ern girl, is hotly opposed to anything that who are afflicted with.nerves, and will prob- 
savors of abolition. The situation is com- ably start some people, who are threshing 
plicated by a love affair between Rhoda, the themselves to pieces unnecessarily, on the 
elder daughter, and a young slaveholder road toward self-control. (“Those Nerves.” 
who is just as sincere in the belief that his By George Lincoln Walton, M:D. 197 pages. 
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Price, $1.00. Published by J. B. Lippincott text. The Rev. Mr. Church has also retold 
Company, Philadelphia. ) the Homeric legends in prose form. (“The 

DORIAN DAYS: BY WENDELL PHILLIPS Faery Queen for Boys and Girls,” from 
STAFFORD , Spenser. Told by Rev. A. J. Church. II- 

. Mes “De ‘ lustrated. 309 pages. Price, $1.50. Pub- 
A delightful volume of verse iS “Dorian fished by The Macmillan Company, New 

- Days,” by Judge Wendell Phillips yor, ) 
Stafford, who has turned aside from the x 
many duties and interests of his busy life MARKS ON POTTERY AND PORCELAIN: 
to give expression to his fine and discrimi- BY BURTON & HOBSON 
nating love of beauty.- The verses are all Noe on Pottery and Porcelain,” by 
based upon themes of life and thought in Burton & Hobson. This little book 
ancient Greece, and the joyousness and free- is a most thorough and intelligent catalogue 
dom of the old pagan world rings through of the marks by which a collector may know 
every line. Judge Stafford’s style in writ- the various rare pieces of earthenware. It 
ing verse is so pure and polished, so mind- contains an instructive, general introduc- 
ful of perfect rhythm and beauty of expres- tion, and a separate description precedes 
sion, that one realizes how overwhelming — each individual variety of pottery. The book 
the influence of the Greek feeling must have _ is neatly bound in dark blue cloth, the print- 
been to give them the vitality which is their ing and paper are noticeably fine, so that 
greatest charm, (“Dorian Days.” By Wen- the book is not only a mine of information 
dell Phillips Stafford. 112 pages. Price, but delightful to handle. (‘Marks on Pot- 
$1.25 net. Published by The Macmillan tery and Porcelain.” By Burton & Hob- 
Company, New York.) son. 210 pages. Price, $2.25. Published by 
A LADY OF THE OLD REGIME: BY The Macmillan Company, New York.) 

ERNEST F. HENDERSON THE PLAYERS OF LONDON: BY LOUISE 

a of the Old Régime,” by Ernest BEECHER CHANCELOR 
‘& F. Henderson, is hardly more than a eT Players of London,” by Louise 

series of spicy anecdotes relating to the Beecher Chancelor, is an elaborately 
court life during the reign of Louis XIV decorated volume in lavender and gold. The 
and Louis XV. The most of these stories story deals with the Elizabethan “smart set” 
hinge about the character of Madame, the and Mr. William Shakespeare’s company of 
wife of the king’s brother, who is a most players. The story in itself is rather light, 
refreshing figure in this brilliant but artifi- the pages being mostly decoration, but the 
cial court. Even to one who does not enjoy author has chosen a time which in itself is 
historical reading the book will prove enter- picturesque and romantic. (“The Players 
taining in content and in style, while to stu- of London.” By Louise Beecher Chan- 
dents of French history it will throw many celor. 236 pages. Price, $1.75 net. Pub- 
interesting side lights upon the events of lished by B. W. Dodge & Company, New 
this period. It is particularly attractive in York.) 
its illustrations, reproductions of paintings . FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE LOVE STORIES: 
of the panned people of the time and of old By ZONA GALE 
prints showing court scenes, fétes and pa- eae ; : ney geants. (“A lade of the Old Régime.” By 14 “Friendship Village Love Stories, 
Ernest F. Henderson. Illustrated. 239 Miss Zona Gale gives us) as conunuation 
pages. Price, $2.50. Published by The of her former book, Friendship Village, 
Macmillan Company, New York.) and not only brings old friends Sasol 

THE FAERY QUEEN FOR Bovs AnD {0 ot" minds bt introduces a number o 
GIRLS: BY REV. A. J. CHURCH i eration. The sympathy and sincerity with 

ee Faery Queen for Boys and Girls,” which Miss Gale has portrayed the homely 
_told by the Rev. A. J. Church, and content and friendliness of the simple vil- 

beautifully illustrated with colored plates, is lage life makes this book as pleasant to read 

one more added to the valuable library of as its predecessor, and its interest is quite as 
classics adapted to children’s understanding. human and sincere. (“Friendship Village 
Every child should be familiar with Spen- Love Stories.” By Zona Gale. 321 pages. 
ser’s masterpiece, but it is a courageous boy Price, $1.50. Published by The Macmillan 
or girl who will approach it in the original Company, New York.) 
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CRAFTSMAN ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT 

ae I t t r The Aristocra ae | 
Ls | 

ee 

, 7 Soe 4 e 

AN ® Leather Furniture 
oe The beautiful productions in ‘ Reliance” 

‘ os Leather Furniture, with their ample provision 
———————_—_— aw for lounging comfort and enduring service, offer 

‘ =—@ 2 fine treatment for the Craftsman Library and 
—————— «©, : Living Room. aS 
Seq D 3 i) A Me SP The Cheltenham These roomy, deep fot ache 
G English Library Chair seated chairs and sofas | ah a aon 5 

have a permanent value all their own. Use enhances - Fy 
their beauty and comfort. Long association brings Oe ge 
fuller appreciation of their charm. wh “ = 

Moreover ‘‘Reliance” Leather Furniture is the most Ht we seid ie 
economical furniture you can buy. The first cost is (@ ‘ Bi ; Y s _—_—===Et practically no greater than that of less worthy makes. [ij —— 
For it outwears every other furniture over and over i —_' iy 
again. 

Library Rockey 

“Reliance” Leather Furniture 
The “‘Reliance”’ line includes a wide range of handsome designs in com- 

fortable leather furniture. Our trademark is your guarantee of genuine natural 
grain leather, warranted not to crack, peel or fade. 

A Book About It also assures you perfect cabinet work, skilled 
Leather Furniture workmanship and fine finish. 

Our free booklet “PF” 
illustrat ff th tasers eee ae Sold by Craftsman Dealers 
tae nce cates ele You can get “Reliance’’ Leather Furniture from Craftsman 
This book contains informa- dealers listed on the inside page, back cover, whose names are 
tion that will be helpful to preceded by a star. If your dealer does not carry ‘‘Reliance” 
eae selecting lemthes tur productions, please write us and we will send you the name 
you the name of your local of the nearest ‘‘Reliance”’ dealer, together with our literature. 
dealer who will supply 
708 ye seating leather JAMESTOWN LOUNGE COMPANY, Jamestown, N. Y. 

Specialists in the Manufacture of Comfortable Leather Furniture 

4 er a te ¥ > jay ase ate 
i aes } i M3 \ ae 

Pe a i” . = . " % oy { 4 eM | (S)) | fe 
re is / 

|, a ee | f b a Fag i Be 4 F io 
—— TO cette | H  ———— mae 
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Kindly mention ‘The Craftsman 
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ALS IK KAN: NOTES: REVIEWS 

THE BRIDE OF THE MISTLETOE: BY and outdoor life that we now know by the 
JAMES LANE ALLEN name of the Dutch School. The book is 

ae BS illustrated with the reproductions of a 

A edu pt Tere ete number of famous Dutch paintings. (“The s bane 3 
the Mistletoe.” As the author says in his ay of Buk’ re By oe ig 
preface, it is not a novel; it is a story con- affin. od poe Rai h ee 
cerning two characters. The time oc- $1.20, net. osteee ae zu Ie ed by 
cupied is about forty hours, and there are the Century Company, New York.) 
no events whatever. In short, it is simply THE BIBLE FOR HOME AND SCHOOL: 
a bit . perce) hse ae — BY PROF. SHAILER MATHEWS 
poetically told, and having in it all the % was 

tragedy of human nature” The man in IX these days of the higher criticism 
the case is a splendid, vital, pagan crea- and more clear and vital interest im 
ture. His wife, the mother of his four spinal things, ee books pe ud 
children, has’ givenhim ‘half a lifetime:of °° MOSt ‘Welcome: to te general icadcr as 
utter eroninie She is all woman; he, the vot as - the ne Sue Rs, The 
eternal masculine. He is brutal enough ne ee pe an h e aah ou ie iene 
to tell her frankly that with advancing age SUIE OF wide ‘peseate th ue I niet cal 
she has lost her claim to the first place criticism), combined: with, much’, historical 
in his life, yet great enough to do it in a investigation that may. throw light, on ‘the 
fashion so big, ruthless and sincere that it pes a The vale ae aur 
rises above all the petty things of life into Small enough to carry i the porket, am 
the sphere of the universal. And with it Soe abe SOnvie cae Oe ee ees OF ae 
all life has to go on just as before. The Bible wath scomments aid. foot, notes” Dy - . . 4 some prominent biblical scholar. (“The way the story is told gives it rare beauty Bible for i d: ‘School?”*: Gétidkal 
and compelling charm, yet it is not at all a Edi © D Sh ‘te M. they f the 
pleasant story. (“The Bride of the Mistle- U; tO: oe Chi ore En yeah 2 
toe.” By James Lane Allen. 190 pages. muversity: 6 see ae eae geo 
Price, $1.25. Published by The Macmillan ‘2S about: 125. paaee path under. (rei Company, New York.) erences. Price per volume, 50c. Pub- 

a lished by The Macmillan Company, New 
THE STORY OF DUTCH PAINTING: BY York.) 
CHARLES H. CAFFIN THE ESSENTIALS OF LETTERING: BY 
na interesting addition to our many T. E. FRENCH AND 8. MEIKLEJOHN 

books on painting is “The Story of A convenient little hand book for de- 
Dutch Painting,” by Mr. Charles H. Caffin. signers and craftsmen is “The Essen- 
It deals with the art of Holland in the tials of Lettering,” by Thomas E. French 
seventeenth century, and the development and Robert Meiklejohn. The first four 
of the new school of painting that grew chapters were published last year and used 
out of social and political conditions in as a text book in the Engineering College 
the Netherlands. In a way the book is at the Ohio State University. Five more 
a history of the country and the people as_ chapters have been added, making the book 
well as of the art which was such a sin- more generally useful to artists and de- 
cere expression of life as they saw it. signers. The principles of lettering are 
The story begins in the middle of the six- set forth, with good working forms of 
teenth century, when the Emperor Charles each style and the reasons for their ap- 
the Fifth abdicated the imperial crown, propriate uses. (“The Essentials of Let- 
ceding Spain and the Netherlands to Philip tering: A Manual for Students and De- 
the Second, and takes the reader through signers.” By Thomas E. French and 
the political upheavals of that troubled Robert Meikiejohn. Second edition. Il- 
time, showing the influences that led the lustrated. 72 pages. Published by The 
painters to produce the pictures of indoor Varsity Supply Company, Columbus.) 
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